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HIS IS THE debut issue of a publication we trust you will
ﬁnd informative and stimulating, affording you a distinctive glimpse every year into the international trade and
industry of Faroe Islands. The concept was developed in

cooperation with representatives of the Faroese business community
and our key alliance partner, the Faroe Islands Trade Council. The
goal was to provide a comprehensive overview of Faroese industry

In co-operation with the Faroe Islands Trade Council

and to highlight key economic issues and factors in a readable, at-

Distributed by Faroe Islands Trade Council.
Also distributed by sponsors and advertisers.

tractive and hopefully entertaining format for international business
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ALL INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS PUBLICATION
IS A SERVICE TO READERS AND MAY BE USED FOR
INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. COMMERCIAL
RE-PUBLICATION, WITHOUT EXPRESS WRITTEN
PERMISSION, IS PROHIBITED.
DISCLAIMER: THE PUBLISHER ASSUMES NO
RESPONSIBILITY FOR POSSIBLE ERRORS,
OMISSIONS OR INACCURACIES IN INFORMATION
CONTAINED IN THIS PUBLICATION. THE
INFORMATION IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES,
MANAGEMENT REPORTS OR SIMILAR SOURCES OF
INFORMATION. THE PUBLISHER INCLUDING ALL
ORGANIZATIONS AND PERSONS APPEARING IN,
WRITING FOR OR OTHERWISE INVOLVED IN
CREATING AND OR DISTRIBUTING THIS
PUBLICATION, SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY
DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION, LOST REVENUES OR LOST PROFITS,
WHICH MAY RESULT FROM THE USE OF
INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THIS PUBLICATION.
WHILE MAKING NO COMMITMENT TO UPDATE THE
INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN, THE PUBLISHER
MAY MAKE CHANGES OR UPDATES TO THE
CONTENT, IN PRINTED, ELECTRONIC OR OTHER
FORMAT, AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE.

contacts, whether client, prospect, investor or partner.
The response we have received throughout the country during
the creation, preparation and production of this new publication has
been extremely positive. Without the assistance of our sponsors and
advertisers, this endeavor would not have become a reality.
The audience we wish to reach is an international blend: anyone,
anywhere with a business interest in the Faroes—traders, purchasers,
brokers, investors—any decision maker who needs to know more
about the opportunities that exist in this industrious and distinctively
beautiful country in the heart of the North Atlantic Ocean.
Rather than providing a full catalogue of everything that is to
be found in the Faroese business community, we strive to emphasize
quality and contextual importance. As far as the Faroese export
industry and business environment is concerned, we think we have
succeeded in presenting an accurate and fair picture of 2004. We
hope that you will ﬁnd the Annual Business Report to be a reliable
source of useful information and an invaluable source of business
inspiration.

Búi Tyril
Publisher and Editor in Chief
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GEOGRAPHY

8 Exclusive Microcosm • Despite the sheer fewness of inhabitants and defying the shifting, seasonal winds of economic
volatility, the Faroe Islands is a very progressive community where
hard work meets digital diversity.

the Faroes, the UK and mainland Europe with “a direct link to
ﬁshermen.”

44 Hooked on Haddock • Situated right next to prime ﬁshing

grounds with excellent transport connections, Leirvík’s Hvilvtenni delivers fresh ﬁllets straight from the ocean.

14 More Than a Marvelous Meeting Place • Only a couple of hours 46 Providing for Choice of Fish Products • Under the management
from continental Europe, yet far enough away to provide a sense of
refuge from the stresses of metropolitan life, the Faroe Islands is,
quite literally, a natural destination for meetings and incentive trips.

of strongman Johan Páll Joensen, Maru Seafood is placing its bets
on customization by offering a viable variety of fresh, frozen,
salted and smoked ﬁsh products.

16 Making Distinction Equal Competitive Edge • Predicting

48 Premium Seafood Exporter Going for Growth • With the

renewed growth, the Faroe Islanders are ﬁnding untapped
competitive advantage in their distinctive community, telecommunications infrastructure and international business connections.

FISHERIES INDUSTRY

20 Catch and Beyond • The successful Faroese ﬁshing days

system may inspire ﬁsheries management in many countries, but
with structural change looming in the world markets, tough
challenges remain for parts of the ﬁshing industry.

24 Fishing Fleet Facing Rougher Seas • With oil prices hurting
and catches down—one-tenth from 2003 levels—the Faroese
ﬁsheries retraction continued for a second straight year through
2004, following two years of all-time high yields.

27 Sustainable Fisheries: The Faroese Approach • In the holistic

ambition to be perceived as the ‘best option in Faroe Islands,’
seafood supplier PRG Export produces and sells salted ﬁsh, fresh
ﬁllets and frozen salmon, focusing strongly on product quality.

50 Salmon Trout for Japan on the Rise • Fully controlling all

development stages from egg to ﬁnal product and adhering to
tough grading practices could be the key to Vestsalmon’s success
in farmed salmon and trout, as exports to Japan soar.

OTHER INDUSTRIES, SERVICES

52 Globalizing the North Atlantic • From shipping and logistics to
maritime services and mechanical engineering and beyond—the
year 2004 saw industry consolidation, fresh beginnings and
dramatic change in the Faroe Islands.

60 Soliciting Compact Solutions For Proﬁtable Fishing • As a

measure of proﬁtability in the face of environmental challenges,
overall compactness in marine equipment and ﬁshing gear has
become increasingly important, according to manufacturer
Oilwind.

62 Packing Supplier Capitalizing on Nordic Stamp of Quality •

While keeping its main focus on providing Faroese industry
with packing materials and supplies, Farpack is eyeing an Asian
market for small size, Scandinavian quality packaging boxes.

64 Leading Harbor Gaining New Ground • One of the country’s

biggest and busiest harbors, the Port of Klaksvík is being enlarged
with a 20,000 square metre cargo terminal as both Municipality
and Government engage in landmark infrastructure development.
been vitalized by a merger with Icelandic rival Eimskip, with
cargo liner services linking the Faroes to North America in
addition to traditional routes in northern Europe—and direct
access to the group’s subsidiaries in 13 countries, including China.

68 Strong Seaport Expanding Across the Longest Fjord • With

the expected rise in tourism, extended quaysides and the addition

of a shipyard facility, activities at Runavík Harbor are set to grow
substantially in the immediate future.

70 Superferry’s Cargo Conﬁdence • Smyril Line Cargo employs
its advantageous roll-on/roll-off system to attract increasing
numbers of shipping customers in a highly competitive North
Atlantic transport market.

72 A Major International Fisheries Port • The Port of Fug-

lafjørður, allegedly one of the most industrious ﬁsheries harbors in
Europe, handles half a million tonnes annually while offering
high capacity services for the maritime and ﬁshing industries.

74 Successful Launch of Dedicated Shipping Agency • Newcomer
Faroe Agency is run by a team of experienced shipping and
management professionals on a strong footing with Russian and
international shipowners—and is growing at a staggering rate.

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

76 Overcoming the ‘Lone Fir’ Factor • The Faroes is facing

economic challenges that may necessitate structural change in
order to diversify industry and increase productive domestic and
foreign investments.

82 Shaping Up the Open Ship Registry • The Faroese Maritime

Authority is preparing for an upgraded international ship registry
that will place the Faroe Islands in a strong competitive position
with high standards and an attractive ﬁscal regime.

84 Opening Bell About to Ring for New Securities Market • In
A small ﬁshing vessel entering Tórshavn, with Tinganes in the background.
MARIA OLSEN

Fisheries and Maritime Affairs has established three research and
development centers dedicated to marine biotech, ﬁsh harvesting
and ﬁsh processing technology.

In an effort to sharpen its proﬁle in the international ICT
marketplace, Faroese Telecom places strategic focus on its core
competency—an adept ability to simplify complexity and create
proﬁt in small communities.

66 A National Shipping Icon Turns International • Faroe Ship has

approach to sustainable ﬁsheries, factors such as development, economic performance, resource maintenance and community welfare
are all-important.

30 Industry to ‘Stay Competitive’ Through R&D • The Ministry of

58 Faroese Telecom Goes After Small Niche Markets Worldwide •

cooperation with the Icelandic Stock Exchange, the VMF is
ﬁnally about to be launched, with hopes of attracting foreign
investors—and stimulating a new culture of investment among
Faroe Islanders.

86 Perpetual Quest for Potential Growth • While acting as a

32 Driving Force of Development Highlights Sustainable Fisheries

coordinator of collaborative efforts to promote Faroese exports,
the Trade Council also serves as an information source for foreign
companies seeking business contacts in the Faroe Islands.

JFK/Kósin group, puts renewed emphasis on sustainable development by employing advanced ﬁsheries technology aboard its newest
ﬁshing vessels.

88 A Case and a Place for High-Tech • Bitland Enterprise offers a

• One of the largest seafood exporters of the Faroe Islands, the

34 The Ice Fresh Connection • Framherji is successfully combin-

viable option for the deployment and showcasing of cutting-edge
technology projects, using the distinctive Faroese geography and
demographics as the physical framework for ultimate ‘realitytesting’.

36 Steadily Rolling out Fresh Frozen Fillets • Factory trawler

OIL & GAS EXPLORATION

ing Faroese and Icelandic ﬁsheries expertise, harvesting Barents
Sea cod and haddock, Irminger Sea redﬁsh, and North Atlantic
pelagic species.

‘Vesturvón’ has for many years provided frozen-at-sea ﬁllets to the
UK market, using a proven method to deliver superior product
quality based on maximum freshness prior to freezing.

38 ‘We Always Let the Money Work Hard’ • Osmund and Tummas
Justinussen rank among the Faroese ﬁshing industry’s most
dynamic shipowners, but they’re starting to look more like the
managers of a conglomerate.

40 Refreshing Investments Yield Added Fish Value • Compelled by
environmental and market demands, Kongshavn invests in new
sorting and chilling technologies.

90 The Need for Speed and Patience • Even though some oil

industry insiders are in favor of regulatory changes in the Faroes
to lower ﬁnancial risks in order to increase the potential for
drilling action, the oil business is still very much of a patience
game.

94 Gaining Knowledge by Pooling Information Resources •

According to the Faroes Oil Industry Group, FOÍB, it is of great
value for the industry to share best practices and other resources in
order to learn the most possible about the Faroese Shelf and the
Atlantic Margin as an area of activity.

42 Securing a Direct Supply Line of Fish • In a joint venture with
shipowners, ﬁsh and seafood supplier FoFish under the management of Abraham Løkin and Leif Høj is providing purchasers in
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siderable interest among international

new owners to take these commercial

oil companies in exploring our seabed

entities forward in such a way that

in the pursuit of oil and gas, which

they can successfully adapt to today’s

Islands are often described as “tiny”

became evident before the November,

challenges on the global market.

and “remote”. But for the Faroese

2004 deadline for receiving applica-

Generally speaking, the Faroese

people, these terms do not ﬁt com-

tions to the 2nd Licensing Round.

people have a high level of education

fortably with our way of thinking as

Signiﬁcant discoveries of hydrocar-

and a pragmatic approach to business

active players in the international

bon deposits in both the Faroese area

and communication—internationally-

community.

as well as on the adjacent UK side

minded but with a ﬁrm footing in lo-

The Faroes today are a well-

of the Atlantic frontier support our

cal Faroese society; they are of course

developed modern Nordic society

belief in the Faroes as a petroleum

our most important investments for

with excellent physical and social

producing country in the future.

the future. We aim to strengthen

PER Á HÆDD

ITH THE NORTH Atlantic
Ocean all around us, and a

population of only 48,000, the Faroe

infrastructure and access to the very

The establishment and further

our capacity to do what we already

latest technology. This provides the

development of new industries re-

do best—living off the sea—as well

business community with a strong

quires cooperation with larger and

as exploring new partnerships that

foundation for their activities, with

stronger partners. Such cooperation

can give our young people new and

can help improve access to markets,

diverse opportunities for the future.

tax rates and an advanced telecom- markets. This puts Faroese ﬁsh prod- enhance international know-how and

The Faroese student support scheme,

munication network. The airport, ucts at a distinct advantage when it

stimulate investment. The Faroese

for example, provides Faroese stu-

comes to both quality and freshness. tradition for a relatively large degree

dents with the opportunity to study

the added beneﬁts of low company

harbors, hospitals, hotels, shipyards

connections to our major continental

and a range of other facilities are all

In the ﬁsheries sector the empha- of public ownership of major busi-

close at hand. As a compact island

sis still is on sustainable development. nesses has reached a crucial turning

group, major urban and business cen- However, collaborative research and

point. Plans are now underway to

all over the world
Being heavily dependent on the
sea and its natural resources, the

tres in the Faroes are all closely con- development projects are underway, privatize a range of public compa-

Faroes are vulnerable to the f luc-

nected by a sophisticated network of

exploring new ways of getting more

tuations of nature and international

roads, bridges and ferries, as well as

out of our valuable marine resources, munication industries, as well as in

markets, which is also reﬂected on

mountain and sub-sea tunnels.

both for food and other products. the ﬁshing industry. This will allow

the export ﬁgures of 2004. How-

nies in the banking and telecom-

As a ﬁsheries nation, the Faroes Advances in biotechnology, for exare facing important new challenges

ample, can help turn bi-products into

resulting from the globalization of

ﬁrst class export items.

the ﬁshing industry and the major

While fishing will no doubt

changes in traditional trade patterns

always be a dominant sector in our

this has brought with it. We continue

economy, we are also actively encour-

to adapt to these changes, as we have

aging the development of new and

always done, open to opportunities

diverse industries. Tourism is enjoy-

for cooperation with foreign and mul- ing a steady increase, with growing
tinational trade and business partners. international awareness of the Faroes
Here in the North Atlantic, we are

as a unique ecological and cultural

surrounded with some of the most

destination. The Faroese IT sector

productive and cleanest sea in the

has shown great innovation in recent

world. We are strategically located

years, making important inroads into

with effective sea and air transport

international markets. There is con-
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ever, I believe part of our strength

PRIME MINISTER’S OFFICE
The Government of the Faroe Islands
http://www.tinganes.fo
E-Mail: info@tinganes.fo
Tel.: +298 351010
London Representative Ofﬁce:
http://www.faroeislands.org.uk
E-Mail: faroes.representation.uk@tinganes.fo
Tel.: +44 (0) 20 7333 0227
Brussels Representative Ofﬁce
http://www.faroes.be
E-Mail: faroes.mission.eu@tinganes.fo
Tel.: +32 2 233 08 55
Copenhagen Representative Ofﬁce:
E-Mail: faroes.misson.dk@tinganes.fo
Tel.: +45 32 83 37 70

lies in the very size and geographical
location of the Faroes and the way
in which conditions have taught us
to be resilient, creative, ﬂexible and
outward-looking, more so now than
ever before with the challenges of
today’s globalized world.
We intend to build on these
strengths to ensure a sustainable future for our nation in the North Atlantic, in partnership with our many
neighbours and friends, both near
and far.

Jóannes Eidesgaard
Prime Minister

FAROE ISLANDS (FØROYAR)
Location: The Faroe Islands is located in the North Atlantic (62°N 7°W), approximately 430 kilometers southeast of Iceland, 600 kilometers west of Norway and 300 kilometers northwest of Scotland. The Faroes is comprised of 18
islands, separated by narrow sounds or fjords.
Land Area: 1400 square kilometers; 545 square miles. The distance from the
northernmost point of the archipelago to the southernmost is 113 km, and the
distance from east to west is 75 km. The largest island is Streymoy (375 km2)
and the capital, Tórshavn, is situated there. The highest point, Slættaratindur, is
882 m and the average elevation above sea level is just over 300 m; the total
coastline is a little above 1,000 km. The climate is typically oceanic; the weather
is moist, changeable and at times windy. Due to the inﬂuence of the Gulf Stream,
there is little variation between winter and summer temperatures.
Population: 48,219 (2003). Of this number, 18,684 lived in the Tórshavn (captial)
region and 4,846 in Klaksvík, which is the second largest town.
Language: The written and spoken language is Faroese. The Faroese language
is a North Germanic language closely related to Icelandic and to the dialects
of western Norway. Nordic languages and English are understood and spoken
by most Faroese.
Religion: Approximately distributed as follows: Evangelical Lutheran Church:
85 percent; Christian Brethren: 10 percent; Other: 5 percent.
History: The Faroe Islands is believed to have been discovered and inhabited
in the 8th century or earlier by Irish settlers. The Norwegian colonization began
about hundred years later and developed throughout the Viking Age. The settlers established their own parliament on Tinganes in Tórshavn. The Faroese
Parliament is believed to be the oldest in Europe. Norway and Denmark joined
in a double monarchy in the late 14th century. When Norway in 1814 was cessioned to the King of Sweden, the Faroe Islands and Greenland remained under
the sovereignty of the Danish Monarch. Due to the large geographical distance
to Norway and Denmark, the Faroese always maintained a special jurisdiction
along with their distinct language and culture.
Political System: Together with Denmark and Greenland, the Faroe Islands
constitutes the Kingdom of Denmark, which is a constitutional monarchy. Since
1948, the Faroe Islands has had an extensive Home Rule — where so-called
Joint Affairs are under Danish State authority, while Faroese affairs are under
Faroese Home Rule administration and legislation. The Faroe Islands has, for
example, its own independent area regarding customs and excise, taxation and
administration. Judicial, defense and foreign affairs are among those affairs that
cannot be taken over by the Faroese Government according to the Home Rule
Act. The Faroese Parliament (Løgting) is the legislative assembly for Faroese
affairs, and also appoints the Prime Minister (Løgmaður), who — along with
his cabinet ministers — constitutes the Faroese Government (Landsstýri). The
Løgting has at most 32 MPs elected from seven constituencies. In addition to
the elections to the Løgting, the Faroese people elect two representatives to
the Danish Parliament.
Head of State: The Prime Minister (Løgmaður), Jóannes Eidesgaard (Social
Democrat), since February, 2004.
— Information Memorandum 2004
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By Michael Paul Reveal

NTREPID VIKING MARINERS and other restless souls walking the hills and shores of Scotland and
Ireland long ago, upon observing the annual spring
ﬂights of greylag geese heading northward out to sea,
early on must have surmised that something … some-

thing very tempting … lay beyond the horizon. Speculation
must have run rampant, as they pondered what grand and

nurturing landmass must lay to the north that would so attract

Despite the sheer fewness of
inhabitants and defying the
shifting, seasonal winds of
economic volatility, the Faroe
Islands is a very progressive
community where hard work
meets digital diversity.

the unerring interest of Europe’s noble ancestral birdlife.
Following the north-westerly course set by the greylag
geese and no doubt sharing the rumours of mythic voyages by
itinerant Irish monks in the early days of Christianity, hardy
Viking settlers, seeking out new vistas and a chance to create a new homeland, arrived in the Faroe Islands around 825
A.D. They found a land of sheltering fjords, splendid valleys,
temperate maritime climate and abundant ﬁsheries. Here was
a land of promise and expectation worthy of exploration.
Over the centuries, others arrived, scattering about the
archipelago to establish their farms and village clusters. They
gathered every summer to discuss the affairs of their new
homeland, meeting on a rocky spit in the heart of the archipelago, and established what many scholars believe to be the
oldest parliament in Europe. Governing laws were debated
and promulgated and an independent community began
to ﬂourish. That self-same rocky spit, bearing the name of
Tinganes, is home to the Faroese government and the ofﬁce
of the prime minister overlooks the very site of those early
meetings.
It was indeed a land of promise and extraordinary vision, yet there were many centuries of unprecedented hardship. Ravaged by the Black Death, forgotten and ignored by
clashing Scandinavian powers, often destitute and subject to
an onerous trade monopoly controlled by Danish government
edict, the Faroese in 1872 seized an opportunity to become
one of the world’s foremost ﬁshing nations with the purchase
of an old and weather-beaten ﬁshing schooner from Scotland.
That ﬂedgling entry into the world’s economy was followed by
others and now the Faroese ﬁshing ﬂeet roams the globe.

EXCLUSIVE
MICROCOSM

What sense of purpose and vision has enabled this farﬂung archipelago with a population of less than 50,000 to
survive and prosper? What animating force has propelled this
8 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005
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microcosm of humanity to achieve
against all odds a standard of living

Averting a rising tide of foment

international voice in world affairs, as

for independence, the Danish gov-

Denmark retains control over mat-

ernment in 1948 negotiated a new

ters of defence and international re-

status for the Faroes within the

lations, including negotiations with

Kingdom of Denmark. The Faroe

the WTO, for example, as well as

Islands became an autonomous, self-

other international organisations.

governing region with some of the

Neither is the Faroes a part of the

of tenacity, of collective endeavour

basic governmental services, such as

Nordic Council of Ministers, being

that pervades the Faroese society and

the police, the airport and similar

subsumed under Danish hegemony,

services, administered by the Dan-

and the country does not compete in

ish government. The yearning for

the Olympics, although it does tri-

independence is, however, still wide-

umph in the Paralympics, especially

spread and the Faroese government

in swimming.

and per capita income among the
highest in the world with a gross
domestic produc of nearly DKK 10
(EUR 1.34 / USD 1.75) billion?
The answer may lie in the spirit

enables it to seize opportunity and
Pufﬁns are very popular—and
populous—in the Faroes.

to awaken individual innovation in
service to the entire community.

innovation blooms to take advantage

is slowly assuming more and more

and ﬂow of worldwide economic real- of the next upswing, which in turn

of the administrative responsibilities

mandate of Denmark is not perva-

ity has not left the Faroes unscathed. draws the attention of the world to

now within the aegis of the Danish

sive, however. Many international

Dependency upon ﬁsheries creates

this small archipelago situated in

government.

conventions to which Denmark is a

a vulnerability to ﬂuctuating prices

the heart of the North Atlantic and

Because of this relationship,

signatory do not automatically govern

and quixotic catches, yet with each

their collective efforts are justly re- unique in the annals of international

the actions of the Faroes until they

troubling downturn of the economy

warded.

are ratiﬁed by the Faroese parliament.

OIL AND GAS DEPOSITS:

The ebb

jurisprudence, the Faroese have no

ABSALON HANSEN / FAROE ISLANDS TOURIST BOARD

ABSALON HANSEN / FAROE ISLANDS TOURIST BOARD

GEOGRAPHY

The international relations

Moreover, the Faroe Islands is not a
member of the European Union, as
is Denmark. Current EU ﬁsheries
policy works to the disadvantage of
the Faroese, although the success of
Faroese ﬁsheries resource management is the subject of much debate
among EU member states.
In 1992, the Faroese were granted
exclusive control of the underground

View of uninhabited Tindhólmur; a tourist in
the foreground climbing up the mountainside
east of Gásadalur on the island of Vágar.

mineral rights, a factor contributing

those isolated villages and islands not

to the latest endeavours to explore

linked to the national roadway system.

for oil and gas deposits, presumed to

Some 16 tunnels course through the

be present in abundance, although to

mountains and a newly constructed

date extremely elusive, deep under

tunnel under the sea links the capital

the basalt that is the remnant of the

of Tórshavn with the country’s air- closest neighbours—Iceland, Shet-

explosive birth of the Faroe Islands

port on the island of Vágar, home

land, Norway and Denmark, as well

some 60 million years ago.

to the national carrier, Atlantic

as regular container ship service be-

ferry that sails among the country’s

Airways. Flights from neighbour- tween Iceland and Denmark. Soon
DTT EXPERTISE :
Prime Minister Jóannes Ejdesgaard speaking
at a National Holiday parliament session.

10 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005

Paved roads

ing countries arrive twice a week, if

another undersea tunnel will provide

reach nearly every village and town

not daily. These ﬂights are comple- a road link to Klaksvík in the north-

throughout the country. Ferries reach

mented by a capacious car and cargo

ern reaches of the country, which is
AnnualBusinessReport 2005 •
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cable will greatly facilitate emerging

MARIA OLSEN

satellite linkages. This new undersea

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES
The total number of tunnels
interlinking Faroe Islands’ towns and
villages is currently 16 (Jan. 2005).
In December 2002, the ﬁrst sub-sea
tunnel in the Faroese was opened
between Vágar and Streymoy. A
second sub-sea tunnel is underway
between Borðoy and Eysturoy (the
towns of Leirvík and Klaksvík).

telecommunications initiatives in the
Faroes, such as international web services and hosting. Nearly everyone
has a mobile phone and landlines
reach every household. Internet usage is quite high; DSL is common;
Port of Fuglafjørður.

WiMax is being explored and digital

Both passenger and cargo transport
is provided on a daily basis to all
but two of the inhabited islands
and most villages. Ferries and
helicopter services are available
to the islands that are not directly
linked to the road system, and bus
service is the most common form
of transport for the other areas.

terrestrial television (DTT) beams
a major ﬁsheries port. This new link

throughout the major metropolitan

will dramatically improve the trans- areas. In fact, the Faroes was the
port connection within the country

fourth nation in the world to deploy

and facilitate even greater interac- a fully operational DTT system and
tion between the central core of the

now markets its expertise world-

country and the outlying villages and

wide.

islands to the north. These undersea
tunnels have been privately funded

EXCEEDING OPENNESS: All these

and tolls are charged, which is yet

communication linkages to the world

another example of Faroese resource- beyond the heart of the North Atlanfulness when faced with difﬁcult

tic support an ever-growing tourist

challenges.

industry. Recently featured on the

The Faroe Islands also has a

Ophra Winfrey show and at a number

One of Eimskip’s container ships berthed
at the harbor of Tórshavn.

highly advanced telecommunica- of tourism trade fairs in Europe and

the future provide another economic

professor operates a farm; the secre-

option for many Faroese, especially

tary manages the budding career of

tions infrastructure. The FarIce

the United States, the Faroe Islands

ensure a welcoming environment

those residing in the more remote ar- a talented musician. The end result

large-capacity undersea ﬁbre optic

is beginning to attract more and more

throughout the country.

eas where the natural beauty of the

is a population that is multi-talented,

Faroes is its most splendid.

well networked, audacious and will-

cable, constructed by a private con- worldwide interest. Although the

Some communities have insti-

and Scotland, which is backed up by

under 40,000 per year, the local tour- renowned artists to encourage tour-

there is an historic openness to taking

portunity even in the face of hard-

an earlier undersea cable as well as

ist industry is determined to foster a

ism to their region and others are

on a variety of tasks and challenges

ship and challenges—and challenges

professional business approach to this

planning focused tours designed for

that far exceeds that experienced in

come fast and furious in the Faroes.

most important industry. The indus- knitting groups or history buffs or

countries with larger populations.

try has banded together to facilitate

the inveterate walker who desires

The ﬁsherman may operate a small

better marketing and establishment

to explore new vistas. The Faroese

import business that services his

of universal standards. The national

economy needs other sources of in-

local village; the radio personality

tourist board as well collaborates with

come beyond the ﬁsheries and many

plays the tympani in the national

the regional tourist organisations to

feel that tourism will at some point in

symphony orchestra; the university

Installation work with the FarIce
sub-sea ﬁber optic cable connecting the
Faroes with Iceland and Scotland at
Funningsfjørður, Eysturoy (left);
Port of Klaksvík (right).
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gated music festivals featuring world-

Because of the small population, ing to take a chance and seize an op-

In March 2003, the old Norröna was
replaced with a new DKK 700 (EUR
94 / USD 125) million combined
cruise and cargo ship that can carry
roughly 1,500 passengers and 800
cars. Several freight companies
provide cargo carriage to and
from the Faroe Islands. The most
important routes are to Denmark,
Scotland, Norway and Sweden.

MARIA OLSEN

relative number of tourists remains

MARIA OLSEN

sortium, links Iceland, the Faroes

Two airline companies (Atlantic
Airways and Air Iceland) handle the
air services to and from the Faroe
Islands. Depending on the season,
there are two to four daily ﬂights to
Denmark (Copenhagen and Billund),
two to ﬁve ﬂights a week to Iceland
and two to four ﬂights per week
to Aberdeen. In the summer, there
are two ﬂights to Norway (Oslo/
Stavanger) as well as to London.

The Leirvík side of the ‘Norðoyatunnilin’,
a 6.3-kilometer sub-sea tunnel, linking Klaksvík
on the island of Borðoy with Eysturoy. The DKK
355 (EUR 48 / USD 63) million project, managed
by a Norwegian division of Swedish construction
giant NCC, is set for completion in mid 2006.
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GEOGRAPHY
Only a couple of hours
from continental Europe,
yet far enough away
to provide a sense of
refuge from the stresses
of metropolitan life, the
Faroe Islands is, quite
literally, a natural
destination for meetings
and incentive trips.

N

between working days at the confer-

http://www.tourist.fo

be pleasantly distracted just by talk-

E-Mail: tourist@tourist.fo

ing to locals or taking some of the

Tel.: +298 355800

tours on offer.”

Fax: +298 355801

You don’t necessarily need to take

Director: Heri Niclasen

a whole day off to experience nature

Head of Marketing: Unn á Lað

at play ﬁrst hand in the Faroe Islands.

PR & Press Coordinator:
Hildur H. Durhuus

Just taking a short stroll and ﬁlling
your lungs with the cool, fresh ocean
air of the Faroes will envigorate even

OT TOO MANY people are

FAROE ISLANDS TOURIST BOARD

ence or whatever you’re doing, you’ll

the hardiest of travellers.

The Faroe Islands Tourist Board
is an agency commissioned
by the Ministry of Trade and
Industry to develop incoming
tourism in the Faroe Islands.

acquainted with the fresh and

“Whether you go trekking over

beautiful setting the Faroe Islands

a mountain in an organized group,

Ofﬁcial tourist portal:

or just take it easy walking up a hill

http://www.visit-faroeislands.com

by yourself, it will of course make a

Meeting and incentives
campaign website:

MORE THAN
A MARVELOUS
MEETING PLACE

offer for meetings and incentive trips;
but that could be about to change
as the country appears more and
more often on international meeting schedules. One probable reason:
tourism marketers are out to attract
business travellers to the enchanting

difference… You can ﬁsh trout in a
lake, a perfect thing to do for a few
hours; or you might prefer to discover

the islands up close from the water, it is that makes it worthwhile visitexploring grottoes and viewing bird

islands in the North Atlantic.

ing the Faroes, we’ll see increasing

cliffs along the coast line on a schoo- numbers coming in; many are return-

Faroe Islands Tourist Board has been

with modern accomodation and high- tures dotted with shaggy sheep, steep

running campaigns in Germany and

tech conferencing facilities.”
The elements can at times turn

mountains and valleys, at times under

The Nordic House, Tórshavn, is a popular place
for conferences, concerts and other events.

a clear blue sky but just as often cov-

ner; or you can even take a helicopter

ing customers and they give recom-

ride to see some of the spectacular

mendations to others. Quite simply,

sites from a bird’s eye view.”

the Faroes strike a perfect balance

Mr Niclasen said the Faroe Is- between a stimulating natural ex-

message of enticement; adding Swe- too rough for some during the win- ered with thick, magical mist. The

which in most cases it is. Some say

lands Tourist Board is expecting the

den to the list, the Tourist Board will

ter half of the year, which of course

bright and beautiful light illuminates

the Faroese people are like that, too;

number of visitors to rise as market- facilities.”

continue campaigning during 2005.

makes the summer-half generally

the islands and plays in fantastic ways

hierarchies are kept to a minimum, ing activities continue and happy cus-

“We are addressing the growing

preferable. However, for the Faroe- on the hillsides and fjords.

perhaps because with such a small

conference and incentive industry

bound business traveller, or anyone

“Some absolutely amazing light-

population, many people know each

by promoting the Faroe Islands as

looking for the special kind of adven- ing—it’s almost unreal,” as one tour-

other. No exception, the Faroese

services to high international stan-

an ideal venue in stimulating sur- ture that is so easily available there, ist noted, realising it didn’t get dark

capital, Tórshavn, is both small and

dards, with friendly personnel and

roundings,” said the Tourist Board’s

a memorable and refreshing experi- in the night during summer. “You

compact; virtually everything a con- excellent communications facilities;

Director, Heri Niclasen. “The Faroe

ence is surely in store, whatever the

forget the weather was rainy quite

ference delegate might need is situ- we also have tour operators who or-

often, because it changed so quickly

ated within a ten-minute radius of

ganize corporate meetings, confer-

the major hotels. And of course the

ences and incentive trips, and pro-

Islands can serve as the perfect meet- season.
ing point, in a sense far ﬂung, yet at

With dramatic land- and sea- back to nice and sunny.”

the same time only two hours away

scapes in an atmosphere of over-

from Copenhagen Airport and other

whelming harmony around the rocky

lands much appreciated by visitors

key hubs in Northern Europe. We

islands: awesome bird cliffs rising

is the fact that things generally feel

“People are friendly and easy to

have a unique combination of peace, straight out of the ocean; fjords and

very compact and intimate , as if

talk to, and some of them are great

quiet and stunning natural beauty, grottoes outline striking green pas- everything is just around the corner

storytellers,” Mr Niclasen added. “In

14 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005

One feature of the Faroe Is-

perience and excellent conference

MARIA OLSEN

During the past year or so, the

the United Kingdom to convey their

http://www.faroeislands-online.com

tomers hopefully spread the word.
“We offer a range of conference

stunning natural environment is lit- vide information on hotels, facilities
erally on the doorstep.

and ﬂights. As people ﬁnd out what

Heri Niclasen, director of the
Faroe Islands Tourist Board.
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MAKING DISTINCTION EQUAL COMPETITIVE EDGE
By Michael Paul Reveal

B

EFORE DAVID RICARDO
ﬁrst enunciated his theory on

comparative advantage in 1817, the

Faroese had long been busy specializing in woollen socks for the Danish
military; after all, Faroese sheep were
abundant and exquisitely competent
knitters were available (and still are).
The saying, of course, soon sprang up
that “Faroese wool is Faroese gold”.
Would that all those warm socks
were exchanged for gold in those
days, but that is another story.
When the trade monopoly ended
in 1856, the Faroese quickly sought
out another comparative advantage
and turned to yet another abundant
resource—the ﬁsheries surrounding
the Faroe Islands. Outﬁtted with twomasted schooners and indomitable
courage, Faroese fishermen soon
became very adept at harvesting this
new Faroese gold (and still are). The
Faroese ﬁshing ﬂeet is formidable and
is spread around the globe.
Closer to home, sea farms began
to spring up in the fjords and sounds
of the Faroes in the 1980s. Aquaculture became a new source of gold, as
MARIA OLSEN

prices for farmed salmon soared and

increasing demand. Not to be outdone, the Faroese took steps to enhance their comparative advantage
by expanding local production in
a variety of ways.

ernment would retract spending
on infrastructure and R&D and
during boom times, which generated large budget and current account surpluses, the government
would launch signiﬁcant projects

Maintaining comparative ad-

and infuse its various business in-

vantage, however, is tricky busi-

vestment funds with new alloca-

ness. The Faroese were not alone

tions.

in strengthening their position as a
leading producer of farmed salmon

To mitigate the effects of

Faroese business leaders preparing to meet with
Russian shipowners and ﬁsh importers in 2004.

these economic swings, business

and comparative advantage be-

leaders and economists have long

came elusive. Overproduction

spend and when to save are econom-

championed the privatisation of

worldwide, plummeting prices and

ic conundrums faced by all trading

government-owned enterprises with

even disease provided a strong dose of

nations. “Historically, the Faroese

concomitant investment in education

economic reality. Well-managed sea

Parliament has been pro-cyclical in

and R&D. Given the pro-cyclical na-

farms, backed by reorganized debt

dispensing its tax revenues,” observes

ture of government planning, to be

facilities, however, survived. At the

Zvonko Mrdalo, a senior researcher

most effective the sale of these assets

same time as the aquaculture business

with Statistics Faroe Islands, the na- should occur at the height of a mar-

in the Faroes was adjusting to world- tional statistics administration. “Any

ket upswing not during depressed

wide economic reality, the Faroese

times, like the one currently facing

government that is pro-cyclical in the

ﬁshing ﬂeet faced its own challenges. upswing will be forced to be pro-cy- the Faroese economy. “At a time
Because more than 95 percent of the

clical in the downswing,” he adds. when the exchequer has a surplus of

registered export of goods is ﬁsh Available statistical data in the Faroes

revenue from proﬁtable commercial

and ﬁsh-related products, the Faro- conforms to this economic truism ad- initiatives and high employment,
ese economy is extremely vulnerable

vanced by Mr Mrdalo. During eco- proceeds from privatisation sales

to the quixotic nature of this world

nomic downturns, the Faroese Gov- could be allocated to R&D, public

encompassing industry. Diminished
The Balance of External Trade

catches and price deﬂation have time
and again compromised a thriving
Faroese economy.
MINIATURE WORLD: Over the years,

the economic swings have sometimes
been dramatic. During some periods,

John Rajani, envoy of the Faroe Islands
in London, holding a presentation on the
UK ﬁsh and seafood market for a group of
Faroese ﬁsheries industry representatives.
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world production kept pace with

FAROE ISLANDS TRADE COUNCIL

Predicting renewed growth, the Faroe Islanders are ﬁnding untapped competitive advantage in their
distinctive community, telecommunications infrastructure and international business connections.

the Faroese exchequer is ﬂush with
revenue. At other times, surpluses

Import

DKK Mill

Export

Balance

5.000
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spiral into deep deﬁcits. When to
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FAROE ISLANDS TRADE COUNCIL

GEOGRAPHY
investment or external debt repay- with distinct boundaries; it has a
ments,” Mr Mrdalo says. “Further- small (under 50,000), but well-educated population; it has a parliament

available by privatisation, generates

of at most 32 members, a separate

stance, during crisis evacuations of

Ricardo postulated that coun-

oilrigs, individuals could be located

tries would prosper if they focused on

and brought to safety. The uses are

their inherent competencies to evolve

additional dynamics within the Faro- executive and judicial system, a vi-

limitless, the economic potential of

a comparative advantage in world

ese economy that could well cushion

able and usually thriving business

such innovation spectacular.

trade. Modern economic theory has

any subsequent downswing.”

community; it has a liberal share of

moved on since 1817, as the world

Aside from privatisation, which

world-recognized artists, musicians

ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE:

These

has become more interconnected and

seems to be marching to its own

and authors; it has a competent public

projects are yet in their infancy. One

capital and labour shifts rapidly about

drumbeat, another very effective way

works administration and an excel-

visionary project, however, has been

the planet, yet each and every nation

to mitigate economic ﬂuctuations

lent transport infrastructure; it has a

successfully deployed and is attract- continues to focus on what it can do

and establish comparative advantage

multitude of schools, a university, a

ing worldwide attention. Several years

best. The Faroe Islands are restricted

is to seek out and develop previously

national symphony, orchestras, bands

ago, when the municipal government

by geo-political reality, yet they are

untapped competencies within the

of all ﬂavours, choral groups, service

of Tórshavn, the capital of the Faroe

doing their best to tap and exploit

Faroese community. One such com- clubs and organizations.

Islands, decided not to continue pro- their inherent potential in new and

petency that has gone unappreciated

viding analogue TV for its citizens, innovative ways. It may very well be

for years until now is the very distinc- SAFETY BY HI-TECH : A recent

Faroese Telecom, the leading telco

that in the not too distant future many

in the Faroe Islands, determined to

an advanced piece of technology will

step in and capture the market with

bear the stamp, ‘Reality-tested in the

tiveness of the Faroese community

study commissioned by Faroese

itself. Although it is a tiny nation

business leaders revealed that ma- infrastructure. Ólavur Gregersen,

by world standards and as yet has

jor international companies viewed

executive director of Bitland Enter-

Shipping agent Tórleivur Mikkelsen, managing
director of Tor Shipping, center, in discussion
with John Poulsen, former managing director
of trawl manufacturer Vónin; second from left
Eyðun Elttør, former Minister of Petroleum, at
‘Offshore Europe 2002’ in Aberdeen, Scotland.

a newly developed technology, DTT, Faroes’ as a sign of its quality and

no voice at most international fora, the advanced telecommunications

prise, is full of enthusiasm for the

including the United Nations, it is a

infrastructure enjoyed by the Faroe

new initiative, noting: “It is antici-

distinctive microcosm of the world’s

Islands, in combination with its dis- pated that increased collaboration in

more developed countries. What is

tinctiveness as a microcosm of the

a variety of areas with international

are being explored. This combines

meant by ‘microcosm’ in this sense

world at large, as advantageous for

ICT companies will foster greater

ICT competencies in a number of in- person’s television.

hitherto unrecognized and certainly

is the fact that the Faroe Islands has

information and communications

economic growth, greater competi-

novative ways to enable the tracking

Although a number of countries

under-appreciated economic com-

all the basic political and social in- technology (ICT) innovation and

tiveness, greater creative imagination

of ﬁsh literally from the place where

and communities are experimenting

frastructure of any large country, yet

showcasing. The study launched

and greater innovation in the Faroes.

they are caught to the family dinner

with DTT, very few have successful

in miniature. It is a separate region

the creation of a new, privately held All this activity would encourage and

table. EU and other international

and viable commercial deployments,

business development entity in the

stimulate a more self-reliant economy

legislation will soon go into effect

except the Faroe Islands. Beyond us-

Faroes—Bitland Enterprise, which

that will, in turn, contribute to the

requiring this comprehensive track- ing advanced DTT technology, what

has gained the support of the Faroese

progress and well-being of Faroese

ing of ﬁsh products and the Faroes

business community as well as the

society as a whole.”

may well play a role in ‘reality-testing’ even more unique is their deployment

Balance of External Trade in Mill DKK
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990

Import
3,734
4,641
3,896
4,158
4,308
3,300
2,602
2,370
2,150
1,792
1,566
1,426
2,001
1,936
2,084

Export Balance
3,668
-66
3,908
-733
4,235
339
4,281
122
3,832
-476
3,270
-30
2,934
332
2,575
205
2,424
274
2,026
234
2,076
511
2,132
707
2,639
638
2,781
845
2,578
494

Source: Statistics Faroes
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Faroese Government.

One might be prompted to view

The Faroese economy now

such hopefulness as mere publicity

stands at the cusp of a new era of

hype—that is, if it were not sup-

or digital terrestrial television. In

durability. It will also serve as a tes-

essence, digital TV signals are sent

tament to the foresight of a remote

wirelessly to set-top boxes that in- archipelago in the heart of the North

the technology required.

terpret the signal and feed it too a

makes the Faroese Telecom initiative
of a sophisticated subscriber manage-

Another area is safety at sea. ment system developed in collaboraThis concept merges the Faroese

tion with a local Faroese software

unprecedented growth and develop- ported by reality.

competence in sailing upon the

company. As a consequence, the new

ment, as it seeks out once again a

open seas with its growing ICT

company created by Faroese Telecom

new area of comparative advantage, tional theme is ‘reality-tested in the

competence. Utilizing emerging

to manage the DTT service, known

based on the very distinctiveness of

Faroes’ and by all accounts there is

EDGE and WiMax technologies, as Televarpið, has very few employees.

the Faroese community and its tech- major ‘reality-testing’ underway. For

individuals lost overboard and wear- At last count, there were two and that

nically advanced telecommunications

ing innovative safety gear could be

The Bitland Enterprise promo-

example, ﬁsh traceability initiatives

has really caught the imagination of

Atlantic to seek out and develop its

parative advantage.
Export Value in DKK 1,000
by Country: Top 20
United Kingdom
Denmark
Spain
France, Monaco
Norway
Germany
Iceland
Japan
Italy
Sweden
Nigeria
China
USA
Poland
Netherlands
Greece
Russia
Canada
Finland
Lithuania

2003
2004
863,897 941,254
910,473 710,045
467,454 369,376
367,791 305,344
201,045 282,146
230,598 191,674
110,165 185,882
158,814 145,452
124,218 133,936
45,355
46,677
26,100
45,156
51,489
42,928
84,578
42,563
9,528
36,775
24,001
28,211
7,738
25,301
38,882
23,674
107,463
18,426
24,770
16,119
1,333
14,466
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more, to make ﬁnancial resources

quickly located and rescued. For in- companies around the world.

I
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GEOGRAPHY
FISHERIES
INDUSTRY

By Búi Tyril

N THE AFTERMATH of the crisis that
hit the Faroes in the early 1990s, measures
were taken to improve and update ﬁsheries management, notably a new harvesting
regulation known as the Faroese ﬁshing days
system. Enjoying the support of all the ﬁsheries organisations in the country, the system
soon proved successful, subsequently win-

ning fame far and wide. The system has been credited not
only for wholly preventing the problem of ﬁsh dumping,
but also for striking a sound balance among ecological,

social and economical interests in the Faroe Islands.

The successful Faroese ﬁshing
days system may inspire
ﬁsheries management in
many countries, but with
structural change looming
in the world markets, tough
challenges remain for parts
of the ﬁshing industry.

Introduced in 1996, the ﬁshing day system is essentially a management system of individual transferable quotas, with various restrictions on transferability. Whereas
quotas often are given in tonnes of individual species, in
this system they are given as ﬁshing days for various groups
of ﬁshing vessels in the Faroese ﬁsheries zone. With ﬁve
groups of vessels, the system is based on an assessment of
the ﬁshing capacity of each vessel group.
Presenting the ﬁshing days system to audiences around
the world, the former Minister of Fisheries and Maritime
Affairs, Jørgen Niclasen, has been met with enthusiasm.
In the UK, politicians pushing for change in EU ﬁsheries
policies, in their campaign for the Parliamentary elections
in May 2005, highlight the Faroese ﬁshing days system as
an example of a working system for sustainable ﬁsheries. In
other countries, including Iceland and Chile, the response
has been similarly positive, according to reports.
However, the ﬁsheries environment is constantly
changing and accordingly updates of the Commercial
Fishery Act are expected in 2006. According to Bjørn
Kalsø, current Minister of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs,
a review committee is set to deliver a recommendation by
the ﬁrst of April 2006.
THE VALUE OF FRESHNESS: The Faroese ﬁshing indus-

try had an exceptional performance from the late 1990s up
until 2002-2003 when prices of haddock, coley (saithe),
and salmon plunged.
20 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005
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INDUSTRY
ing icy seawater,” he added, referring
to quality standard prescriptions

“The principal reasons why ﬁsheries
management has been so unsuccess-

mandated by his trading partners.

ful have never really been addressed

Their demands include the cleaning

in the fuller contexts of (...) politics

and chilling of the ﬁsh immediately

and shore side industry interests, or

upon catching, in order to maintain

with regard to the interplay of vari-

the highest degree of freshness—a

ous market and economic processes.

procedure that has proven proﬁtable

In contrast, placing the blame exclu-

for the ﬁshermen.

sively on the at-sea sector of the in-

With the explosive growth of

“Last year we got an average of

dustry has become a theme, resulting

China as a ﬁsh processing nation

two krones [EUR 0.27 / USD 0.36]

in a continued decline in the status of

and exporter of frozen seafood, world

more per kilogram than some of the

ﬁshermen and ﬁshing cultures. This

fisheries markets are undergoing

other ﬁshermen,” Mr Kallsoy add-

latter group is only one of many im-

structural change, sparking discus- ed. Much of the catch was shipped

portant inﬂuences on the ﬁsheries

sion on the future of the industry. In

straight away as fresh ﬁsh export,

situation, and all groups need to be

the Faroes, the consensus seems to

something that doesn’t please all.

evaluated in this much larger per-

be that for highly value-added seg- The argument against this practice

spective.”

ments such as frozen-at-sea ﬁllets of

is that it falls short of the normally

cod and haddock, there isn’t much

perceived strategy for adding value

farers have learned that every year is

of a problem caused by competition

to the Faroese catch by processing

unique, within certain seasonal lim-

from low-cost countries. On the other

the ﬁsh on land and thus reducing

its. Over a span of 60-80 years, there

hand, a number of exporters are feel- the Faroes to a mere supplier of raw

will be at least two periods of distinct

ing the heat. Still, overall harvesting

Mr Sharp added: “Similarly, sea-

materials. Mr Kallsoy shook his head.

was sound in 2004 and groundﬁsh “I’d deﬁnitely call the freshness our

per half-year, although in the sum-

in the Faroes, however, is that ﬁsher-

species like cod maintained a good

system supports a value-adding fea- mer season we could use a few days

ies must be properly, but not overly,

price.

ture in itself,” he said.

regulated.

more,” he added. “But then again,

“It’s about how to get the best

Small ﬁshing vessels used for a

you want some time off, too.”

value out of the resources,” Sonni

living are granted 116 ﬁshing days

Kallsoy, a local daytrip ﬁsherman in

per year, which turns out to be suf- even scientiﬁc assessments of ﬁsher-

Processing farmed Atlantic salmon
in Kollafjørður; handling fresh ﬁsh
at Toftir (top left); shipping frozen
ﬁsh at Runavík (bottom right).

Since the 1970s, the main ﬁsh

Although some maintain that

stocks in the Faroese ﬁsheries zone

ocean current and wind ﬁeld patterns
that lead to speciﬁc changes in the
naturally-occurring populations of
ﬁshes, mammals, and birds that appear within the bounds of fairly well-

comes in as an advisory board to the

deﬁned coastal and offshore regions.

have been assessed annually, with as- Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime

“These are not new concepts.

the ﬁshery town of Eiði remarked. ﬁcient to Mr Kallsoy and his partner. ies stocks are bound to be blurry to a

sessments undertaken by the Faroese

Affairs. The committee scrutinizes

They have been the basis for sur-

“That’s why we chill the ﬁsh by us- “We’re doing just ﬁne with 58 days

Fisheries Laboratory in conjunction

in detail the annual assessments and

vival of hunters, ﬁshers, and farmers

with its working group system and

the recommendations based on the

since the beginning of humanity. We

the advisory process of the Interna- research assessments. Considering

need to incorporate such factors into

certain extent, the broad consensus

Faroese Fisheries Export by Quantity and Value and by Main Groups
Export of Fish by Quantity and Value
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EXPORT FOB VALUE IN DKK 1,000

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Chilled ﬁsh
Frozen ﬁsh
Salted ﬁsh
Smoked ﬁllets
Dried ﬁsh
Canned ﬁsh
Otherw. conserved ﬁsh
Other ﬁsh products
Total exp. ﬁsh products

1,142
1,486
544
47
156
94
57
9
3,534

1,400
1,608
678
67
222
125
74
20
4,194

1,477
1,580
653
29
220
127
74
1
4,162

1,288
1,368
642
14
238
109
104
0
3,764

1,185
1,173
543
28
364
83
80
1
3,457

Other products
Total

298
3,832

86
4,281

73
4,235

144
3,908

211
3,668

tional Council for the Exploration of

the socio-economic consequences,

the Sea (ICES). While the assess- the Committee from time to time has
ments have generally been considered

declined to make drastic proposals

of a high standard, it is, however, un- for changing the number of ﬁshing
derstood that accurate predictions are

days on the sole basis of one year’s

not possible with the present knowl- assessment.
edge, as assessments occasionally turn

Noting the complexity of the

out to be quite wrong. This is where

issue, the American marine biolo-

the Committee on Fishing Days

gist Gary D. Sharp once observed:
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Longliner ‘Fagraenni’ entering Klaksvík
(left); factory trawler ‘Vesturvón’
outbound off Vágar (right).

the 1994 Commercial Fishery Act
states that the living marine resources in the FFZ and Faroese alloca-

the other group of factory trawlers,

“the property of the Faroese people”

namely the shrimp trawlers. That

and that these ﬁsheries should be

ﬂeet has shrunk in recent years by

sustainable in biological, economic

more than half and today comprises

and socio-economic terms.

only six trawlers, most of them strug-

From a certain viewpoint, when-

Processing monkﬁsh at Leirvík.

VS SEAFOOD

tions in waters outside the FFZ are

gling. “Last year wasn’t much differ- struction, refurbishments, lots of new
ent from the year before,” said the

equipment—and luckily most of the

our own understanding and resource

ply for a ﬁsh stock, be it because of

Shrimp Trawlers chairman, Jóhan

ships have been readied to take ad-

management practices. Indeed, it is

industrial ﬁshing or natural phenom-

Joensen. Most of the shrimp ﬂeet has

vantage of hopeful good ﬁsheries for

exceedingly strange that we have not

ena, the correct way to deal with it

had a hard time since the turn of the

the next 20 years or so.”

yet done so.”

is, counter-intuitively, to increase

millennium, with a host of circum-

ﬁshing efforts and thus thin out the

stances pulling to their disadvantage. liners, gillnetters and jigging reelers,

stock, bringing it into balance with

These include lost ﬁshing rights in

all of which operate mostly in coastal

are known to willingly supply accu- its food supply. Not without contro-

several areas, plummeting shrimp

and middle distant waters, the total

rate catch data, and unlike in many

versy, this view is often advocated

prices and skyrocketing fuel costs. annual catch of 2004 was down

of the neighbouring countries, there

in ﬁsheries communities, although

“We hope to see raised quotas East 122,000 tonnes, a ten percent drop

MORE HOLISTIC: Faroese ﬁshermen

are no discards to skew stock assess- regulators have been reluctant to acments in the Faroes. This provides for

cept it as scientiﬁcally viable.

quality information on which to ﬁne

Whereas organisations such as

tune the ﬁshing day system, which

ICES have become de facto standard

also includes closing of certain ﬁsh- setters on ﬁsheries management, proing grounds for limited periods.

viding regulators with annual rec-

Regulating all ﬁsheries in the

ommendations on quotas and TAC

Faroese ﬁsheries zone (FFZ), while

(total allowable catch), sceptics point

also encompassing Faroese ﬁshing

out that assessments predictions have

vessels operating outside this zone, proved unrealistic more than once.
As to the policies of
Faroese Fisheries Export FOB Value in DKK 1,000
2000
833,365
860,648
338,084
313,451
216,173
74,792
91,142
88,815
45,078
28,410
103,697
45,449
34,127
61,544
9,816

2001
2002
846,655 1,069,497
939,330 812,731
313,005 377,929
391,333 416,790
318,241 245,042
169,898 151,900
80,420
69,495
122,114
76,656
89,071
79,579
52,398 130,424
94,279
61,234
57,582
40,860
41,933
32,650
124,921
98,003
16,506
29,661

2003
941,213
804,204
331,039
318,645
221,413
63,390
68,497
72,439
127,513
159,912
63,802
45,420
22,233
42,037
24,629

2004
817,250
684,992
320,022
269,581
125,381
105,796
96,468
88,628
87,546
77,366
65,257
61,808
33,912
29,130
22,588

Source: Statistics Faroes
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eries and Maritime

With oil prices hurting and catches down—one-tenth from 2003 levels—the
Faroese ﬁsheries retraction continued for a second straight year through 2004,
following two years of all-time high yields.

F

As to the smaller trawlers, long-

of Greenland and a new arrangement

compared to the year before, accord-

in Canada,” Mr Joensen said.

ing to information from Statistics

The seven Faroese purse seiners

Faroes. In landed value, the decline

are known to have made good money

was even more serious: down DKK

in recent years, catching pelagic ﬁsh

165 (EUR 22 / USD 30) million, to

including blue whiting, mackerel and

approximately DKK 1 (EUR 0.134

herring. “We shouldn’t complain, but

/ USD 0.180) billion.

2004 turned out a little weaker than

“The ﬂeet landed almost 12,000

the year before,” said Atli Hansen, tonnes less in 2004 than in 2003,” a
chairman of the Purse Seiners Indus- news release from Statistics Faroes
trial Association. “Not all of the ﬂeet

read. “In value, the decrease was ap-

had a proﬁt, and the chief reasons are

proximately 165 million krones. This

IGURES FROM STATISTICS

tant and middle distant waters such

increasing oil prices and decreasing

is the second year in a row that the

Faroes, together with other in-

as East of Greenland, the Barents

prices for industrial ﬁsh. But the ﬂeet

total landed quantity decreased and

formation from industry sources, in-

Sea and the Irminger Sea, did well

had been doing very well in the years

last year the quantity equalled 2001

some sort of golden

dicate Faroese ﬁsheries had an overall

as usual. “The ﬁlleting trawlers have

before so we have had huge invest- ﬁgures. However, the decrease in

middle road, but

acceptable performance in 2004, al-

been a stable business for many years

ments—new ship con-

rather to address the

though the downturn from the previ-

now,” said Árni Joensen, long time

Affairs, the approach
is not merely to seek

issues in a more ho- ous year continued with both prices

trader and former Fishing Vessels

listic way and—quite

and costs going opposite and mostly

Association chairman. “My impres-

significantly—gain

unfavorable directions.

sion is 2004 was ﬁne, too, for all of

the ﬁshing industry’s
trust.

The country’s ﬁve groundﬁsh
factory trawlers, operating in dis-

them.”
The picture looks different for

VINNAN

MAIN SPECIES
Cod
Salmon
Haddock
Saithe
Shrimp
Mackerel
Monkﬁsh
Ocean Perch
Blue Whiting
Trout
Greenland Halibut
Ling
Tusk
Herring
Lemon Sole

the Ministry of Fish-

FISHING FLEET
FACING
ROUGHER SEAS

MARIA OLSEN

ever there is a deﬁciency in food sup-

Purse seiner ‘Finnur
Fríði’ in its debut year
of 2004 landed blue
whiting, mackerel and other
pelagic species at a value
of about DKK 75 (EUR
10 / USD 13) million.
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Faroese Fisheries Export FOB Value in DKK 1,000
COD, HADDOCK, SAITHE

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Cod
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Chilled ﬁllets
Frozen ﬁllets
Salted ﬁllets
Salted split
Other

833,365 846,655 1,069,497
69,544
80,910 168,249
286
10,764
32,318
8,041
7,563
22,335
346,284 232,824 303,471
141,930 164,349
170,411
258,598 341,950 342,445
8,682
8,295
30,268

941,247 817,250
136,930 112,727
363
69
15,962
7,674
219,611 229,430
170,133 125,443
372,678 309,293
25,571
32,614

Haddock
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Frozen ﬁllets
Other

338,084
78,498
4,912
236,936
17,738

377,929
191,589
5,279
172,257
8,803

331,242
184,712
3,463
122,652
20,415

320,022
163,760
856
116,466
38,940

Saithe
Chilled whole
Chilled ﬁllets
Frozen ﬁllets
Salted ﬁllets
Other

313,451 391,333 416,790
9,596
30,097
54,575
14,624
16,492
8,911
216,820 273,808 278,950
46,810
51,584
63,920
25,602
19,351
10,434

318,264
53,163
12,745
203,918
25,095
23,342

269,581
35,288
17,584
191,231
12,215
13,263

313.005
116,856
2,727
168,742
24,679

value is higher because, in addition to lesser catch, we
have had descending prices of all essential ﬁsh species
including cod, haddock and saithe. For this reason, the
total value of landed ﬁsh has fallen back to the level
of 1999.”
Since 1993, longline, otter trawl and pair trawl
have on average caught around 90 percent of the harvest
in the Faroese ﬁsheries zone, both in terms of quantity
and value. However, when comparing ﬁshing gear, the
longliners have had most of the progress since then.
In 2004, the longliners caught one-third of the total
quantity of ﬁsh landed while receiving about 40 percent
of the overall value, according to Statistics Faroes.
“I won’t call the year 2004 a bad year after all,”
Rolant Poulsen, chairman of the 19-member vessels
Longliners Association, remarked. “But it sure wasn’t

FARMED SALMON, TROUT

Trout
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Other

2001

2002

2003

2004

as good as 2003, and deﬁnitely nothing like 2002 and

860,648
576,962
53,756
180,967
33,460
15,504

939,406
611,458
52,942
205,380
48,139
21,486

812,731
562,204
45,315
173,790
24,493
6,929

804,623
532,620
39,170
224,297
326
8,211

684,992
424,299
69,632
184,324
7
6,731

2001; but then again those years were incredible. The

28,410

52,398
5,580
46,144
674

130,424
9,899
120,379
146

159,912
4,074
155,353
485

77,366
447
76,547
372

28,126
284

prices of haddock and coley [saithe] have fallen considerably and for the best performing longliners, individual
crew member salaries shrunk by as much as 300,000
krones.”
Otter trawlers, pair trawlers and smaller trawlers—in total 30 vessels—in general told a similar story,

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Blue whiting
Whole, otherw. cons.
Frozen split
Other

45,078
24,826
13,463
6,790

89,071
26,241
62,770
61

79,579
14,308
61,983
3,288

127,834
60,696
66,815
323

87,546
40,969
46,020
557

Herring
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Frozen ﬁllets
Other

61,572
33,654
3,599
15,471
8,849

129,154
76,676
31,329
20,121
1,028

98,407
56,235
10,154
30,343
1,675

42,037
18,966
1,182
18,579
3,311

29,130
2,204
14,207
11,079
1,640

Mackerel
Chilled whole
Other

74,792
73,346
1,446

169,898
169,898
0

151,900
143,176
8,724

63,390
63,257
133

105,796
86,119
19,677

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Shrimps
Frozen shell on
Canned
Other

216,173
126,861
89,313
0

318,241
197,484
120,757
0

245,042
110,084
119,041
15,917

221,413
107,986
106,720
6,707

125,381
47,814
77,567
0

Other ﬁsh species
Chilled whole ﬁsh
Frozen whole ﬁsh
Whole industrial ﬁsh
Dried ﬁsh meal, feed
Frozen ﬁsh, n/spec.
Salted ﬁsh

762,641 945,230 799,930
169,834 190,168 207,087
45,919
78,944
41,301
17,529
20,958
29,709
156,342 218,721 194,187
176,053 210,255 153,321
196,965 226,183 154,327

755,072
223,675
41,332
33,825
211,864
125,762
118,614

940,094
281,647
41,586
13770
321,689
112,736
168,667

PELAGIC SPECIES

SHRIMPS, INDUSTRIAL FISH, OTHER

Source: Statistics Faroes
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although it varies depending on the size and type of
the trawler. Most of the small 20 to 55 tonnes hold
capacity vessels are licensed to ﬁsh in inshore waters,

MARIA OLSEN

Salmon
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Frozen ﬁllets
Smoked ﬁllets
Other

2000

SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES:
THE FAROESE APPROACH

focusing on ﬂat species, usually of higher market value

who caught relatively more cod were

than demersal ﬁsh; still, these are relatively vulner-

better off than the others,” he said,

able to weather and sea conditions. For the bigger otter

referring to the high value of cod.

trawlers, the effects of higher prices of oil have been

“If you compare the fewer but bigger

severe. “I’d say only half the vessels in this group had

and fatter cod we’ve seen now, with

a proﬁt in 2004,” the chairman of the Otter Trawlers

the many but smaller and thinner

Association, Jósup Henriksen, noted. “These trawlers

cod we had a few years ago, you’ll

landed an annual average value of somewhere between

In the holistic approach to sustainable ﬁsheries, factors such as
development, economic performance, resource maintenance and
community welfare are all-important.

By Hans Jacob Kollslíð

T

HE FAROE ISLANDS have

are ﬁrst and foremost related to how

a highly developed ﬁshery. We

globalization is affecting the world.

have a well-trained labour force, we

Competition with countries that have

see that we were right back then in

have a modern ﬂeet, and we have

comparatively cheap labour, and the

13 and 21 million krones, which would have been ﬁne,

recommending that we didn’t stop

good infrastructure, considering the

low value of the dollar, are factors

if it wasn’t for the cost of oil.”

ﬁshing because the cod were small. challenges presented by our natural

that affect Faroese ﬁsheries, just as

They were small because their food

environment. The problems we are

they are affecting most other Euro-

sels’ Association, Auðunn Konradsson said the average

supply was low; we brought down

experiencing are very similar to the

pean ﬁsheries.

performance of this large group of more than 200 ves-

their numbers, which left more food

problems that many other western

sels was acceptable albeit the prices of saithe and had-

to those we didn’t catch—and now

European countries are experienc- nevertheless, be quick to add that

dock made 2004 weaker than the year before. “Those

they look just great.”

ing in their ﬁsheries. These problems

The chairman of the Small Coastal Fishing Ves-

Having noted this, we should,
a developed ﬁshery and sustainable
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Bjørn Kalsø, Minister of Fisheries
and Maritime Affairs.

thus able to pinpoint where
effort is to be increased and
where it is to be decreased.

2000-2004 Wetﬁsh Catches in Quantity by Category
Category/Tonnes
Demersal Species
Flatﬁsh Species
Other Species*
*Exc. Shellﬁsh
Roe etc.
Total

2000
86,684
7,768
7,294
79
347
102,172

2001
101,288
6,853
11,591
52
880
120,665

2002
123,335
6,049
9,880
41
701
140,006

2003
115,647
6,470
8,143
3,079
436
133,775

development in a ﬁshery are two very

Though generally accepted

different concepts. We could say that

as a fundamentally sound

the ﬁrst tells us how far we have come

management system, it

in utilizing the resources of the sea,

has received some criti-

and the latter tells us how far we have

cism over the years, and has, as a re- decide which groups would survive,

come in ensuring that we do not de-

sult, been revised a number of times. and which would not…”

plete those resources, in addition to

In 2005 some major changes have

Well then, we could ask, what

a whole range of other factors that

been proposed, and some of them

should decide? Obviously, in achiev-

vary from one ﬁshery to another. It

clearly show that the government of

ing long-term, sustainable ﬁsheries

is indeed very difﬁcult to give a satis-

the Faroe Islands wants to prioritize

management, money is not the only

factory deﬁnition of what constitutes

the longevity of the whole ﬂeet in- deciding factor. In a more holistic ap-

a sustainable ﬁshery, since a ﬁshery

stead of letting the largest and most

proach to sustainable ﬁsheries, fac-

always involves multiple stakeholders,

powerful reap all the beneﬁts. One

tors such as development, economic

politics and interests -- all with their

of the changes proposed is that ﬁsh- performance, resource maintenance

particular ideas about what consti-

ing days should not be transferable

tutes a sustainable ﬁshery. But we can

from the artisinal ﬂeet to the indus- portant. The policy-makers of the

say that a sustainable ﬁshery is one

trial ﬂeet without some restrictions, Faroe Islands have obligations not

that does not only focus on harvesting

since then there would be a danger

and immediate proﬁts, but also takes

of the artisinal ﬂeet disappearing al- cial efﬁciency, but also towards the

ecological, social and cultural factors

together. And with it, the livelihood

various groups of people that make

and community welfare are all im-

only to provide for immediate ﬁnan-

into account. In short, sustainable

the ﬁsheries. This being the case, we

ority of the government of the Faroe

cates ﬁshing days, for one year at a

of many families, many of whom

up Faroese society. They also have

ﬁsheries management must come up

do not experience the same natural

Islands for a long time.

time, to all vessels ﬁshing in shallow

live in coastal villages. In fact, on 22

obligations towards the resources of

with long-term solutions for society

channeling of capital and labour into

waters; a system that should, at least

February, the Minister of Fisheries

the nation, and though sustainable

in general, and not get caught up in

other economic sectors, as we would

ing a sustainable ﬁshery in the Faroe

in theory, be regarded as biologically

and Maritime Affairs, Bjørn Kalsø, ﬁsheries management might be hard

the ﬁre-ﬁghting procedures that so

see in larger economies when their

Islands was taken on 1 June 1996,

sound. The system also divides the

said to a Faroese newspaper: “The

to clearly identify, the very least we

often characterize short-term ﬁsher- ﬁsheries fail. To develop a sustainable

when an effort management system

ﬂeet into various groups, depending

original intention with grouping the

can expect is that the people in charge

ﬁshery has therefore been a major pri- was implemented. This system allo-

on equipment and vessel size, and is

vessels was never that money should

are doing their best to achieve it.

ies management.

One major step towards achiev-

When discussing sustainable de-

2004 Faroese Wetﬁsh Catches in Quantity by Fishing Gear, Category and Main Species

velopment in Faroese ﬁsheries, we
have to be aware that we are dealing with challenges that are much

Demersal category: Cod, haddock, tusk
(brosme), ling, saithe (coley), whiting, redﬁsh
(ocean perch), wolf ﬁsh (catﬁsh), blue ling, other.

Flatﬁsh category: Halibut, lemon sole, plaice,
grey skate, monkﬁsh, Greenland halibut (black
halibut), and other ﬂatﬁsh species.

Other category: Shellﬁsh inc. Norwegian lobster,
Grenadier, greater silver smelt, black scabbard,
orange roughy, piked dogﬁsh, other species.

greater than in many other nations.
The reason for this is the fact that
the Faroese economy is still to a great
extent a pure ﬁsheries economy. Although the Faroes certainly have
people employed in a wide range of
other ﬁelds, most of these ﬁelds are
still quite dependent upon the state of
28 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005

Fishing Gear
❚ Otter Trawl
❚ Pair Trawl
❚ Longline
❚ Jigging Line
❚ Gillnets etc
❚ Total

Tonnes
20,583
41,192
38,908
2,910
798
104,391

Share
20 %
39 %
37 %
3%
1%
100%

Fishing Gear
❚ Otter Trawl
❚ Pair Trawl
❚ Longline
❚ Jigging Line
❚ Gillnets etc
❚ Total

Tonnes
3,410
707
983
10
2,179
7,289

Share
47 %
10 %
13 %
0%
30 %
100 %

Fishing Gear
❚ Otter Trawl
❚ Pair Trawl
❚ Longline
❚ Jigging Line
❚ Gillnets etc
❚ Total

Tonnes
6,692
2,849
144
1
249
9,935

Share
67 %
29 %
1%
0%
3%
100 %

Source: Statistics Faroes

Comments: The overall wetﬁsh catch of 2004 totalled approximately 122,000 tonnes, a 10 percent decrease
compared to the level of 2003, thereby making 2004 ﬁgures equal to the level of 2001 (see top right table).

Species/Gear
Cod
Saithe
Haddock
Ocean Perch
Ling
Monkﬁsh
Gr. Silver Smelt
Tusk
Greenland Halibut
Blue Ling

Otter Trawl
6,066
7,624
1,295
3,750
236
1,363
13
70
673
1,103

Pair Trawl
3,638
33,791
1,869
705
752
537
2,751
83
46
64

Longline Jigging Line Gillnets etc
13,315
1,814
453
193
759
3
18,833
316
46
139
5
121
2,848
5
40
389
2
1,032
0
0
0
2,545
3
6
43
0
1,111
22
0
123

Total
25,285
42,371
22,360
4,719
3,880
3,323
2,763
2,706
1,874
1,311
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2004
104,391
7,289
5,311
4,624
360
121,975
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INDUSTRY TO ‘STAY COMPETITIVE’
THROUGH RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs has established three research and development centers dedicated to marine biotech, ﬁsh harvesting and ﬁsh processing technology.

W

ITH THREE NEW R&D

Committee consisting of researchers

centres established in 2004, and industry representatives.

the Ministry of Fisheries and Mari-

“We are also cooperating very

time Affairs is encouraging Faroe
MARIA OLSEN

to become more innovative and “stay

the industry’s needs, and will pos- new R&D centres and various PhD

three R&D centres established un-

sibly be followed by additional R&D

projects acquired the remaining 17

der the ‘Granskingarætlanir’ R&D

centres.”

percent.

closely with the ﬁshing industry,” programme cover certain areas of

Islands’ ﬁshing industry to step up
research and development in order

Ms Rasmussen said. “These first

Ms Rasmussen added: “The

Among current R&D projects

R&D centers are commissioned to

are the exploration of opportunites

build scientiﬁc capacity of relevance

for developing highly value-added

to the industry, by participating in

ingredients from ﬁsh liver for the

competitive” in today’s global and

and organizing R&D projects in co- functional food and nutraceuticals

rapidly changing ﬁsheries market-

operation with the industry and re- industry, awarded to the startup com-

place.

search institutes abroad as well as in

pany Faroe Marine Biotech. Another

the Faroes. Through these activities

project awarded funding was the ‘Na-

The new initiative is intended to
stimulate the production of scientiﬁc

the centers will both develop scien- tional Digital Traceability System’

documentation in a broad range of

tiﬁcally and grow in scope as more

areas, from demonstrating the valid-

researchers become part of their net- a Traceﬁsh standard, industry-wide

ity of ﬁsh stock and seafood prod-

works. The idea is that the outcome

system for ﬁsh traceability in the

uct characteristics to underpinning

of the activities will help the industry

Faroes, linking data in digital form

Faroese claims to commercial ﬁshing

stay competitive.”

from ﬁshing vessels, sea landing sta-

rights in foreign waters and generally

which is exploring the potential for

tions, ﬁsh markets, processors, trad-

generating industry-relevant innova-

FUNDING R& D STAFF:

tion and development, said the coor-

R&D programme coordinated by Ms

dinator of ﬁshing industry research at

Rasmussen, the ‘Fiskivinnuroyndir’

the Ministry of Fisheries and Mari-

is funding 25 to 30 projects annu- the ‘Fiskivinnuroyndir’ programme,

time Affairs, Marita Rasmussen.

ally. The programme aims to stimu- a new sub-programme called ‘In-

The three R&D centres are are

Another

ers and transporters to a centralized
system.
In a parallel development under

MINISTRY OF FISHERIES
AND MARITIME AFFAIRS
General Ofﬁce
PO Box 347, FO-110 Tórshavn
E-Mail: ﬁsk@ﬁsk.fo
Tel.: +298 353030
Fax: +298 353035
Minister of Fisheries
and Maritime Affairs:
Bjørn Kalsøe
Permanent Secretary:
Herálvur Joensen
Secretary:
Katrina Michelsen
Coordinator of
Fishing Industry Research:
Marita Rasmussen
Headed by the Minister of
Fisheries and Maritime Affairs, the
Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime
Affairs represents the Faroese
Government’s authority in overall
charge of the ﬁsheries and maritime
affairs of the Faroe Islands.
Departments and Agencies
under the Ministry of Fisheries
and Maritime Affairs:
Faroese Fisheries Laboratory
Faroese Maritime Authority
Fire Protection Agency
Fisheries Administration
Fisheries Control Agency
and Coast Guard
MRCC (Maritime Rescue
and Coordination Center)
The Ship Register

late both scientiﬁc and industrial

dustrial Researcher Facilitation’ has

academic staff for business opera-

hosted by and based upon the exist-

R&D projects in order to “develop

been launched with the objective to

tions.

ing infrastructure of Faroese govern-

Faroese ﬁsheries industry, harvest- enable more of the predominantly

“Overall, subjects such as sus-

ment agencies and public institutions.

ing, processing and trade, with re- small Faroese companies to employ

tainable development, health, safety

Headed by researchers Hóraldur

gards to biologically, ecomically and

research and development staff for a

at work and the environment are of

Joensen, Bjarti Thomsen and Helgi

socially sustainable use of the ocean’s

limited time. Under the arrangement, paramount importance,” said Ms

Nolsøe, for Marine Biotech, Fish

resources.” Aiming to increase indus- which includes funding of half of the

Harvesting Technology, and Fish

trial projects compared to previous

wages for the R&D staffer, projects

“Our challenge, which is also

Processing Technology, respectively,

years, the programme has in 2005

have revolved around traceability and

reﬂected in the choice of projects

each centre is backed by a Programme

awarded commercial companies a

seafood quality issues. According to

that are awarded funding, is to help

Rasmussen.

48 percent share of the budget, gov- Ms Rasmussen, the aim of the ‘In- make sure the natural resources of
Marita Rasmussen, coordinator of
ﬁshing industry research.
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ernment agencies and public institu- dustrial Researcher Facilitation’ is to

the ocean are managed in a respon-

tions received 35 percent while the

sible manner by all.”

inspire the industry to employ more
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tomers have access to relevant traceability and quality information on
all products they purchase. She then

able development is ﬁrmly rooted in
much of the generality of traditional
culture; natural resources such as
ﬁsh, birds and sheep were respected
and treated as ﬁnite, and all harvesting took place in a spirit of modesty
and responsibility. Today, of course,
the trick is to apply such principles
to modernized communities; well, I
JFK TROL

think we have an advantage in this
respect compared to many industriAboard the ‘Skálaberg’; frozen-at-sea portions (bottom
left); ‘Sundaberg’ (top right); ‘Skálaberg’ (bottom right).

100 million over the past 20 years

according to JFK/Kósin’s Sales Di-

in ﬁllet-producing factory trawlers

rector, Jóhanna á Bergi. Referring to

and advanced on-shore processing

the vessel’s advanced at-sea processing

facilities.

system as reﬂecting the principle of

a ceaseless effort to identify oppor-

The latest addition to JFK/ sustainable ﬁsheries, Ms á Bergi said

tunities which, in economical terms,

tions, and as a whole this country
has implemented a very high degree

Kósin’s ﬂeet of ﬁshing vessels, the

the aim is to utilize 100 percent of

‘Skálaberg’ came in 2002, a deep sea

every ﬁsh caught, adding the process- out of the raw material. We aim to

trawler equipped to ﬁllet and freeze

ing of bi-products such as roe, liver, maximize the utilisation of the ﬁsh

her catch. ‘Skálaberg’ was designed

stomach and heads, to ﬁlleting.

enable us to get the best and most

through processing roe, liver, stom-

JFK TROL

“What we ﬁrst see in the con- ach and heads, but the principle goes

with the concept

cept of sustainable development is

of responsible

very much a question of attitude or ‘Skálaberg’ is equipped with a metal

and sustainable

approach to the different situations

ﬁsheries in mind, you face,” she said. “This also implies

alized nations with larger popula-

beyond processing; for instance, the
sieve that lets small ﬁsh escape the
trawl nets. ”

of sustainability. As for JFK-Kósin,
we are one of the leaders of the Faroese ﬁshing industry and as such we
strive to stay in the forefront and to
ensure that our development fulﬁlls
the principles of sustainability on all
levels.”
Employing 450 people, the JFK/
Kósin group owns and operates ﬁve
large freezer trawlers: ‘Skálaberg’,
‘Sundaberg’, ‘Sjúrðarberg’, ‘Næraberg’,

at-sea ﬁsh and seafood products; the
main species are cod, haddock, saithe
(coley), ling, tusk, blue ling, redﬁsh,
Greenland halibut, shell-on prawns,
and great silver smelt.
“Few of the world’s f ishing
grounds can boast the quality and
richness of the seas from which our
catches are taken,” as one of JFK/
Kósin’s promotional brochures reads,
referring to the North Atlantic, the
Barents Sea, Flemish Cap and the
Greenland area. Regarding frozenat-sea products, JFK Trol, JFK Seafood and JFK Prawns operate very
efﬁcient and modern factory trawlers,
all processing and freezing catches
within 2-4 hours of netting. “In this
way we guarantee a prime product
and supreme freshness,” the brochure
continues. “The quality is assured by
accredited quality systems and wisdom—still beneﬁting from the hardwon know-how of our forebears.”
“The riches of the sea provide
one of mankind’s traditional and
most valuable foods. Ever increasing
demand means that harvesting and
processing this delicately balanced
resource requires skill and knowledge. It takes generations of experience—and we have it.”
JFK TROL

Bergi also said that JFK/Kósin’s cus-

she said. “The basic idea of sustain-

as the chief driving force behind in-
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Ms á

“This as a very natural thing,”

ﬁshery town, Klaksvík. Accredited

and constructed

‘DELICATELY BALANCED’:

and the environment.

ally non-stop in the Faroe Islands’ top

vested the equivalent of around EUR

frozen, salted, smoked, fresh, frozen-

Faroese approach to natural resources

ies have been developing virtu-

there, the JFK/Kósin group has in-

food. Production encompasses land

able development with the traditional

OR A CENTURY or so, ﬁsher-

dustrial and commercial development

Kósin Seafood and PureWater Sea-

compared the modern idea of sustain-

One of the largest seafood
exporters of the Faroe
Islands, the JFK/Kósin group,
puts renewed emphasis on
sustainable development
by employing advanced
ﬁsheries technology aboard
its newest ﬁshing vessels.

F

sist mainly of the processing facilities

JFK TROL

DRIVING FORCE OF
DEVELOPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS
SUSTAINABLE
FISHERIES

and ‘Fuglberg’. On-shore assets con-

JFK/KÓSIN
PO Box 290, FO-700 Klaksvík
http://www.jfk.fo
E-Mail: jfk@jfk.fo
Tel.: +298 455690
Fax: +298 458890
Managing Director: Hanus Hansen
Sales Director: Jóhanna á Bergi
Fishing vessel company; at-sea
and on-shore producer, exporter
of ﬁsh and seafood products - fresh, frozen, smoked, salted.
Factory trawlers:
‘Skálaberg’ (3,707 gross tonnes)
‘Sundaberg’ (2,385 gross tonnes)
‘Sjúrðarberg’ (1,204 gross tonnes)
‘Næraberg’ (3,797 gross tonnes)
‘Fuglberg’ (1,704 gross tonnes)
On-shore processing facilities:
Kósin Seafood, PureWater Seafood
Main species: cod, haddock, saithe
(coley), ling, tusk, blue ling, redﬁsh, Greenland halibut, shell-on
prawns, great silver smelt.
Production off-shore:
Cod and haddock, Norhern
blue whiting Surimi, Shell-on
prawns, Great silver smelt.
Skálaberg prime frozen-at-sea
products: Interleaved, IQF ﬁllets, IQF portions, Catering pack,
Retail pack, Tray pack. Bi products: roe, liver, stomach, heads.
Land frozen: Cod, haddock and saithe
for the retail, catering, and the industrial markets, processed as IQF portions,
IQF ﬁllets, Vacuum packed portions,
Interleaved ﬁllets, Industrial blocks.
Fresh: All products are caught in
the pure waters around the Faroe
Islands in the North Atlantic Ocean;
outstanding quality. Cod, haddock and saithe (coley) -- portions, ﬁllets, head-on/gutted.
Salted: Decades of experience, quality
state-of-the art monitoring system.
Fillets and splitted ﬁsh, from the cod,
ling, blueling, tusk, saithe (coley).
Smoked: Retailers’ and caterers’ supplier of choice with decades of experience in high quality smoked products.
Frozen Smoked -- dyed or natural: Portions, ﬁllets from haddock,
saithe (coley), cod. Fresh Smoked
-- dyed or natural: Portions, ﬁllets
from haddock, saithe (coley), cod.
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Framherji is successfully
combining Faroese and
Icelandic ﬁsheries expertise,
harvesting Barents Sea
cod and haddock, Irminger
Sea redﬁsh, and North
Atlantic pelagic species.

O

FRAMHERJI SPF

cut, frozen-at-sea redﬁsh is marketed

to Japan through an Icelandic trad- c/o Svøvil, FO-650 Toftir
ing company. Volumes delivered by E-Mail: svovil@post.olivant.fo
the ‘Akraberg’ in 2004 consisted of Tel.:+298 447617
1800 tonnes of Japanese speciality cut

Managing Director: Anﬁnn Olsen

redﬁsh and 1500 tonnes of cod and

Fishing vessel ownership and
operations, business holdings.

haddock ﬁllets.

Factory trawler: ‘Akraberg’ (1,805 GT)

“Sales have been quite steady

NE OF TODAY’S most suc-

since ‘Akraberg’ went on her ﬁrst trip

Subsidiary EM Shipping

cessful ﬁshing vessel compa-

after installation of new processing

Purse seiner: ‘Høgaberg’ (2,056 GT)

nies in the Faroe Islands, Framherji,

machinery,” Mr Olsen said. “We

has built its business model on close

have a strong brand in both the UK

Cold store facility: Bergfrost,
Fuglafjørður (minority stake)

THE ICE FRESH
CONNECTION

cooperation between Faroese and
Icelandic ﬁsheries companies. Operating two large vessels, freezer
trawler ‘Akraberg’ and purse seiner
‘Høgaberg’, the company’s sales in

and 60 [EUR 5.4 to 8 / USD 7.1 to
10.7] million krones each year, which
is just about a ﬁfty-ﬁfty split between
the UK and the Japanese market. We

2004 totalled about DKK 100 (EUR

had a record year in 2004, though,

13.4 / USD 17.8) million, yielding a

with sales exceeding 60 million kro-

healthy proﬁt for Framherji and its

nes.”

subsidiary EM Shipping.

As to the trawler and purse sein-

According to Framherji’s manag-

er ‘Høgaberg’, purchased in 2003 and

ing director, Anﬁnn Olsen, pioneer- tending the University of Tromsø, during a project involving a ﬁshing

operated under Framherji’s subsid-

ing Faroese harvesting of Irminger

Norway, from which he earned a

Sea redﬁsh (ocean perch) in the mid

Master’s degree in ﬁsheries manag- suggested we cooperate with Iceland-

totalled around DKK 40 million,

1990s was made possible through

ment, Mr Olsen discovered a good

ers in order to pull this particular

which is sufﬁcient to make a proﬁt,

cooperation with Icelanders who, in

chemistry with some of the Icelanders

deal off. It turned out very well and

share in the coldstore, Bergfrost, and

according to Mr Olsen. The vessel

turn, were introduced to specialized

there; later, these contacts extended

ever since, we have had meaningful,

a smaller share in Notio, a venture

makes 35 to 40 ﬁshing trips per year

Faroese skills in Barents Sea ﬁsher- to include Thorsteinn Már Baldvins- mutually beneﬁcial business coop-

capital company with holdings that

with an average catch of about 450

ies.

son, who became CEO of Samherji. eration. For instance, their skills in

include Faroe Yard and a minority

tonnes, the harvest mainly consisting

Over the years, they have developed

share in Kollafjord Pelagic.

of blue whiting, herring and capelin

Mr Olsen, just like his wife and

vessel purchase, one Danish banker

Anﬁnn Olsen, Framherji’s managing director, posing
in front of freezer trawler ‘Akraberg’; redﬁsh catch
(bottom left); purse seiner ‘Høgaberg’ (bottom right).

processing redﬁsh for the Japanese

business partner Elisabeth Eldevig, an on-going business cooperation, market was very valuable for us; I

The ‘Akraberg’ has performed

iary EM Shipping, annual sales have

steadily since commencing opera- comsumption, the catch is mackerel,

dition in Toftir and Fuglafjørður, initiating partners behind Framherji

they’ve learned from us concerning

tions in 1995, hitting record high

horse mackerel and herring. Oper-

sales in 2004. With a crew of 28

ating in international, EU, Icelandic,

FRAMHERJI

Cooperating under the brand

to 32, the vessel makes three Bar- Faroese and Norwegian waters, the

‘Ice Fresh,’ Samherji and Framherji

ents Sea ﬁshing trips per year. The ‘Høgaberg’ has a crew membership

“The Icelanders were making a

hold a stake in the Hull, UK trading

half-year between the two Barents

of 12 to 13 and a hold capacity of

study of Faroese freezer trawlers in

company Seagold Ltd, which mar-

Sea cod and haddock ﬁshing trips

2200 tonnes.

in Faroese industry overall.

the 1990s and we had the opportu- kets their frozen-at-sea ﬁllets of cod

are spent on catching redﬁsh in the

Mr Olsen added: “It’s a very

nity to meet them several times,” Mr

Irminger Sea, which usually takes

different concept in the pelagic busi-

ﬁve to seven ﬁshing trips. Specially

ness, because you don’t have the same

Olsen recalled. “A few years later,
34 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005

and haddock.
Framherji also has a 42 percent

Svøvil Spf is a management company
for Framherji Spf, EM Shipping
Spf and Regn Pf, the owners of
‘Akraberg’, ‘Høgaberg’ and longliner
‘Stapin’, respectively. The company is
based in Toftir, home of the largest
ﬁsh auction in the Faroe Islands. The
vessels are all in good condition and
meet all the legal requirements from
the veterinary authorities, ensuring
fresh and processed ﬁsh of the
highest possible quality for the
local, European and Asian markets.

value-adding possibilities as you have
with a factory trawler, which means
you have to deliver a higher tonnage
of raw ﬁsh. However, the ‘Høgaberg’
is doing just ﬁne with 40 million krones in annual sales.”
EM SHIPPING

take it they, likewise, appreciate what

ny, has made signiﬁcant investments

Venture capital company: Notio,
Tórshavn (minority stake)

landed for industrial production; for

was raised steeped in a ﬁsheries tra- and Samherji, which is one of the

respectively. In the 1980s, when at- with a one-third stake in the compa- the Barents Sea.”

Seafood trading company: Seagold,
Hull, UK (minority stake)

and Japan; sales have hit between 40
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STEADILY ROLLING OUT
FRESH FROZEN FILLETS

VS SEAFOOD

made possible by the Frozen-at-Sea

FO-380 Sørvágur

concept,” he said.

Sales Ofﬁce: FO-690 Oyndarfjørður

VS Seafood’s Sales Manager, Árni
Joensen, the highest degree of sea-

N THE FAROE isle of Vágoy, cial links between the Faroes and the

of employment and revenue in its

food freshness achievable in offshore

strong ties to international

home village, Sørvágur.

ﬁsheries is realized through the quick

trading partners including ﬁsh im-

UK.

http://www.vs-seafood.com
E-Mail: aj@vs-seafood.com
Tel.: +298 444010
Fax: +298 444477

FULL TRACEABILITY: According to

Factory trawler ‘Vesturvón’ has for many years provided frozen-at-sea ﬁllets to the UK market, using
a proven method to deliver superior product quality based on maximum freshness prior to freezing.

O

on the factor of retained freshness

Managing Director:
Ólavur Petersen
Sales Manager:
Árni Joensen

During the late 1950s, local

About ten years onwards they

porters in the UK has long been a

businessmen established a saltﬁsh

purchased a large, ocean-going trawl-

ers operating within the 200-mile

“This method renders supe-

matter of tradition. During World

processing facility, to which the raw

er, which was named ‘Vesturvón.’

ﬁshing zone of the Faroes. The pair

rior quality,” Mr Joensen remarked.

War II, the British troops occupying

ﬁsh supplies were secured through

Equipped with a ﬁsh processing fa-

trawlers ‘Vesturleiki’ and ‘Vestursøki’ “With the quick Frozen-at-Sea pro-

the Faroes set up their headquarters

the purchase of a longline ﬁshing ves- cility, the trawler proved a non-stop

along with the other two, ‘Akranes’ cess the freshness and characteris-

on the island, leaving behind tangible

sel. Exporting most of their produce

success, and remained in full swing

and ‘Dragasund’ caught some 6,400

tics of the ﬁsh are maintained at the

Factory trawler: ‘Vesturvón’ (2,114 GT)

traces such as the Vagar Airport and

to the UK, the business ﬂourished

until her successor, a new ‘Vesturvón’

tonnes of groundﬁsh last year.

highest levels to give the best eating

Pair trawlers:
‘Vesturleiki’ and ‘Vestursøki’ (419 GT)
‘Akranes’ and ‘Dragasund’ (215 GT)

was constructed in 1987.
MARIA OLSEN

a number of personal and commer- and developed and became a source

Having fully measured up to

Sørvágur, the group has four trawl- frozen-at-sea process.

Still a major business asset and

retaining its much praised perfor- zen’ refers to the speed of the whole
mance, the Vesturvón remains an

process—from the very moment the

has, since ﬁrst ﬂoated, delivered a

enterprise of great importance to the

ﬁsh is brought in, it takes just about

steady stream of top quality ﬁsh ﬁl-

people of Vágoy. With a crew of 34 to

four hours until it is cleaned, gutted,

lets from the arctic seas. Vesturvón

36, depending on the season of year, ﬁlleted and deep frozen. Now, that’s

carries up to 800 tonnes of packed

her history of successful operations

really the freshest you can get your

and processed frozen-at-sea ﬁllets

has earned high respect throughout

ﬁsh, and you can’t even compare it

per ﬁshing trip, all caught in the icy

the Faroes and beyond.

to the conventional fresh iced con-

cold waters of the Barents Sea and

“Not only have we been blessed

cept which usually exposes the ﬁsh to

East of Greenland. Over the years

with luck,” Mr Petersen noted, “we

quality deterioration for several days

and many thousands of tonnes in to-

have had the fortune of employing

before it reaches the customer.”

tal the annual production amounts to

very skilled sailors and workers.”

Frozen-at-Sea seafood products:
Fillets of cod, haddock and other
groundﬁsh species — skin-on
or off, pin bone in or removed,
interleaved or block; roe (cod);
jap-cut redﬁsh; head-on, gutted
plaice; jap cut tail-off black halibut.
Fresh iced ﬁsh products: Cod,
haddock, coley (saithe), black
halibut, redﬁsh (ocean perch), ocean
catﬁsh, black scabbard, ling, cusk,
monkﬁsh, sole, plaice, and ﬂounder.

affected. On the contrary, according

The main market for Vesturvón’s

to Mr Joensen. “We are very aware of

As one other key factor to Ves- products consists of UK ﬁsh import- the trend towards greater transparency

ﬁnished ﬁllets of cod, haddock and

turvón’s success, Mr Petersen iden- ers and wholesalers, which include

when it comes to sustainable ﬁsher-

black halibut.

tiﬁed the consistently high product

large retail chains, and the hotels

ies, health, food and the environment.

“Vesturvón has performed ex-

quality made possible by the trawl- and catering sector, which includes

This growing awareness requires an

tremely well,” said Ólavur Petersen,

er’s catching, processing and stor- restaurants and ﬁsh fryers. “Our track

assurance of responsible resource man-

managing director of the ﬁsheries

ing systems. “The quality level of

record makes for a very open path to

agement, and we do of course offer full

industry group, VS Seafood. Besides

Vesturvón’s ﬁllet products is based

further developing customer relation- traceability on all our products.”

Owner and managing director Ólavur
Petersen with his son, operations
manager Arnjohn Hvítklett; ‘Vesturvón’
(top), ‘Vesturleiki’ and ‘Vestursøki’
(right); ‘Vesturvón’ (far right).

base,” Mr Joensen added.
However, changes in consumer

VESTURVÓN

the ‘Vestís’ ﬁsh processing plant in

ships and broadening the customer
RÁVAN

owning the Vesturvón, and a stake in

36 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005

Companies: VS Seafood,
Vesturvón, Rávan.

experience. The expression ‘fresh fro-

her predecessor, the factory trawler

between 1,500 and 2,000 tonnes of

Fishing vessel ownership and
operations; suppliers of ﬁsh
and seafood products.

mindsets, often ascribed to increasing
demands for accessible information,
do not leave the seafood business unAnnualBusinessReport 2005 •
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Osmund and Tummas
Justinussen rank among the
Faroese ﬁshing industry’s
most dynamic shipowners,
but they’re starting to look
more like the managers
of a conglomerate.

W

is still very much alive. “I think my

SJÓBORG PF

father and Mr Sævik have much in

FO-520 Leirvík

common,” Mr Justinussen noted.

Tel. +298 443347
Fax +298 443349

“They know quite a few things about
the nature of the sea and about ﬁsher-

Managing Director:
Tummas Justinussen

ies and maritime industry, and they

Fishing vessels, ﬁsh harvesting
and other business activities inc.
business holdings — companies:
Sjóborg, Sæborg, Polarstjørnan,
Hvarvið, Havborg Supply Service,
Tavan, VR Bilar, Hotel Hafnia.

share a lot of interests and ideas.”

ATCH YOUR FATHER

‘ELEMENT OF EXCITEMENT’:

start up a ﬁshing vessel com-

of today’s worries is that of the rising

pany, experience seasons of dramatic

cost of fuel. As oil prices soar—from

‘WE ALWAYS LET THE
MONEY WORK HARD’

upturns and downturns, make some
bold moves to re-surface from the
depths, then consolidate and take a
few steps toward diversiﬁcation. This
is roughly where Tummas Justinussen, 36, is at today. Looking back

One

Pair trawlers (425 GT each):
‘Polarhav’ and ‘Stjørnan’

about DKK 0.70 (EUR 0.10 / USD
0.12) a few years back, to a recent

Trawlers: ‘Sjóborg’ (158 GT),
‘Sæborg’ (140 GT), ‘Fríðborg’ (64 GT)

peak of DKK 2.50 (EUR 0.34 / USD

Shrimp trawler — convertible for
supply service: ‘Havborg’ (1,531 GT)

0.44) per liter—things move in the
wrong direction for both shipping

On-shore ﬁsh processing facility:
Tavan, Leirvík (minority stake)

and ﬁshing vessel companies.

over the past ten years, he has taken

“We are after all blessed with

part in restoring and reshaping his

having a new ﬂeet which means a lot

family’s ﬁshing vessel business in the

in terms of fuel consumption,” Mr

wake of the economic collapse that

Justinussen said. “Two of the trawl-

Real estate: Hvarvið industrial
buildings, Tórshavn

ers were built in 2004, one of them

Museum: Boat Museum, Leirvík

swept through the Faroes in the early
1990s.
In the course of the past two

Hardly the slick, smooth-talking

he has captained, owned and man-

man that some may imagine, he

aged a series of ocean-going ﬁshing

Managing director Tummas Justinussen with
‘Ossi’; trawler ‘Havborg’ (left), pair trawler
‘Stjørnan’ (middle); trawler ‘Sæborg’ (right).

Car dealership: VR Bilar, Tórshavn
Hotel: Hotel Hafnia, Tórshavn

in 2003, one of them in 2002; one
was built in 1989 and refurbished in

right from the beginning,” Mr Justi-

2004, another one was built in 1984

nessen added. “As such, you’ll envi-

and refurbished in 2004. The vessels

sion the ship from conceptual design

(EUR 20 / USD 25) million in busi- grace, always, always with grace. Leirvík, the village where he grew

participates as a coastal state in mul- have been doing just ﬁne, but the way

to ﬁnal construction; but also, you

ness assets and real estate, including

This is something hands-on man- up, he opened the Boat Museum,

tilateral ﬁsheries negotiations on the

oil prices have been lately is not very

consider all the crucial elements of

ﬁve trawlers and a four star hotel in

agers schooled on the rough rocks

management of straddling and highly

encouraging; and with ﬁsh prices low, operations. Regulative requirements

central Tórshavn. Moreover, in or- and stirring seas of the North At- built boats.

migratory stocks in the region. On a

the ﬁshing vessel business isn’t look- must be met, and then you have the

der to meet upcoming demands of oil

lantic are very good at. While small

Faroese governmental delegation to

ing too good.”

and gas exploration activities in the

talk may not be their favorite way of

Atlantic Margin, they have set up an

spending time, their sociability is, who, whom to deal with and so forth.

ests of ﬁshing vessels as then chair- spite of rapid environmental chang- the day, you may say the bulk of the

offshore services company.

however, incontestable. All this could

For instance, the Faroes negotiate

man of the Shipowners’ Association, es, today’s ﬁshing vessels have to be

balance can be upset somewhat easily;

be described as a signiﬁcant mixture

bilateral ﬁsheries agreements for re-

Ossi would meet many people over

optimized for a range of factors that

but you can’t deny there is an element

ciprocal rights and access to ﬁsheries

the years, some of them eventually

often interrelate, including safety at

of excitement in the business.”

with the EU, Russia, Norway, Ice-

becoming valuable business contacts. work and personnel comfort, prod-

years, Mr Justinussen and his part- seems more inclined towards deci- vessels. A few years ago, in a gesture
ners have invested around DKK 150

sive bluntness, but mind you, with

“We always let the money work

of appreciation to the community of

showcasing the history of locallyFor Ossi, as anyone else, business is much about knowing who is

hard,” Mr Justinussen remarked. of boldness and carefulness, but you
SJÓBORG

uct quality and reponsible handling

would meet on such occasions was

of resources, load capacity, fuel con-

the Norwegian shipping mogul Per

sumption, and the management of

and beyond. With business ventures

Sævik, with whom he later developed

limited numbers of days at sea.

originating back to the early 1970s,

a close friendship—a friendship that

affectionately known locally as ‘Ossi’
is a well-known ﬁgure in the Faroes
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In order to stay profitable in

From time to time, one person he

MARIA OLSEN

His father, Osmund Justinussen,

such events, representing the inter-

conditions of the market and your
own way of dealing. At the end of

SJÓBORG

wouldn’t use too many words.

land and Greenland; the country also

“The ﬁrst thing is to get the vessel
AnnualBusinessReport 2005 •
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REFRESHING INVESTMENTS YIELD ADDED FISH VALUE
Compelled by environmental and market demands, Kongshavn invests in new sorting and chilling technologies.

K

BETA

ONGSHAVN, THE FISH

legislation known as the ‘Fish Pack- decided to opt for increased sorting

ization. Taking in tens of thousands

ﬁsh sorting unit was completed dur-

landing station at Runavík, is

age.’ At the same time, however, he

capacity in addition to renewed chill-

of tonnes on an annual basis, Kongs- ing the ﬁrst quarter of 2005, doubling

investing in new equipment for ﬁsh

noted that this was an opportunity to

ing and preservation capabilities.”

havn is one of largest ﬁsh landing sta- the landing station’s output capacity

PO Box 111, FO-600 Saltangará.
E-Mail: beta@beta.fo
Tel.: +298 470070

For Kongshavn, a subsidiary

tions of the country. But with species

while at the same time making new

Managing Director: Ragnar Olsen

ment is designed to cut operational

product composition, thereby increas- of Beta, the Faroe Island’s leading

like hake and Alaska pollock ﬂooding

variations to the product range pos-

costs and respond to pending ﬁsheries

ing marketing opportunities.

harvester of coley a.k.a. saithe (Pol-

international ﬁsh markets, prices for

sible, according to Mr Olsen. “The

Fishing vessel company
with subsidiary ﬁsh landing
station (Kongshavn).

sorting and chilling. The new invest- enhance product quality and reﬁne

legislation while securing accelerated

“Upcoming ﬁsheries legislation

lachius virens), both compliance with

both coley and haddock have plunged, ability to more effectively sort the ﬁsh

market penetration for its ﬁsh-trading

will prescribe new sorting measures

expected legal requirements and per-

hurting ﬁsheries exports. Add sky- will enable us to attract new custom-

business partners.

for the ﬁsh-catching side of the indus- ceived strengthened competitiveness

rocketing oil prices and problems

ers,” he said. “It also offers new pos-

According to Managing Director

try,” Mr Olsen said. “As a ﬁsh landing

through added customer value are

seem all but certain to occur.

sibilities to move upwards in the value

Ragnar Olsen, Kongshavn decided to

station in strategic partnership with

crucial in the face of growing global-

The extension of Kongshavn’s

chain by getting closer to retailers.”

Harvesting, landing and
redistribution of saithe (coley) and
other groundﬁsh species including
cod, haddock, halibut etc.
Sales through trading partner
FoFish — http://www.foﬁsh.com

invest in new, state-of-the-art chill- both shipowners and fish traders,

As to the new chilling system,

ing technology and extend its auto- we deem it appopriate, if not nec-

a no less signiﬁcant step forwards,

mated sorting system following re- essary, to take a proactive approach

installation is scheduled in early

Pair trawlers:
‘Bakur’ and ‘Stelkur’ (464 GT)
‘Gorpur’ and ‘Skrápur’ (388 GT)
‘Skarvur’ and ‘Trastur’ (388 GT)

cent reports of tightened ﬁsh-sorting

to this development, which appears

summer 2005. “We expect these

requirements soon to be introduced

to coincide with a number of other

investments to pay for themselves in

Other trawlers: ‘Havhestur’ (388 GT)

industry-wide.

changes in the business environment.

a matter of months,” Mr Olsen re- freshness and longer shelf life for the

Mr Olsen said that while the

It seemed self-evident that stepping

marked. “With this new advanced

ﬁsh. The system works both as an ice

investments are responsive to the

up our commitment to our overall

chilling system, we ﬁrstly save cash

machine and as a slurry, a liquid and

expected legal requirements of a leg- business objectives for the beneﬁt of

by producing our own ice. Secondly, a dry ice local distribution line; it’s

islative overhaul by the Ministry of

our partners and customers was the

we save manpower because the sys- fully scalable and adaptable to all the

Fisheries and Maritime Affairs, the

only right thing to do. We, therefore,

tem delivers the ice through piping

different preservation needs during

at multiple points, making shoveling

all the stages, from incoming landing

unnecessary. Thirdly, this is a highly

to outgoing shipment. Our hope and

sophisticated chilling system that

ambition is that these improvements

intention is also to avoid a jump in
workload likely to result from the

Ragnar Olsen, Managing Director,
with ‘Bakur’ berthed by the
‘Kongshavn’ ﬁsh landing station.
MARIA OLSEN

manual labour relating to increased

PERFORMERS AT SEA: THE ‘CUBA TRAWLERS’
For more than 25 years, no Faroese ﬁshing vessels have harvested saithe like
the ‘Cuba Trawlers’—and none have kept the books like their owners, either.

produces variable-state ice, which ef- will greatly add value to the ﬁsh and
fectively means higher quality, more

extend our global market reach.”

records have been kept, rendering the

redﬁsh 2.68 percent, ling 1.41 percent, in Faroese waters, the four pairs have

ing capacity of the new generation

kind of statistics of which manage-

and so forth. All in all, the trawlers

remained with Beta—and proved

of ‘Cuba Trawlers’, Beta has decided

ment, normally, can only dream.

so far have caught 233,845 tonnes of

their worth. Still, after all these years

to gradually reduce their ﬂeet from

ﬁsh, mostly in Faroese waters.

of high performance at sea, renewal

eight to six.

ONE SET OF records represents

2004 totaled 11,232.51 and 9,031.13

the price development for coley

tonnes, respectively, and translates

a.k.a. saithe (Pollachius virens) and

into a total value of just over DKK through 2004, coley represented 75.71

a number of other groundﬁsh species

92 (EUR 12.358 / USD 16.137) mil- percent—or 177,051 tonnes—of the

when a group of trawlers, each with a

2002, two slightly bigger, 464 gross

including cod and haddock. Another

lion. Since the late 1970s, at the of- total harvest of the four and now three

gross tonnage of 388, were purchased

tonnes newly-built vessels, ‘Stelkur’ vestments are heavy and have to be

Over those 26 years, from 1979

It started back in the early 1970s, is becoming inevitable and so in

“The ambition is to purchase new
vessels,” Mr Olsen said, “but such in-

tracks the annual catch of the com- ﬁces of Beta, the owner and operator

pairs of trawlers. Cod represented

from Cuba. Eight of the vessels were

and ‘Bakur’ were purchased from

pany’s vessels, which in 2003 and

10.98 percent, haddock 4.79 percent,

later on refurbished for pair trawling

Spain. With the higher ﬁsh catch- pect the process to take a few years.”
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of the ‘Cuba Trawlers’, comprehensive

made in a measured manner; we ex-
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In a joint venture with
shipowners, ﬁsh and
seafood supplier FoFish
is providing purchasers
in the Faroes, the UK and
mainland Europe with
“a direct link to ﬁshermen”.

MARIA OLSEN
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direct from vessels and selling direct to business customers in the

P.O. Box 116, FO 620 Runavik

Faroes, and in the other European

http://www.foﬁsh.com
E-Mail: foﬁsh@foﬁsh.fo
Tel.: +298 472060
Fax: +298 472061

countries. However, our extensive
network today encompasses processors in both the Faroes and the

Managing Directors:
Abraham Løkin
Leif Høj

EU, which enables us to deliver all
kinds of ﬁsh and seafood products,

F SETTING UP a joint venture

FOFISH SPF

including ﬁllets and portions.”

with major shipowners is the best

effectively meet changing consumer

Groundﬁsh species: Cod, haddock,
saithe (coley), ocean perch (redﬁsh),
black scabbard, Greenland halibut,
shark (siki), ling, tusk, monkﬁsh,
sole, plaice, and ﬂounder.

way to secure reliable deliveries of

‘MUTUALLY SUCCESSFUL’: Situated

quality groundﬁsh, Faroese ﬁsh and

in Runavík, Faroe Islands, FoFish is

Contracted by the owners of a

seafood supplier FoFish appears to

able to capitalize on its cultural and

number of ﬁshing vessels plus other

be doing the right thing. Successfully

commercial integration with a unique

vendors, FoFish are able to secure

joining owners of Faroese ﬁshing

ﬁshing environment that includes ad- their supply line to the greatest extent

Fillets and portions: IQF,
interlieved or block.

vessels with experienced ﬁsh traders

vanced hi-tech ﬁsh processing plants, possible, Mr Løkin said.

Abraham Løkin and Leif Høj, the

sophisticated high volume aquacul-

“Our contractor trawl vessels

Saltﬁsh: split or ﬁllets.

company is handling large quanti-

ture and a number of modern ﬁshing

working Faroe waters operate with

On top of this we are able to provide

ties of groundﬁsh for domestic and

vessels.

2- to 6-day trips, which yield prime

ﬁsh purchasers with full traceability

Ranging from inshore jig ﬁshing

quality iced ﬁsh. In addition, we

as to where the ﬁsh is caught and

boats to super trawlers, the Faroese

have contracts with long liners, gill

which method is used.”

international markets.
“Your direct link to ﬁshermen,”

needs and demands.”

Suppliers of ﬁsh and seafood
products, fresh and frozen.

reads the tagline on FoFish’s corpo-

ﬁshing ﬂeet consists of some 240 ves- net vessels and day boats, plus daily

rate website, indicating how the com-

sels above 20 tonnes gross and 1,000

access to ﬁsh auction purchasing in

competitively and efﬁciently provide

pany wants to present itself, namely,

smaller vessels. When it comes to

the Faroes.

quality ﬁsh according to customer

as more than a mere supplier.

the land-based ﬁshing industry, the

“FoFish was established with the

Faroes have a century of tradition.

Mr Løkin added: “In order to

“Moreover, close cooperation

needs, we cooperate with Faroese and

with the Kongshavn landing and

other North Atlantic ﬁshing compa-

“We are surrounded by some

form linking the Faroese ﬁsh catch-

of the richest fishing grounds in

ity control supervision, adds a high

ing industry with fish processors

the world,” Mr Løkin noted. “This

volume capacity to our operations. fundamental objective.”

and other Faroese and international

business is based on our professional

new infrastructure that brings their

SECURING A
DIRECT SUPPLY
LINE OF FISH

training and many years of experi-

product to market both effectively

one of the leading suppliers of ﬁsh

develop concepts and strategies to

and fast at reasonable prices.”

from the Faroes. In a bid to broaden “We are contracted by Faroese ﬁsh-

purchasers of groundﬁsh,” Mr Løkin
explained. “In reponse to structural
changes taking place throughout the
industry a few years ago, the formation of our company has essentially
provided Faroese ﬁshermen with a

Owned and directed by Mr

and frozen ﬁsh and seafood products.

its product base, the company, in con- ing companies to sell long-term and

Løkin and Mr Høj and founded in

juction with ﬁsh processors, recently

exclusively, entire productions and

2002, FoFish today is recognized as

started offering a new range of fresh

catches. This includes purchasing
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ence in ﬁsheries. We are ﬁrmly rooted
in an environment characterized by
the presence of highly skilled and
experienced ﬁshermen and processors. Together with our customers
and business partners, we are able to

Abraham Løkin, managing director
and partner (top left); fresh iced ﬁsh at
the harbor of Runavík (top right); ﬁsh
handling at Runavík (bottom right).

packing station, which includes qual- nies on an international level. Mutu-
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explicit purpose of creating a plat-

ally successful business is always the
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HOOKED ON HADDOCK

that a great number of boats catch

just too rough and ships and boats

HVILVTENNI PF

their ﬁsh just a few hours away from

simply have to stay berthed until the

FO-520 Leirvík, Faroe Islands.

Situated right next to prime ﬁshing grounds with excellent transport connections,
Leirvík’s Hvilvtenni delivers fresh ﬁllets straight from the ocean.

here and so we’re able to offer a prod- weather eases.

W

uct that has a very high degree of

Mr Joensen, who himself used to

freshness and quality. We’re simply

captain a large ﬁshing vessel, noted:

HETHER YOUR NEXT

ese waters only a few hours steam- constant inﬂux of freshly caught ﬁsh

right next to where the ﬁsh is caught, “Leirvík’s harbor is both safe and well

meal is ﬁsh and chips or a

ing from the industrious village of

to their harbor. One of the main play-

which gives us maximum access to

ﬁtted to our needs and luckily fresh

delicious monkfish dish, chances

Leirvík. Highly skilled in ﬁshing and

ers there, Hvilvtenni, operates a ﬁsh

the freshest ﬁsh.”

ﬁsh is never too far away. But it’s the

are you’ll be sinking your teeth into

ﬁsh processing, the people of Leirvík

landing station together with a ﬁsh

a piece of whiteﬁsh caught in Faro- are keen on making the best of the

trading and processing facility.
MARIA OLSEN

Managing Director:
Kjartan Joensen
Production Manager:
Niels Peter Bech

people that make up our business,

Suppliers of ﬁsh and seafood
products, fresh and frozen.

A BALANCE IN THE MIX: Exclusive-

and the great thing about Hvilvtenni

Groundﬁsh species:

ly purchasing from longline vessels

is our excellent staff who really know

enni handles cod and coley, as well

when dealing with fresh ﬁsh, Hvilvt- how to do their job. While some of

as a few other more expensive species

enni has, according to Mr Joensen, them have a whole lifetime of experi-

Haddock, cod, coley (saithe)
haddock, ocean perch (redﬁsh),
monkﬁsh, and other popular North
Atlantic groundﬁsh species.

such as monkﬁsh and, occasionally

a strong position in both fresh and

ence in ﬁsh handling and processing,

Seafood products:

catﬁsh and redﬁsh. Since 1996 the

frozen ﬁsh products.

others are quite young; but I think

Fillets and portions — fresh
or frozen, skin-on or off, pin
bone in or removed.

In addition to haddock, Hvilvt-

company has exported its ﬁsh prod-

“We’re able to sell the ﬁsh before

the mix strikes the right balance.”

ucts to the UK and other European

it’s even caught,” Mr Joensen added,

countries, processing up to 2000

half-joking, half-serious. “What we

cilities, including its sea landing sta- developing ﬁsh exports from Leirvík

tonnes annually.

deliver on a Friday is often what

tion, are strategically located at the

comes in on a Thursday. But apart

harbor; the company’s forklift trucks

cialty,” said Hvilvtenni’s owner and

from the fresh ﬁsh business, we’re

make movements of cases and pal- every Monday and hopefully soon

Managing Director, Kjartan Joensen.

also very strong in frozen fillets, lets back and forth across the quay- on Tuesdays too,” Mr Joensen said.

“We deliver both fresh iced and fro-

thanks to our cold storage facility

side between ﬁshing vessels and the “Every Thursday there are shipments

and working capacity.”

company’s spacious ﬁsh terminal an

to Denmark and on Fridays there are

easy and convenient process. And

shipments to the UK and Denmark.

“Haddock is our number one spe-

zen ﬁllets in several different forms,

As to logistics, Hviltenni’s fa-

look bright.
“We have shipments to the UK

In other words, fresh ﬁsh from

removed. There is also the option of

the wild is in fact a rather special

with road transport readily avail- In my opinion the connections are

having the frozen products glaced.”

commodity which deﬁes too much

able and regular shipments from the

quite good but we are looking for-

Situated on the eastern coast of

detailed planning. The very idea of

Faroes likely to improve within the

ward to seeing further improvements

Eysturoy, about half-way between

ﬁshing in the middle of the North

near future, the prospects for further

in the near future.”

the southern and northern ends of

Atlantic is bound to imply some

the island, Leirvík is close to the

degree of natural uncertainty: the

main ﬁshing port of Klaksvík as well

sea, the weather, the currents—all

as to the central parts of the Faroes,

of which can be tricky, especially in

including the capital of Tórshavn. As

the winter.

such, Leirvík is in perfect proximity

Although Faroese fishermen

to the prime inshore ﬁshing grounds

know the waters around the islands

north of the islands.

intimately, and they are extremely

“The obvious advantage of this

skilled at navigating under almost any

location,” continued Mr Joensen, “is

conditions, the seas are sometimes

MARIA OLSEN

such as skin-on or off, pin bone in or

Employee Mirjam Hansen with
colleagues at the ﬁllet processing line.
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E-Mail: hvilvtenni@hvilvtenni.fo
Tel.: +298 443380

Kjartan Joensen, owner and
managing director of Hvilvtenni.
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PROVIDING FOR CHOICE
OF FISH PRODUCTS

MARU SEAFOOD PF

ability; however, it seems the trading

PO Box 318, FO-700 Klaksvík.

and processing systems we’ve got in

E-Mail: info@maru-seafood.fo
Tel.: +298 479500
Fax: +298 479501

place work extremely well to meet the
particularities of customers.”

Under the management of strongman Johan Páll Joensen, Maru Seafood is placing its bets on
customization by offering a viable variety of fresh, frozen, salted and smoked ﬁsh products.

W

able to rely on some level of predict-

Another factor Mr Joensen
pointed out as a customer-friendly
feature of Maru Seafood, concerns

ITH FISH PROCESSING

According to Mr Joensen, Maru

facilities in three different lo- Seafood annually purchases around

cations and annual exports totaling

6,000 tonnes of groundﬁsh harvested

lands for processing and trading. In

the smallness of the company and its

part purchased directly from trawl-

handled at the company’s processing

ers and longliners and in part from

facilities located in Klaksvík, Eiði

4,000 tonnes of whiteﬁsh products, in the waters around the Faroe Is- the Faroe Fish Market, the ﬁsh is

and Sørvágur.

ﬂat organisational structure.
“Bureaucracy is minimal here,”
Mr Joensen said, “inasmuch as this

Maru Seafood counts among the
industry. Arguably key to its success,

MARIA OLSEN

major players in the Faroese ﬁshing

company is small and administrativeA WELL-KNOWN FIGURE:

Since be- ly well trimmed. This is of course

ing established in 1998, Maru Sea- a great advantage when it comes to

Managing Director:
Johan Páll Joensen
Producer and exporter of
seafood — fresh and frozen ﬁsh
products, smoked ﬁsh, saltﬁsh.
Species: Cod, haddock, saithe
(coley), ling, black halibut,
redﬁsh and other groundﬁsh.
Processing facilities:
Eystís, Klaksvík
Norðís, Eiði
Vestís, Sørvágur

the company’s sales and marketing

food has processed salted cod, ling

making quick decisions and respond- plays an important part in the suc-

approach highlights the ability to de-

and saithe (coley) for export to Spain;

ing timely to inquiries from custom- cessful marketing of Maru Seafood’s

liver, according to the demands and

likewise, in addition to a wide range

ers or any other input. Our customers

ﬁsh products. A man with extensive

preferences of customers, a wide range

of smoked seafood products, the

and business partners know who we

industry experience, he has contacts

of ﬁrst class ﬁsh products, whether

company produces fresh and frozen

are, and they enjoy easy and direct

and friends in many places.

smoked, salted, frozen or fresh.

haddock, saithe and other groundﬁsh

access to the people in charge. We

species for customers in the UK and

like to make sure that all business

chairman of the Faroe Islands Em-

continental Europe.

communication runs smoothly, so

ployers Association as well as chair-

“Our strength lies in a very high
ability to supply quality seafood
products according to the needs and

Employing around 75 people, that any issue that may occur can be

In his spare time he serves as

man of the board of directors of the

requirements of the customer,” said

the company’s informal corporate

solved without too much hassle. On

Faroes’ largest bank, Føroya Banki,

Johan Páll Joensen, Maru Seafood’s

culture, said Mr Joensen, contributes

a strategic level, this is one of the

Mr Joensen may be quite the pub-

Managing Director.

to make the concept of customizabil- fundamentals we stick to.”

lic person, but he is an even better

“The way we’ve come to know

ity an overriding mode of operation.

Without a doubt, some would

known ﬁgure among ﬁshing industry

the industry has made it possible for

“From frozen ﬁllets to smoked

say, Mr Joensen’s own personality

us to develop a customizing function,

portions,” he noted, “our selective

signiﬁcant to both sales and customer

and customizable product range of-

service; but in order to satisfy every

fers great variety. Still, apart from

customer’s needs, we must constantly

producing in accordance with the

strive to maintain maximum ﬂex-

Order Book, we forecast to a certain

ibility in production schedules, from

degree the nature and scope of up-

purchase of raw materials to delivery

coming orders. Because in order to

of ﬁnished goods. I think most cus-

run operations smoothly, effectively

tomers value the high levels of adap-

and proﬁtably, you will have to be

insiders.

MARIA OLSEN

tation allowed for in our system and
we are pleased with that, although it
may lead to somewhat awkward rearrangements at times.”
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Johan Páll Joensen,
managing director (left);
ﬁllet cutting at Norðís (top);
fresh cod caught off Eiði (bottom right).
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With the ambition to
be perceived as the ‘ best
option in Faroe Islands,’
seafood supplier PRG
Export produces and sells
salted ﬁsh, fresh ﬁllets and
frozen salmon, focusing
strongly on product quality.

PREMIUM SEAFOOD EXPORTER GOING FOR GROWTH

salﬁsh consists of salted cod, ling,

PRG EXPORT

brosme and blueling both as ﬁllets

PO Box 29, FO-510 Göta

and split ﬁsh.

http://www.prg.fo
E-Mail: prg@prg.fo
Tel.: +298 409000
Fax: +298 409001

As for farmed salmon, PRG
was among the pioneers of Faroese

Managing Director. “In order to

raw material of their products, the

ensure that their standards meet our

aquaculture. It offers gutted fresh

maintain and constantly develop the

ﬁrst premises are the chilled Faroese

requirements.”

and frozen Atlantic salmon. Han-

all-important aspect of quality across

waters, which provide excellent living

dling the entire process from brood

the board, we have to stick to rigor- conditions for ﬁsh; the ﬁsh is either

ADVANCED AQUACULTURE:

As a

stock, egg hatching, farming and

ous standards. For instance, we apply

caught with long line or trawl around

processor, PRG over the years has

slaughtering, the company is able to

RG—BEST OPTION in Faroe

strict controls to the purchase of raw

the Faroe Islands.

developed its own ways and means

monitor its production closely, using

Islands.’ So reads a promotional

material and this is essential because

of production.

computerized systems for measuring

‘P

“However,” Mr Gregersen noted,

headline from the sales department

it’s a key component in the processing “for our very best products, we use

While using advanced technol- everything from automated feeding

of PRG Export, seeking to portray a

and as such it will largely precondi- only ﬁsh caught with long line, as

ogy in processing is an absolute ne- to water temperatures and a number

premium provider of Faroese ﬁsh and

tion ﬁnal-product quality levels.”

cessity today, PRG also stresses the

seafood products, with a track record

this ensures us the highest quality.

With experience ranging over We purchase almost all of our ﬁsh

of success, a proven value proposition, generations, PRG has developed ef- through the Faroe Fish Market, but

value in traditional Faroese work- tically integrated production system,
manship.

PRG’s salmon division has built one

and the ambition to raise its market

fective methods and procedures for

share.

carefully selecting and quality-grad- to follow up on delivery from the

as ﬁllets, mainly from cod, redﬁsh, farms in terms of capacity and man-

ing ﬁsh, Mr Gregersen said. As to the

saithe and monkf ish, while the

Known as one of the leading

what’s more is that we go to lengths

of other critical values. With a ver-

various fishing boats, in order to

PRG’s fresh ﬁsh are marketed

of the world’s most advanced smolt
agement regarding water, oxygen,

food products, PRG specializes in
fresh and wet-salted groundﬁsh, in

cleaning and space.
MARIA OLSEN

Faroese exporters of ﬁsh and sea-

“From roe to gutted salmon,” Mr
Gregersen said, “the ﬁsh is in need

addition to frozen salmon and trout

of the right environment in order

from their own sea farms, serving

to develop and become healthy and

customers around the world. While

valuable. Abiding by the standards of

salmon is shipped to EU countries,

EU veterinarian authorities as well

the USA and the Far East, fresh ﬁsh

as those of the local Faroese govern-

is mostly sold to European markets,

ment, makes our salmon and trout

with salted ﬁsh going to Spain, It-

the world’s best. We have always

aly and other countries around the

strived for the very highest quality

Mediterranean.

and in doing so, we go a bit further.

Behind PRG’s success there is a

For one thing, this means we are able

substance that goes well beyond the

to offer our customers full traceabil-

slogans: the practicalities of quality

ity, in the sense that all our salmon

management and critical operations,

products have a recorded history in

beginning with the purchase of raw

terms of parents, breeding environ-

material, through the whole process-

ment, feeding and so forth—total

ing system all the way to shipment

quality control.”

and delivery.
“This business is built on product
quality,” said Páll Gregersen, PRG’s
48 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005

Managing director Páll Gregersen, right,
with sales manager Óli Hansen.

Managing Director: Páll Gregersen
Sales Manager: Óli Hansen
Producer and exporter of Faroese
ﬁsh and seafood products,
specializing in fresh and wet-salted
ﬁsh, in addition to fresh gutted and
frozen Salmon, originating from own
hatchery, bred in own sea farm.
Fresh ﬁsh as ﬁllets, mainly from
cod, redﬁsh, saithe and monkﬁsh.
Fresh Iced Fillets from Cod:
200-400 grams, 400-600
grams, Cod Loins.
Fresh Iced Hand-Cut Fillets from
Redﬁsh: 300/+, 150/+, 120/+.
Fresh Iced Fillets from Haddock:
200-400 grams, Haddock Loins.
Fresh Iced Fillets from Saithe
(Coley): 200-400 grams, 400600 grams, 600+ grams.
Fresh Iced Monkﬁsh Tails: 0.5-1.0
kilograms, 1.0-2.0 kilograms, 2.04.0 kilograms, 4.0+ kilograms.
Salted cod, ling, brosme and blueling
both as ﬁllets and split ﬁsh.
Wet Salted Fillets of Cod: 100-200
grams, 200-400 grams, 400-700
grams, 700-1000 grams, 10001500 grams, 1500+ grams, Wings.
Split Cod: sizes AAAA (4000 grams),
AAA (2500-4000 grams), AA
(1700-2500 grams), A (1200-1700
grams), B (800-1200 grams), C
(500-800 grams), D (<500 grams).
Wet-Salted Fillets of Ling: 100-200
grams, 200-400 grams, 400-700
grams, 700-1000 grams, 10001500 grams, 1500+ grams.
Wet-Salted Fillets of Tusk: 100200 grams, 200-400 grams,
400-700 grams, 700+ grams.
Atlantic Salmon: All sizes from
1-2 kilograms to 9+ kilograms.
Fresh and frozen, gutted,
with head or headless.
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SALMON TROUT FOR JAPAN ON THE RISE

T
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Fully controlling all
development stages from
egg to ﬁnal product and
adhering to tough grading
practices could be the key
to Vestsalmon’s success in
farmed salmon and trout,
as exports to Japan soar.

Contributing factors to the high
product quality Vestsalmon has become known for could be linked to
the freshness of the waters in and
around the Faroes, the currents, and
the feed used, as well as the special
salmon and trout stocks that have
been cultivated over the years. But
perhaps just as important is Vest-

VESTSALMON PF
PO Box 82, FO-410 Kollafjørður
http://www.vestsalmon.com
E-Mail: vestlax@vestlax.fo
Tel.: +298 477 000
Fax: +298 477 001
General Manager:
Frimund Hansen
Head of Sales Department:
Bogi Johannesen
Producer and exporter of
farmed salmon and trout.
Products – fresh and frozen:
Atlantic salmon (Salmo Salar)
Salmon trout (Oncorhynchus Mykiss)

HE FAROE ISLANDS’ lead-

salmon’s modern, hygienic process-

ing exporter of farmed fish,

ing equipment and the fact that the

in our sea farms, we make the life of

Vestsalmon, is seeing sales of frozen

ﬁsh is farmed at the company’s own

our ﬁsh as good as possible. It’s an

salmon trout to Japan rising sharply

farms, before it is placed in natural

advantage that we own and manage

after more than a decade of market

Faroese fjords and ﬁnally gutted and

all the means of production and in

development. According to Bogi Jo-

packed at the company’s factory at

this way have full control of all the

hannesen, head of Vestsalmon’s Sales

Kollafjørður. When the ﬁsh reaches

stages of the process, from hatch-

Department, the success on the Jap-

the slaughtering process, it takes

ery and breeding to processing and

anese market rests largely with the

between two and four hours until

export, so that the product quality

company’s stringent quality control

it arrives in a shock freezer, where

meets the demands set by our cus-

policies.

it reaches minus 27 Centigrade in a

tomers world-wide. We slaughter and

Large orders and long-term

matter of ten hours. From the shock

pack in accordance with international

customer relationships being part

freezer, prior to export shipment by

standards, and we are very keen on

of Vestsalmon’s preferred way of do-

reefer truck or container, the ﬁsh is

keeping strict quality grading prac-

ing business, the company last year

transferred to cold storage.

tices. And we have been in this busi-

shipped some 2,500 tonnes of salmon

“Remember that a happy fish

trout, at a value of DKK 55 (EUR 7.4
/ USD 9.8) million.

Mr Johannesen remarked. “However, ‘SUPERB CONDITIONS’: Building a

Bogi Johannesen, head of the sales department,
inspecting processing of Atlantic salmon.

ness non-stop for about 20 years.”

makes a happy customer,” Mr Johan-

Salmon trout goes by the Latin

nesen continued. “The conﬂuence of

name Oncorhynchus Mykiss. Often

cold currents and the Gulf Stream

called the salmon trout, the taste of

around the Faroes provide superb

this species resembles that of salm-

However, much in line with

as markets are stabilizing and the

solid Japanese clientelle takes both

most of Faroe Islands’ ﬁsh farming

effects of disease control measures

time and effort; demands for suppli-

porters world-wide,” he said. “Most

sector, the company’s production

gradually set in, it is likely to pick

ers’ reliability and consistent prod-

of it is sold round, headed and gutted, living conditions for ﬁsh. The natu- on. Its meat is fatty with a pretty

of Atlantic salmon currently lies in

up already by 2006. As far as salmon

uct quality are no secret, which puts

frozen and glaced. With regards to

ral fjords and the clean environment

pattern and a bright red color, the

a state of dormancy. While its trout

trout is concerned, there are luckily

pressure on producers to maintain

the Japanese salmon trout market, we

yield ideal conditions to farm a ﬁrst

trout weighs from one to four kilos.

business is in full swing, exports of

no such issues as ISA [infectious

maximum process control. According

have worked with customers there for

class product. We

According to Mr

salmon have declined dramatically

salmon anaemia] and the market

to Mr Johannesen, adhering strictly

a long time and we know that they

have emphasized the

Johannesen, char-

in recent months, following indus- has historically been relatively stable. to standards, including trustworthy

are very speciﬁc in their demands and

necessity of increased

acteristics such as

try-wide stalemate caused by instable

For our part, based on a number of

they know exactly what they want. knowledge of the en-

these have made

markets and widespread disease.

long-term contracts with purchasers Vestsalmon’s business concept—and

It’s a trust-building exercise but it’s

vironment, inspec-

the salmon trout

“Faroese salmon farming is ap- in Japan, we have full scale produc- key to its success in Japan. “We offer

really a privilege and a pleasure to be

tion of the produc-

very popular on the

able to serve such customers.”

tion and market. So,

Japanese market.

proaching an all-time low in 2005,” tion of trout.”
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grading practices, is at the core of

fresh and frozen ﬁsh to major im-
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By Búi Tyril

INDS OF CHANGE
swept through Faroese
industries during 2004,
ma rk i ng

d ra mat ic

events in the shipping
and logistics sector as

well as in shipbuilding and mechanical engineering.

Whether labeled as ﬁnancial consolidation on the

From shipping and logistics
to maritime services and
mechanical engineering and
beyond—the year 2004 saw
industry consolidation, fresh
beginnings and dramatic
change in the Faroe Islands.
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try level, it seems clear, as Jan Mortensen, executive
director of the House of Industry, said: “The reality
of globalization has eventually caught up with the
Faroes.”
The formation of Faroe Islands’ ﬁrst private venture company, NOTIO, in 2002, represented a new
business climate that has materialized over the past
ﬁve years or so. Much inspired by developments in
Iceland since the 1990s, the very notion of venture
capital as a present possibility in spite of the country’s
unlikely size, also came to fruition through the formation of the VMF, the Faroese Securities Market.
Likewise, the oil and gas exploration activities that
commenced at the turn of the millennium and currently continue in a second round of licences, have
had some impact on the atmosphere, bringing in
fresh international oil business connections. Still, it’s
the Faroese maritime cluster along with the ﬁshing
industry that sets the agenda for almost everything
there is on the islands: ﬁshing and merchant vessels,
shipyards, mechanical workshops, processing facilities, commercial and social services.
“Besides ﬁshing and aquaculture, our commercial
bastions are maritime services including mechanical
and electrical engineering, metal works and repairs,”
Mr Mortensen said. “A lot of Faroese maritime ships
ofﬁcers are working abroad, but we nonetheless have
many of them here, which is important for the Faroese
maritime cluster. But because of the overwhelming
scope of the ﬁshing and aquaculture industry, other
industries have not so easily sprung up; however, this
MARIA OLSEN

GLOBALIZING THE
NORTH ATLANTIC

corporate level or market consolidation on the indus-

may be changing. For instance, it’s going to be interAnnualBusinessReport 2005 •
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the purchase were the shipyards in

lines and factory components for the

Faroese international ship registry]

Tórshavn, Vestmanna and Skála, a

ﬁshing industry.

will succeed in attracting signiﬁcant

mechanical workshop in Runavík, an

numbers of ships. Likewise, our ICT

offshore services subsidiary and all Yard was loaded with symbolism,

MARIA OLSEN

esting to see whether the FAS [the

Provisioning delivery from PM
Group, a company in which Faroe
Islands’ ﬁrst venture ﬁrm, Notio,
holds a one-third stake.

NOTIO’s acquisition of Faroe

sector is growing seriously, with sev- assets including shipbuilding, repairs, not just because the shipyard was

in the North Atlantic (…). It will

eral companies gaining international

purchase and sales and agencies. A

a family business, deeply anchored

lay the groundwork for improved

ground.

half-year later, the Tórshavn-based

in the community of Tórshavn. The

operation, increased efﬁciency and

Faroe Yard took over FJM, Runavík, deal signaled major change; with a
FIRST VENTURE FIRM: In June 2004,

enhanced service to customers.

a leading mechanical workshop spe- larger-than-life public image repre-

“Faroe Ship and Eimskip have

NOTIO acquired Tórshavnar Ski- cializing in the manufacture and

sented by the charismatic Poul Mohr,

been leaders in their respective mar-

pasmiðja (Faroe Yard). Included in

this was a major employer that hadn’t

kets for decades, Eimskip for 90 years

changed ownership since the compa-

and Faroe Ship for 85 years. Faroe

ny’s formation in 1936. It had been

Ship was established in 1919, and is

MARIA OLSEN

servicing of stainless steel processing

operated under the management of

creased their share capital in NOTIO

leader and national icon Faroe Ship

founder Kjartan Mohr for more than

from 1.2 percent to around 25 percent

had merged with Icelandic rival Ei- Faroe Islands, with more than 200

forty years, until his son Poul Mohr

of the venture company, allowing for

mskip, forming a new and strong

employees. The company currently

took charge in the late 1970s, to be

continued inﬂuence on Faroese ship- North Atlantic shipping and logistics

operates three vessels sailing between

joined by his son Gunnar Mohr 30

building and repairs.

company with a strong international

the Faroes, Scotland and Denmark.

Two months before the acquisi- network. The news had some people

Its yearly turnover exceeds DKK 260

years later. The company had long

among the oldest companies in the

been one of the strongest private

tion of Faroe Yard, NOTIO bought

reacting with resentment to see a na- [EUR 35 / USD 46] million. The

enterprises in the Faroe Islands and

a 30 percent share in wholesaler Poul

tional object of pride, in their view, combined total turnover of Faroe

was considered one of the overall

Michelsen (PM Group). In addi- handed over to a foreign competitor. Ship and Eimskip in the Faroes after

top players in the industry. All of a

tion to PM Group, as of early 2005, Others were not so alarmed, perhaps

sudden, even the ownership of Faroe

NOTIO’s portfolio encompasses the

Yard has changed hands.

following: a one-third stake in Kol- tunity for much needed growth in

quite the contrary, eyeing an oppor-

After the acquisition, Wilhelm

lafjord Pelagic, an advanced pelagic

the increasingly globalized shipping

Petersen, chairman of the board of

ﬁsh processing plant in Kollafjørður;

and logistics markets. The merger,

NOTIO said the venture ﬁrm will

a one-third stake in Set, a risk capi- according to a press release “(…) cre-

only initially be the sole owner of

tal company and business consultancy

Faroe Yard, that the aim is to limit

specializing in start-ups; a 17.3 per-

the share to one-third of the company.

cent stake in Kall, an aggressive tele-

“The intention is to quote the com-

com company founded in 1999, Faro-

pany P/F Tórshavnar Skipasmiðja on

ese Telecom’s main competitor in the

the Faroese Stock Exchange to allow

domestic telco business and consumer

interested investors to become share-

markets; and an 18.75 percent stake

holders,” Mr Petersen was quoted.

in Auxilior Technology, a software

purchase of the assets of Faroe Yard,

ates the largest transportation group

Faroese road haulage company Heri Thomsen
Transport Service’s subsidiary, Nor-Link,
opened for business in early 2005. With its
base in Søldarfjørður, Nor-Link’s newly
acquired freight ship, the ‘Nor-Land’ enters
a highly competitive market in its liner
service between the Faroes and Denmark.

MARIA OLSEN

Concurrent with NOTIO’s

the merger is estimated at DKK 345

developer specializing in software for
disabled people.

the former owners of Faroe Yard inICELANDERS MOVING IN:
Forklift about to load cargo into a
hatch of one of Faroe Ship’s vessels.
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In Oc-

tober 2004, a major news event surprised the islands: domestic market
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Jan Mortsen, executive director,
House of Industry.

MARIA OLSEN

Mechanical engineer Atli Larsen on a
job for his employer Petur Larsen, Pf,
the Faroese servicing contractor of the
German food processing equipment
manufacturer Baader; one of trawl
maker Vónin’s managers, Jón Thomsen,
at work in Fuglafjørður (bottom left).

According to a survey by AB
Associates, a Shetland consultancy,
Norröna during 2004 helped keep

to 430 [EUR 46 / USD 61 to EUR

56 jobs in Shetland, directly inject-

58 / USD 76] million.”

ing almost 6 (EUR 8.5 / USD 11.2)

A few months later, Eimskip and

million pounds into the community

Faroe Ship in Denmark decided to

there.

merge their subsidiaries there under

A conference held in Reykjavik

the name of Eimskip - Faroe Ship

in February 2004, saw Nova Scotia

Denmark, forming “a company able

and Scotland invited to participate

to provide further enhanced service

merger with the Dutch operator

to its clients in the Faroe Islands, Geest North Sea Line. A joint press

SHETLAND CONNECTING:

Smyril

more fully in NORA (North Atlan-

Line’s huge investment required con-

tic Cooperation) a Nordic trans-na-

release noted: “The Icelandic shipping- siderable amounts of capital and mon-

tional cooperation between Iceland,

In another development in the

to-logistics company Samskip is set

ey and was placed by both domestic

Norway, Faroe Islands and Green-

same sector, Eimskip’s contender

to acquire full control of the Dutch

and foreign sources, most notably the

land, funded by the Nordic Council

from Iceland, Samskip, made an

intermodal operator Geest North

Shetland Islands Council. Desiring

of Ministers. The Shetland Islands

entry into the Faroes, linking the

Sea Line in a deal that will create

to secure the transport connections

Council, the Scottish Executive and

Faroes into its existing Iceland-UK Europe’s largest intra-European

that the Norröna provides, the Coun-

the Government of Nova Scotia were

cargo service.

intermodal /shortsea container

cil has invested millions of pounds in

invited to present at the conference

shipping network. Including charter

Smyril Line, which for a period has

and discuss their vision of the chal-

prove successful remains to be seen. vessels, the combined operation will

been struggling to make ends meet.

lenges and opportunities they face and

As suggested by their newly opened

deploy a f leet of over 20 vessels A strategic alliance with Fjord Line,

how greater cooperation could bring

ofﬁces in Tórshavn, they are in it for

ranging in size from 200 TEU to

of Norway, may prove necessary and

beneﬁts to those within the North

the long haul. The fact that they have

over 900 TEU.”

seems to be underway, according to

Atlantic region. Wrote the Shetland

Denmark and Iceland.”

Whether Samskip’s attempt will

registered two of their newest vessels

In fact, as many people view it, the two companies.

Island Council’s Information Bul-

the wildcard in the business was al-

Just as the offshore oil and gas

letin: “The conference highlighted

registry, the FAS, also sends a signal

ready played by Smyril Line in 2003

exploration on the Faroese shelf is

the similarities in the economies of

as to the way the want to position

with the arrival of the superferry

viewed by industry insiders as an ex-

these regions. Each region is pursu-

themselves.

‘Norröna’. A very capable vessel for

tension of the West of Shetland area,

ing greater economic and sustainable

Meanwhile, on a European level, cargo as well as passenger transport, business connections between the

beneﬁt from the limited but rich re-

MARIA OLSEN

under the Faroese international ship

Samskip is growing fast. In March

it was clear from day one that the

Faroes and Shetland have increased

sources they have access to. Issues

velop sustainable energy sources and

tunities with government representa-

2005, the company announced its

shipping and logistics sector was

considerably through Smyril Line.

in common include dependence on

methods. The regions also share

tives who clearly understood what we

marine resources and the need for

common difﬁculties and concerns

are facing. (…)”

already had digged in years before, is likely to appreciate the commit-

research and development to sustain

caused by peripherally and the need

using an older ferry which, like the

ment of the Shetland Islands Council,

and improve the economic value of

to protect both the culture and rich “The next step will see NORA agree

new and much bigger one, employed

the Shetlanders without a doubt see

these resources, a shared heritage, a

natural environment.” Councillor Jim

the roll-on/roll-off principle for easy

much value in the fact that their capi-

rich arts sector based around tradi- Irvine, who attended the conference, tion with Nova Scotia and how it will

and convenient handling of reefer

tal Lerwick is included in Norröna’s

tional music and crafts, a desire to

trucks and other vehicles.

sailing schedules.

increase tourism and the need to de- discussing our challenges and oppor- become involved.”

ﬂanked by a strong contender that
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And just as much as Smyril Line

said “it was a breath of fresh air to be

The Information Bulletin added:
on how best to take forward cooperaapproach Scotland and Shetland to
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become proﬁtable. Bjarni Djurholm,
minister of trade and industry, the

MARIA OLSEN

In an effort to sharpen its
proﬁle in the international
ICT marketplace, Faroese
Telecom places strategic focus
on its core competency—an
adept ability to simplify
complexity and create proﬁt
in small communities.

FAROESE TELECOM
Business Development Division

de jure owner of Faroese Telecom,

PO Box 27, FO-110 Tórshavn

is encouraging the company to fo-

http://www.faroesetele.com
E-Mail: international@ft.fo
Tel.: +298 303202
Fax: +298 303031

cus its energy on the international
marketplace and in turn to serve as
a role model for other Faroese busi-

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer:
Andras Róin
VP, Chief Development Ofﬁcer:
Tróndur Djurhuus

nesses in going global. Mr Djurhuus
welcomed the vision of the Minister

ONTRARY TO THE PER- as a “distinctive opportunity” that

The leading provider of
telecommunications services
in the Faroe Islands.

spective of some mega compa- would enable Faroese Telecom to

nies, bigger is not necessarily better. build upon its expertise and learn

In the world of ICT (information and

new skills while contributing to the

communication technology), being

development of the Faroese commu-

small may very well be a key strategic

nity as a whole.

Nationwide ﬁxed and
mobile telephony.
ISP services: ADSL and dial-up.

FAROESE TELECOM
GOES AFTER SMALL
NICHE MARKETS
WORLDWIDE

and competitive advantage.
Or so would argue Tróndur Djur- AGILITY WITH STRENGTH: Accordhuus, Vice President and Chief De- ing to Andras Róin, Faroese Telecom
velopment Ofﬁcer of Faroese Tele- CEO, smallness equates to strength
com: “What our research has revealed

and agility. “We are striving to be-

is that the global ICT marketplace is

come the World Champions in man-

hungry for simple, straightforward

aging and operating small-scale tele-

solutions. Big organizations may not

communications infrastructure,” Mr

be able to effectively downsize their

Róin remarked. “In fashioning some-

ICT solutions to adequately meet the

thing exceptional out of our limited

varied and unique ICT needs of small

and often straightened circumstances,

towns or even small countries. We
can and we aim to prove it.”

Faroese Telecom’s CEO, Andras Róin (left) with Tróndur
Djurhuus, vice president and chief development ofﬁcer.

The success of Faroese Telecom

a device that could be worn by sea-

we have created innovative concepts

in the area of DTT has unleashed a

men and others working at sea, such

and products that can be readily ap-

ﬂood of other initiatives. For example, as oilrig workers; in the event that

For over a century, Faroese Tele- plied well beyond the Faroes. An ex- that what is most striking about the
com has been providing telecommu- ample of this is our DTT deployment

deployment, aside from the ingenuity

the company is working on showcas- a person is lost at sea or during an

Transmission solutions and networks.
International linkages via
satellite and undersea cable.
Publisher of white and yellow page
directories (print and web-based).
Digital terrestrial television
(DTT) distribution via subsidiary
company, Televarpið.
Enterprise telecommunications
solutions.
Consumer ‘tele-shops’
located nationwide.
New hosting environment and
24-hour support center.

great, but not insurmountable, and

ing a number of innovative telecom- emergency onboard a vessel or oilrig, the potential beneﬁt is signiﬁcant.

nications services in the daunting ter- and our special subscriber manage- involved in handling the multiple sig-

munications and telemetry advances

people could be easily located utiliz- Our plan is to be one of the ﬁrst to

rain of the Faroe Islands. Through

nals bouncing around the mountain-

and concepts, including collaborating

ing advanced telecommunications

take this technology successfully to

Referring to the successful de- tops, is the web-based, exceedingly

with Ericsson on EDGE technology

technology, including possibly the

the international marketplace.”

ployment of digital terrestrial televi- robust subscriber management sys-

and exploring the potential of ﬁxed

long-range potential of WiMax.

sion (DTT) in the Faroes, Mr Róin

tem developed by Faroese Telecom.

as well as mobile WiMax technology

said Faroese Telecom was one of the

As a consequence, the subsidiary es-

with Intel and others.

ﬁrst companies in the world to roll

tablished to manage and promote the

An ambitious safety-at-sea

out a fully operational DTT system. initiative has very few employees, a

project, jointly facilitated by Bitland

Knowledgeable observers have noted

fact that has not gone unnoticed by

Enterprise (thebitland.com), a pri- sea. The technical challenges are

much larger telcos and TV distribu-

vately funded business development

tion companies eager to exploit DTT

organization, is in the works. The

technology in their home countries.

project involves the development of

the years, it has honed its skills and

ment system.”

Interior of Faroese Telecom’s
new headquarters.
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“Faroese Telecom” said Mr Djurhuus, “is one of the few companies
in the world working to develop a
total solution for assuring safety-at-

Faroese Telecom’s corporate
headquarters in Tórshavn .
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Managing director of Oilwind, Jákup
Sandberg Joensen, showing off
their very successful fully automatic
Jigging Reel; ﬁsherman Hans Petur
Poulsen with an Oilwind jigging
line and longline system installed on
his ﬁshing vessel ‘Svananes’ (bottom
left); an Oilwind winch system
almost ﬁnalized (bottom right).

As a measure of proﬁtability
in the face of environmental
challenges, overall
compactness in marine
equipment and ﬁshing gear
has become increasingly
important, according to
manufacturer Oilwind.

great-grandfather, Harald Joensen,
started his work as a blacksmith. At

W

ﬁrst primarily servicing the Faroese

HILE FISHERMEN accus-

ﬁshing industry, the company later

nature in pursuance of their profession can be quick to adopt new technologies, manufacturers more than
ever have to be responsive to the par-

ticular demands of commercial ﬁshing. Under pressure from skyrocketing fuel prices, as well as a range of
other factors, from legal regulations
and the effects of territorial disputes
to the activities of aggressive lobby
groups, professional ﬁshermen and

developed greatly as their ﬁelds of
activity expanded into developing
and manufacturing equipment and
machinery for the ﬁshing industry
in numerous countries. Today, the
company has a spaceous and modern
facility equipped with advanced machinery for design and development
as well as production and servicing.
MARIA OLSEN

SOLICITING
COMPACT
SOLUTIONS FOR
PROFITABLE
FISHING

tomed to ﬁghting the forces of

The organisation comprises a team

OILWIND
J.K. Joensen & Sonur
PO Box 9, FO-370 Miðvágur
http://www.oilwind.fo
E-Mail: oilwind@post.olivant.fo
Tel.: +298 332422
Fax: +298 333222
Managing Director:
Jákup Sandberg Joensen
Manufacturer of hydraulic and
pneumatic machinery, mechanical
engineering specialists.
Auto Trawl Systems
Deck Equipment
Diesel Engines
Hydraulic Components
& Control Units
Jigging Machines
Long-line Systems
Mechanical Power Transmissions
& Gears
Mooring Equipment
Net Haulers
Power Packs
Processing Equipment
Ship Repairs & Conversions
Winches

of highly qualiﬁed engineers and its
customers can be found all over the

total processed value of their prod-

owners of ﬁshing vessels have good

us,” says Jákup Sandberg Joensen, whether in the form of restricted

terms of ﬁsh-catching functionality, globe.

ucts and there is no doubt we have

reason to invest in the very best of

managing director of J.K. Joensen &

days at sea or restrictive quota sys-

all-weather effective usability, envi-

survived on innovation. As our prin-

gear and equipment.

Sonur, citing this as one of the basic

tems, and that puts extra pressures on

ronmental friendliness or working re- range from the supply of individual

cipal aim has always been, and still

“The business environment of in- premises of his business. “The ability

the industry… For one thing, ﬁshing

liability in the roughest conditions.”

is to be the leader in our ﬁeld, we

components of deck machinery and

to operate efﬁciently in all seasons

the world is of great importance to

and throughout all stages of opera- searching, actual ﬁshing and load-

SURVIVING ON INNOVATION: Known

grated turnkey projects for ﬁshing

ﬁshery, energy efﬁciency, high yield,

tion is crucial for the ﬁshing indus- ing, while at the same time making

internationally under the brand name

vessels and land based factories,” Mr

reduced waste, a good working envi-

try. Our job is to offer solutions for

maximum use of the hours at sea;

Oilwind, J.K. Joensen represents the

Joensen explains. “We manufac- ronment and overall environmental

some of the special challenges faced

they must get the very most out of

hallmark of Faroese development and

ture in-house a wide range of deck

by modern ﬁshing vessels and land

their ﬁshing gear, not to mention

production of ﬁshing gear and ma- machinery, ﬁsh handling and

based factories.”

their catch.

rine equipment. As a developer, man- seafood processing equipment

MARIA OLSEN

shore and offshore ﬁsheries around

As Mr Joensen points out, ﬁnan-

vessels have to optimise the speed of

“Our interests and capabilities

Likewise, they are challenged by

ufacturer and marketer, Oilwind has

and systems, and over the last

cial results and sustainability revolve

the logistics of very limited working

gained a strong reputation for its high

35 years we have continuously

very much around the limitations of

areas. For yet another thing, they are

quality products, which include auto- carried on developing advanced

time and space and the need to re- ﬁnancially forced to reduce steaming

matic jigging reels, long line haulers, deck machinery for the inter-

spect the environment.

trawl winches and automated systems

national ﬁshing and merchant

for ﬁshing.

ﬂeet.

time and fuel costs as much as they

“Over the years, commercial ﬁsh- possibly can. In short, the industry
ing virtually everywhere has been
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processing equipment, to fully inte- focus strongly on versatile sustainable

doesn’t need much of an argument

The origins of Oilwind date

“We work very closely with

subjected to increased regulations, for the best equipment, whether in

back to 1910, when Mr Joensen’s

our customers to maximize the

protection.”
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PACKING SUPPLIER CAPITALIZING
ON NORDIC STAMP OF QUALITY
MARIA OLSEN

While keeping its main
focus on providing Faroese
industry with packing
materials and supplies,
Farpack is eyeing an
Asian market for small
size, Scandinavian
quality packaging boxes.

FARPACK PF
PO Box 3099, FO-119 Tórshavn
http://www.farpack.fo
E-Mail: farpack@farpack.fo
Tel.: +298 353000
Fax: +298 353010

quality, small packaging boxes for
various purposes are in high demand
in several areas of China, Japan and
the Far East. We have decided to
test this market offering some of our
products, all of which are Scandinavian made.”

E

Farpack’s original area of busi-

Managing Director:
Líggjas Joensen
Packaging from carton,
corrugated paper, massive
paper, plastic and other materials
for all industrial purposes.
Plastic products
Packaging equipment
Working clothes
Safety equipment
Knives
Admixtures
Sacks
Pallets
Detergents/Cleaning agents

VEN THOUGH THE Faroes

ness was supplying packing and other

are closely related politically and

goods to the Faroese ﬁshing industry.

culturally to other Nordic countries,

Successful at this and having grown

the relationship sometimes gets

continuously, the company today of-

blurred in the face of geographic and

fers the largest selection of packaging

dustry in general, Farpack holds the

economic factors. But there are areas

and accessories available in the Faroe

ISO 9001:2000 certiﬁcate under the

in which the beneﬁts of this linkage

Islands.

supervision of Det Norske Veritas.

are obvious. Packaging and its design

Said Mr Joensen: “We select our

“Generally speaking, we supply

suppliers very carefully and, wherever

a very large variety of products,” Mr

“Our experience shows that

possible, the goods they supply must

Joensen remarked while listing a

packaging products from countries

be environmentally friendly. To us

volume of packing products such as

like Sweden, Denmark, Norway and

and our customers it is very impor- wraps, boxes and accessories plus ad-

Iceland are superior in design and

tant that these products are top qual- ditives, cleaning agents, safety equip-

quality,” said Líggjas Joensen, man-

ity and meet all the required speci- ment, industry clothing and more.

aging director of Farpack, a major

ﬁcations including delivery on time.

Faroese provider of packing materials

Also very important in this context

are relevant for each individual cus-

and supplies. “Compared to anything

is the good and active relationship

tomer,” he added.

and manufacturing is one of these.

we’ve been acquainted with in packaging, including wraps, boxes, papers

Established in 1994, Farpack

“The Russians have a tradition of

and plastics, Nordic produce seems

has in just a few years become a

entering Faroese harbors and we have

to exceed the rest by far in terms of

major provider for Faroese industry

a developed a business relationship

design as well as overall consistency

and foreign ﬁshing vessels entering

with many of them, which we will

and persistence against the elements

Faroese waters. Offering a compre- continue to work on.”

From left to right: Poulina Djurhuus, purchase
and sales; Líggjas Joensen, managing director;
Gunnar Djurhuus, head of purchase and sales;
packing carton boxes for frozen cod, saithe
and shrimps, and salted ﬁsh (below).

we have established with the suppliers… They have demonstrated that
they are able to create solutions that
really make sense and beneﬁt our
customers.”
Abiding by recognized interna-

of time, liquids and the like; its gen- hensive selection of packaging, the

recently identiﬁed a Far East market

company serves industrial clients in

such as seafood and many others is

the North Atlantic and the Far East, wise a history of providing packag-

aging boxes, Mr Joensen said. “We

of packaging and other related goods

superior.”

Mr Joensen said.

were intrigued to learn that high

to the ﬁshing industry and the in-
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Having like-

tional quality standards for purchas-

eral usability for processing industries

RELEVANCE IS KEY:

“The key is knowing which ones

ing to clients in Japan, Farpack has

segment for high quality, small pack- ing, marketing, sales and transport
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One of the country’s biggest
and busiest harbors, the
Port of Klaksvík is being
enlarged with a 20,000
square metre cargo terminal
as both Municipality and
Government engage in
landmark infrastructure
development.

A

construction of which is scheduled

LEADING
HARBOR GAINING
NEW GROUND

to start by the end of 2005.
MULTI-FACILITIES:

Approachable

in all weathers and any kind of the
tide, thanks to the sheltering terrain

harbor of the Faroes. With the main

S KLAKSVÍK’S NEW cargo

Kunoy and Klakkur, the approach to

terminal takes shape in one

the harbor is very good and the sail-

of the largest harbors in the Faroe

ing routes from both north and south

Islands, this major infrastructure

are deep and clearly marked. There

development is adding 200 metres

are no restrictions and, like the rest of

of deep-water quayside and 20,000

the waters around the Faroe Islands,

square metres of open storage to its

the harbor is ice-free all year round.

present port capacity, making the

minal at Ánir, the West Quay, the

The Port of Klaksvík offers excellent anchorage, with a ﬁrm sea bed

HØGNI THOMSEN

long. Combined, the new cargo ter-

and depths ranging between 35 and
45 metres on the well sheltered roads

Kósin Quay and the Fuel Quay now
offer 48,000 square metres of open

tunnel under the fjord, which will

link known as the 6.3 kilometer long

storage, boasting a cool store hosting

be closely interconnected. Following

Norðoyatunnilin will considerably

capacity of 10,000 cubic metres plus

commencement of the sub-sea tunnel

shorten both mental distances and

12,000 cubic metres of cold storage.

project, which will link the island of

average travel time between Klaks-

“Our port expansion goes hand- Borðoy with the two largest islands

vík and the rest of the ‘main area’,

in-hand with other key infrastructure

of the Faroes, it’s been fast forward

which includes the industrial centres

Authority: Klaksvíkar Havn,
PO Box 26, FO-700 Klaksvík.
http://www.klaksvik.fo
E-Mail: kl.port@post.olivant.fo
Tel.: +298 455101 or +298 455081
Fax: + 298 457340

around it, the Port of Klaksvík is con- Town Hall Business Developer:
sidered the safest and best protected Rani Nolsøe
entrance from the northwest between

harbor’s total quayside 775 metres

PORT OF KLAKSVÍK

The town of Klaksvík (above);
view of the Kósin Quay (bottom left);
the mayor, Steinbjørn O. Jacobsen, right, with
Atli Justinussen, chairman of the board of
the port authority, inspecting construction of
the Ánir Cargo Terminal (bottom right).

(Pollurin) in lee of Kunoy Island, to
which the distance from the harbor
is around 800 metres. Maximum local tidal range is 1.2 metres, but this
really does not inﬂuence port opera-

E-Mail: rani@kallnet.fo
Tel.: +298 210610
Fax: +298 458204

West Quay: Dedicated terminal
for container ships, general cargo,
ﬁsh landing and cruise ships. 300
metres of quay, depth alongside
8.75 metres. Maximum length
of ship 160 metres LOA.
Kósin Quay: Dedicated terminal for
ﬁsh landing and general cargo. Total quay length 260 metres, depth
alongside 8-9 metres. Maximum
length of ship 160 metres LOA.
Fuel Quay: Tanker terminal, quay
length 55 metres including dolph
albue; depth alongside 8 metres.
Ánir Cargo Terminal: 200 metre quay, depth alongside 12
metres; ro/ro ramp 30 metres
wide; high pressure water supplies through 12” tubes. Maximum
length of ship 200 metres LOA.

tions, according to Jógvan Klakkstein,
the community at large. In short, Port Director.

pointing out Klakvíkar Sleipistøð’s

development projects in Klaksvík,” at Town Hall in Klaksvík. Scram- of Eysturoy, the capital of Tórshavn

the new situation resulting from the

said the mayor, Steinbjørn O. Jacob- bling to keep pace with progress of

and the airport at Vágar. The DKK

tunnel will open up the possibility

sen, in an interview.

355 (EUR 48 / USD 63) million tun-

of road transport between Klaksvík, from both Shell and Statoil at the

mechanical and electronic work-

Eysturoy, Tórshavn and Vágar; as for

Fuel Quay and from road tankers at

shops; for instance, there are three

phase, ﬁnanced by a consortium of

logistics and cargo transport, this is

all piers throughout the harbor area,” mobile cranes available with lifting

minal is set for completion by autumn

/ USD 17.6) million in development, contracting and management compa-

likely to have huge implications, not

Mr Klakkstein noted.

2005, aligning with a momentous

constructing a new road system, a

nies. When the connection opens for

least with the addition of the new

new industrial development

trafﬁc according to schedule in 2006,

terminal at Ánir.”

Situated to the North of the town

extraordinary proportions, the capital

of the Faroese ﬁshing industry is in- nel project is, during construction

area and an ambitious shop- a tolling system will be activated.

“Fresh water and
electricity are available

The new industrial development

at all piers from shore

ping centre, in addition to

“ We want to demonstrate

area at Skarðhamar, at the southern

installations, as are other

the long-awaited sea cargo

Klaksvík’s attractive qualities,” Mr

end of Klaksvík, encompasses more

provisions, including ice

terminal.

Jacobsen said. “In fact we are going

than 20 new building sites at 1000

and salt. Similarily, ship

Loaded with high ex- to see a whole new level of developpectations, the ﬁxed sub-sea
64 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005

fuel and diesel are readily available

ment here, both for businesses and

facilities available, including modern

capacities from 8 to 36 tonnes.
MARIA OLSEN

HØGNI THOMSEN

of Klaksvík, the Ánir sea cargo ter- vesting about DKK 100 (EUR 13.5

“As far as bunkering is concerned, 800-tonne capacity slipway plus other

to 2000 square metres each, and in- repairs are conveniently
cludes a 500-metre access road, the

close to hand,” he added,
AnnualBusinessReport 2005 •
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ing door-to-door services, as well as

FAROE SHIP

port agency, forwarding, stevedoring,

PO Box 47, FO-110 Tórshavn

inland and continental haulage and

http://www.faroeship.com
E-Mail: info@faroe-ship.fo
Tel.: +298 349000
Fax: +298 349001

logistics services.
According to Mr Jensen, the

EIMSKIP

Faroe Islands’ leading
transport and logistics
company, Faroe Ship, has
been vitalized by a merger
with Icelandic rival Eimskip,
with cargo liner services
linking the Faroes to North
America in addition to
traditional routes in northern
Europe—and direct access to
the group’s subsidiaries in 13
countries, including China.

merger with Eimskip serves to enhance both the scope and the qual- Jensen added. “Still, in a global busi-

Managing Director:
Árni Joensen
Sales and Marketing Director:
Tórheðin Jensen

ity of services offered, and should

ness environment, change and devel-

be seen in the Faroe Islands as an

opment is very much the order of the

extension of Faroe Ship’s business

day. What we offer is a strengthened

opportunity base. Whereas the

domestic and international transport

company’s liner services to Denmark

chain and more advanced logistical

and Scotland have been in operation

solutions than ever before; effectively,

AROE SHIP, the dominant

for many years—and the company’s

we now have ofﬁces in 13 countries

supplier of transport and logis-

share of domestic import and export

including China.”

tics services on the Faroese market,

cargo has long exceeded 50 percent of

has scaled up its business endeavour

the market—the Netherlands, Eng- opened in China in late 2004 as part

during the past year to become part

land and United States liner services

of the ongoing development of Eim-

of the largest freight networks in the

added by Eimskip could, along with

skip’s worldwide transport network

North Atlantic. Following its merg-

other advantages of direct access to

for seafood products. Located in the

er with Eimskip, a well-established

the group’s extensive network, help

port city of Qingdao, a major ﬁshing,

Said Mr Jensen: “From the large

boost business.

ﬁsh processing and seafood trading

cold storage facility in Fuglafjørður

F

Icelandic company with a strong
international presence, Faroe Ship’s
services infrastructure has been revamped with new liner services added
and the company’s business capacity
expanded.
Meanwhile, the Dutch company
Eimskip Reefer Logistics was formed
to coordinate international freight

A NATIONAL
SHIPPING ICON
TURNS
INTERNATIONAL

forwarding of frozen and chilled sea-

“We’re as Faroese as ever, more

keting director. “However, we have

industry centre, Qingdao.

had great advances in several areas,

“In 2004, we saw consolidation

and I think our position is stronger as

in many industries,” said Tórheðin

we align our services to the increased

Temperature controlled cargo
Air cargo
Inland, domestic, continental haulage
Forwarding
Port Agency
Supply Base
Stevedoring
Warehousing

international than ever,” Mr Jensen

ated as a branch of one of Eimskip’s

to our big cargo hotel, to our state-of-

said. “The customer gets an improved

subsidiaries in the Netherlands, Eim- the-art central warehouse, optimised

service, the company is stronger and

skip Reefer Logistics. In 2004, Faroe

for ﬁsh and seafood in transit -- we

more capable of delivering its ser- Ship made signiﬁcant improvements

offer complete logistics solutions

vices; we are even more ﬂexible now

to its domestic services infrastructure, with a wide range of services with

in offering both container and break

rebuilding warehouses to ensure an

transport by land and sea, as well as

bulk transport. As far as the com- unbroken refrigerated chain, and im- air for express door-to-door courier
continued development of services for
our customers have multiplied and we
have likewise been able to rationalize

proving the ﬂow line.

service.”

MARIA OLSEN

manent ofﬁce in the Chinese ﬁshing

Tórheðin Jensen, Faroe Ship’s sales and marketing
director; container and break bulk freighter Lómur
(bottom left); container vessel Goðafoss (top right);
loading cargo at Runavík (bottom right).

Containerized liner services
to and from mainland Europe,
UK, Scandinavia and USA

post, the ofﬁce will initially be oper- to its smaller counterpart in Tórshavn,

pany is concerned, the possibilities for

food and the introduction of a per- Jensen, Faroe Ship’s sales and mar-
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A new Eimskip off ice was

Shipping, domestic and international
transportation and logistics services.

operations by eliminating redundant
by the slogan ‘The Faroese Supply

capacities; compared to the situation

business resources that have been re- Chain’, Faroe Ship has been popular-

before the merger, we are saving ap-

alized for our customers.”

ly perceived as the essence of Faroese

proximately DKK 45 (EUR 6 / USD

Since its founding in 1919, Faroe

shipping business. Its services have

8) million on an annual basis.”

Ship, perhaps more than any other

included weekly routes linking the

company, has been deeply rooted in

Faroe Islands to the United King-

with a Faroese culture and we will

the Faroese community. Also known

dom and continental Europe provid-

keep that identity in the future,” Mr

“We are known as a company
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STRONG SEAPORT EXPANDING
ACROSS THE LONGEST FJORD

RUNAVÍK HARBOUR
Authority: Runavíkar Havn
Harbor Ofﬁce, FO-600 Saltangará

equipped mechanical workshop, is

http://www.runavik.fo
E-Mail: havnarskrivstovan@runavik.fo
Tel.: +298 449449
Fax: +298 448920

busy performing ship repairs.

Harbourmaster: Jákup Lamhauge

slipway, a mobile crane and a well

ÁLVUR HARALDSEN

With the expected rise in
tourism, extended
quaysides and the addition
of a shipyard facility,
activities at Runavík
Harbour are set to grow
substantially in the
immediate future.

Said Mr Lamhauge: “Our harbour has long been fully capable of
providing services for all types of

USINESS ACTIVITIES IN

vessels; with the recent merging of

and around Runavík Harbour

the villages of Skála, Skálabotnur,

are expected to grow following a re-

Funningsf jørður, Oyndarf jørður

cent extension of the municipality of

and Elduvík with the municipality

Runavík along with investments over

of Runavík, we’ve got even more to

the past years in the local infrastruc-

offer.”

ture. Situated on Skálafjørður, the

Biggest and most developed harbor
on the fjord; fully capable of providing
services for all types of vessels.
Total length of quays approximately
1,700 metres, maximum depth
12 metres; well suited to
receive vessels of any kind.
Services e.g.: Shipyard with 116metre long drydock and 1200tonne capacity slipway, machine
workshops, agency, provisions,
radio services, warehouses, cold
stores, stevedoring, ﬁsh handling.

Faroe Islands’ longest fjord and a nat-

EMERGING TOURISM :

ural deepwater harbour with virtually

passing 13 villages on the island of

no currents and zero tidal differences,

Eysturoy and with a population of

the port of Runavík is expected to

just under 4,000, the municipality of

attract increasing numbers of com-

Runavík has during the past two de- best to keep up with the many events

mercial ﬁshing vessels, international

cades developed into one of the most

merchant ships and, hopefully, large

prosperous industrial areas and busi- fered. For instance, we now have two

cruise liners, according to ofﬁcials.

ness communities of the Faroes.

The municipality of Runavík has
undergone dramatic growth during

In October, an international
areas. We had around 1,500 ship ar- plies, bunkering and provisioning;

the past few years and accordingly, rivals in 2004 and the exports from

the area has business activities in

the harbour has since January 2005

here amounted to more than 60,000

everything from healthcare to legal

been extended to encompass the

tonnes of goods, chieﬂy fresh and

Skála shipyard facility and quayside, frozen ﬁsh and seafoods. As more
making the total quayside area of

Encom-

Situated on Skálafjørður, the
longest fjord in the Faroe Islands.

Partial view of Runavík Harbor, a picture
taken in 2002 on the occasion of the arrival
of Beta’s two newbuildings, ‘Stelkur’ and
‘Bakur’; purse seiner ‘Tróndur í Gøtu’ docking
at the Skála shipyard (bottom right).

be rising continuously, as we do our
on schedule and services being ofrestaurants in town plus an increasing
number of shopping options for visi-

business conference, the ‘Faroexpo’ tors.” Among the attractions are the
is scheduled in Runavík. As a tour- annual Town Festival in mid June,
ist destination in a wider sense, the

with cultural and sporting events

and ﬁnancial services to mechanical

town is stepping up efforts to meet

and a host of festivities. In mid July,

and electrical repairs. “To mention

the demands of a growing number of

another annual event attracts people

ships make use of our extended ser- just a few things,” Mr Lamhauge

on weekends, too, the Atlantic Sup- Faroe Islanders and foreigners visit- from all corners: Salmon & Market

Runavík Harbour about 1.7 kilome- vices, including the Skála shipyard, continued, “we have professional and

ply Base (ASB), operated by trans- ing during the summer season. With

Day. Other tourist attractions include

tres. Quayside sea depths range from

we expect port arrivals and related

port and logistics provider Faroe Ship, dedicated staff and a comprehensive

the Forni Museum at Glyvrar, a boat

5 to 12 metres, which puts the port

business to grow in the years ahead.” and other services, plus we have ra-

is currently in a state of dormancy;

selection of printed information, the

launch area in a picturesque sea gorge
in Elduvík and the Rocking Stones

in a favorable position to receive calls

experienced agents offering clearance

With several thousand square

dio services along with stevedoring,

the ASB is expected to resume regu- Tourist Information Center offers

from vessels of considerable size, ex- metres of indoor storage capacity, a

warehousing and cold stores; I could

lar business by 2006 in line with the

plained harbourmaster Jákup Lam- 27,000 square metre outdoor storing

add ﬁsh landing, ﬁsh trading, ﬁsh

offshore oil and gas industry’s sched- tion to all visitors. “Our town is grow-

hauge.

processing and all the rest of it.”

uled exploration drilling. Meanwhile, ing in every sense of the word,” said

space and a ro-ro ramp, the numerous

“Townhall has in recent years in- services offered in connection with

friendly service and relevant informa- at Oyndafjørður.

While business activities in and

on the opposite side of the fjord, the

Rannvá Troest, tourist information

vested substantially in infrastructure

Runavík Harbour include more than

around the harbour area may be high

shipyard at Skála, with a 116-metre

manager. “The level of activity at the

including new quaysides and cargo

basics such as water and power sup- on any given working day and often

long drydock, a 1200-tonne capacity

Tourist Information Center seems to
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SK A FAROE Islander to name
something that represents a

sense of national pride, and among

SUPERFERRY’S
CARGO CONFIDENCE

SMYRIL LINE CARGO
PO Box 370, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.smyril-line.com
E-Mail: ofﬁce@smyril-line.fo
Tel. +298 345 900
Fax +298 345 950

Smyril Line Cargo employs its advantageous roll-on/roll-off system to attract increasing
numbers of shipping customers in a highly competitive North Atlantic transport market.

the top ten contenders you are likely
to hear the superferry Norröna men-

Managing Director:
Heðin Joensen

tioned. In a very real sense, Smyril
cause of some logistical processing

identiﬁed as the Faroese transport

system; in the same way, you want

ments to which your goods can be

larger than that of containers, they

stable line of freight transport going

sector’s ﬂagship object.

your cargo shielded from shocks and

exposed in one way or another. Po-

also have the perfect pallet width;

straight to the destination.”

bumps caused by tilting or shaking. tential sources of disruption are not

this makes for efﬁcient use of load

While for tourists it has become

“There are many possible ele-

Worldwide shipment and
transport service.

Line’s passenger and cargo ship is

our 45 feet reefers is up to 35 percent

one of the most popular ways of trav- This is where we are known to make

conﬁned to loading and unloading

space and, more important, it prevents

elling in the North Atlantic region, a difference.”

alone; the least possible disturbance,

cargo from sliding during transport. struction of the new Norröna com- close co-operation with Blue Water

traders are likewise turning to the

Mr Joensen pointed out that

the lower the risk of damage, and this

It all adds up to the fact that our ro/ro

pleted in 2003, Smyril Line has

Shipping, an international shipping,

Norröna, placing incoming and out- trailers used by Smyril Line Cargo

is in particular true of goods such as

system with dedicated reefer trucks

claimed a unique position among

transport and freight forwarding

going shipments with Smyril Line’s

are all pallet wide, which adds quality

food, including fresh or frozen ﬁsh

is really an unbeatable method be- those offering transportation for pas- company has been established, en-

Cargo division.

to the transport process.

and seafoods. While the volume of

cause what you get is a sealed and

Jostling with Icelandic contendtransport market, Smyril Line Cargo
is, in effect, carving out its own niche

MARIA OLSEN

ers in the highly competitive Faroese

A GLOBAL NETWORK:

With con-

Export
Import
Customs clearance
Logistical solutions

sengers, cars and freight in the North

abling Smyril Line Cargo to offer a

Atlantic region. Since commencing

large ﬂeet of modern reefer trucks

business more than 20 years ago, the

and a world-wide transportation

company has operated both freight

network.

transport and passenger service.

With offices in place in Tór-

as the fastest and safest sea transport

Dedicated to interconnecting the

shavn (Faroes), Lerwick (Shetland),

operator in the region. As such, the

northern Atlantic countries, Smyril

Reykjavík (Iceland), Hanstholm

real reason for Cargo’s conﬁdence

Line has grown to become the largest

(Denmark) and Bergen (Norway),

could well be found in its consistent

tour operator in the Faroe Islands.

Smyril Line Cargo is poised for ex-

use of roll-on/roll-off logistics.
“As a ro/ro vessel, Norröna has

With scheduled routes con- tensive growth in the years ahead,
necting the Faroe Islands, Shetland

according to Mr Joensen.

a very clear advantage,” said Heðin

Islands, Iceland, Denmark and Nor-

“The way this market is moving

Joensen, managing director of Smyril

way, the Norröna has the capacity for

looks favorable for our position and

Line Cargo. “The ro/ro capacity often

1,482 passengers and 800 cars. The

within the next years, we expect to

provides the fastest, safest and most

164-meter long and 30-meter wide

be serving a fast growing customer

convenient means of sea transporta-

superferry has a gross tonnage of

base,” Mr Joensen noted.

tion,” he added, emphasising the ben-

36,000. Equipped with all modern

eﬁts of using trucks and trailers.

facilities, stabilized and air-condi-

“At ﬁrst glance, we may not look

tioned, she operates at a service speed

like the cheapest alternative in the

of 21 knots. In order to optimize

market but then again our freight

utilisation of Norröna’s ro/ro capacity,

transport system makes for very
happy clients. After all, when time
is of the essence you don’t want your
cargo waiting too long in line be70 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005

Heðin Joensen, managing
director; the ‘Norröna’ berthed in
Tórshavn (top, bottom right).
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The Port of Fuglafjørður,
allegedly one of the most
industrious ﬁsheries harbors
in Europe, handles half a
million tonnes annually
while offering high capacity
services for the maritime
and ﬁshing industries.

JÁKUP FRANTS LARSEN
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A MAJOR
INTERNATIONAL
FISHERIES PORT

Mr Simonsen added: “The lev-

Port Authority: Fuglafjarðar Havn

places high demands on equipment

Harbor Ofﬁce, FO-530 Fuglafjørður

and functionality and over the past
four years we have invested around
30 million krones [EUR 4.7 / USD
6.2 million] in improvements, in
addition to Havsbrún’s 10 million
krones investment in their ﬁshmeal

A

quay.”

CCORDING TO OFFICIAL

The harbor master, Kristian Oluf

figures, the Port of Fugla-

Christiansen, once maintained: “In

fjørður each year has a throughput

the harbor of Fuglafjørður your vessel

of ﬁsh and seafood products that

can stay safely under all weather con-

ranks among the largest in Europe,

ditions. You will also ﬁnd facilities for

unloading and loading hundreds

repairing all mechanical, hydraulic,

of thousands of tonnes of ﬁsh and

electrical or electronic problems as

other goods. In 2004, some 500,000

well as repairs of your ﬁshing gear.

tonnes were handled through the

Fuglafjørður can also supply provi-

harbor, most of which consisted in

sions, bonded goods, bunkers and

the unloading of pelagic ﬁsh to the
Havsbrún ﬁshmeal factory.

harbor is one of the largest unloading

fjord by the same name, the Port of

Committed to the continual de- ports in Europe for ﬁsh and seafood. Fuglafjørður plays a signiﬁcant role
velopment of the Port of Fuglafjørður, Last year 350,000 tonnes of raw ﬁsh

in the pelagic ﬁsheries of the North

Partial top view of the Port of Fuglafjørður with
the marina to the right (above); the mayor Sigurð
S. Simonsen at an ofﬁcial reception (bottom
left); trawler and purse seiner ‘Krúnborg’ berthed
for ﬁshing gear service (bottom right).

PORT OF FUGLAFJØRÐUR

el of business activity at the harbor

more.” Mr Christiansen pointed out
that Fuglafjørður has a wide harbor
area with some 1,000 metres of total
quay length and good mooring space.

the municipal authorities along with

and frozen seafood products were un- Atlantic. The deep, easily accessible

Well accustomed to working with

local industry have invested tens of

loaded; with oil and other goods in- fjord is surrounded by three steep

foreigners, the Port of Fuglafjørður

http://www.fuglakomm.fo
E-Mail pof@online.fo
Tel.: +298 444054 or +298 212054
Fax: +298 445154
Harbor Master:
Kristian Oluf Christiansen
Leading ﬁshing industry harbor with
approximately 1000 meters of total
quay length; depths between 6 and
14 meters. Excellent natural harbor,
accessible in all weather conditions.
Facilities include ﬁshmeal and
salmon feed production plant,
cold store, trawl and purse seine
manufacturing and repairs,
mechanical workshops, inc.
authorized Baader processing
machines maintenance,
electrical repairs, hydraulics,
bunkering, provisioning.
Fishmeal and salmon feed
production plant:
http://www.havsbrun.fo
Cold store facility:
http://www.bergfrost.fo
Trawl and purse seine
manufacturing and repairs:
http://www.vonin.com
Electrical repairs:
http://www.jtelectric.com

millions of DKK in construction, cluded, the total weight of unloaded

mountains, each of them between

large ﬁshmeal processor and salmon

each year receives several hundred

equipment and various installations

goods amounted to 415,000 tonnes;

600 and 730 meters high. Like the

feed producer, the town generates

foreign-ﬂag vessels. In addition to

over the past four years.

the harbor shipped 85,000 tonnes of

rest of waters surrounding the Faroe

nearly 20 percent of all Faroese ex- the only ﬁshmeal production plant

“Modern and well-functioning

ﬁshmeal, ﬁsh oil, salmon feed, frozen

Islands, the fjord and the adjacent

port according to ofﬁcial ﬁgures, al- in the region with a production ca-

harbor facilities are a priority in this

seafood and oil, making the annual

seas are ice-free year round.

though its 1600 inhabitants represent

pacity in excess of 2000 tonnes per

store, a world-renowned trawl and

only 3 percent of the total population

day, there is a salmon processing

purse seine manufacturer, a high ca-

of the islands.

facility, Faroe Islands’ largest cold

pacity oil depot and a host of service

town,” said the mayor, Sigurð S. Sim- throughput as much as half a million
tonnes.”

Faroes on the island of Eysturoy, the
Carrying a draft of 6

municipality of Fuglafjørður encom-

to 14 meters, Fuglafjørður

passes the town of Fuglafjørður, the

offers an excellent natural

neighbouring region of Kambsdalur

harbor, affording secure, and the old village of Hellur. Thanks
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onsen. “Statistics indicate that our

Nestled in the heart of the

Hydraulics:
http://www.kj-hydraulik.com

providers for the maritime and ﬁsheries industries. In connection with
the cold storage facility, a new Border
Inspection Point (BIP) has been es-

all-weather anchorage

to the hectic business activity at the

tablished to facilitate transit of third

in the roads as well as

harbor area, Fuglafjørður contributes

country ﬁsh and other products into

the safe berths. Stretch- a very sizeable proportion of the over-

the European Union; the BIP station

ing around the head of a

all gross domestic production of the

in Fuglafjørður is one of three such

deep, horseshoe shaped

Faroe Islands. Home to Havsbrún, a

stations in the Faroe Islands.
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Newcomer Faroe Agency
is run by a team of
experienced shipping and
management professionals
on a strong footing with
Russian and international
shipowners—and is growing
at a staggering rate.

I

dom, there can only be very few

FAROE AGENCY PF

people in the Faroe Islands, whose

PO Box 270, FO-110 Tórshavn

contact lists are comparable to that of
the Honorary Consul of Russia, Mr
Dam. Respected for his leadership
skills and popular with the news media, Mr Dam represented to a large
degree his former employer’s public
image, just as much as he now reﬂects

N LATE 2004 when Faroe Agen-

the identity of Faroe Agency.

cy opened for business, there were

“At times when there is a con-

SUCCESSFUL LAUNCH OF
DEDICATED
SHIPPING AGENCY

no questions asked as to the perceived

prospects of success. Which seemed
reasonable; industry veteran Árni
Dam, also known as the Honorary
Consul of Russia, with long-time
shipping and ﬁnances administrator Maria Lava, internationally ex-

cern about the way things work, I
will contact whoever is in charge,” he
remarked. “Sometimes you have to
remind people in high places so that
they don’t forget the important matters they have to deal with. You have

http://www.faroeagency.fo
E-Mail: faroeagency@faroeagency.fo
Tel.: +298 351990
Fax: +298 351991
Managing director: Árni Dam,
Honorary Consul of Russia
Shipping agency, ship management
company; specializing in serving
vessels calling at Faroese ports.
Cost-effective services, manning and
technical management, forwarding,
chartering, operations management,
multi-service representation.
All types of ship calls, from freighters
and tankers to cruise liners to
ﬁshing vessels. Arrangements for
supplies, bunkering, repairs and
health care, safety related issues.

ally call at the port of Tórshavn and

perienced shipping agent Karl-Erik

point clear, no matter whether the

elsewhere in the Faroes.

Reynheim and Russian-born com-

receiving end is a mid level manager

munication specialist Ivan Eginsson,
had joined forces to form their own

MARIA OLSEN

to talk straight in order to make your

or a minister of the government.”
A former sea captain, Mr Dam

Faroese shipping agency and management company. The four part- terms of quality of service,” he said. to services that correspond more diners each had a 25 percent stake in “People should know we mean busi- rectly to our core competencies.”
the new company, with Mr Dam as
Managing Director and Ms Lava as

ness.”

pioneered the Faroese shipping agen-

called, “so you had to be a little creative in some situations.”
When it comes to serving Rus-

cy business, serving Russian vessels. sian customers, Mr Eginsson, the
As Russian language skills were not

youngest member of the Faroe Agen-

common in the Faroes in those days, cy team, is himself a native Russian
and still aren’t, Mr Dam faced a

turned Faroese . A trained journalist

manage Faroe Ship’s Agency Depart- ations management and chartering,

tough task, having to communicate

with exceptional language skills, his

Likewise of

in Russian without knowing much

Faroese is better than that of the av-

tion of this welded team as an inde- lowing its surprise merger with Ice- services including arrangements for

importance for the success of any

of the language. Today, 35 years

erage native Faroe Islander. “We are

pendent company was received with

landic rival Eimskip. “As soon as they

shipping agency and management

onwards, between ﬁve hundred and

all very excited about this business,”

high expectations, and quite rightly

knew we had started our own agency, pairs and health care as well as safety

company is the extent to which in- one thousand Russian vessels annu- he remarked.

so—it didn’t take more than three

a whole host of ships signed up with

depth local area knowledge can be

Overwhelmingly, the incorpora- ment, left their former employer fol- Mr Reynheim referred to a range of

months before the new company, ac- us,” Mr Reynheim noted. “That was

forwarding, supplies, bunkering, rerelated issues.
Earlier in his carreer, Mr Reynheim was based for a number of years

TALKING STRAIGHT:

utilized on strategic and operational

cording to sources, had won over a

a reassuring sign but it also puts us

levels, Mr Reynheim maintained.

stunning 80 percent of the market

under pressure to live up the expec- in continental Europe, Africa and

for foreign vessels calling at the Port

tations. The great thing is that since

Britain, laying a decades-long foun-

around here and maintaining good

of Tórshavn.

we opened for business, we have been

dation of experience in domestic and

connections with business leaders

Mr Reynheim sounded conﬁ- able to work on an altogether differ- international shipping and manage-

and authorities as well as the political

“Knowing most of the players

dent. “Our ambition is to become

ent level than before. Possibilities and

ment. “We have extensive experience

system, is something we see as an in-

the leading agency of the Faroes and

opportunities are much more open

in dealing with ships of all types,” he

tegral part of running the business.”

beyond that to grow continuously in

now, as Faroe Agency is dedicated

said.
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ment, technical management, oper-

Financial Manager.

The four partners, who used to

In addition to crew manage-

Karl Erik Reynheim with ﬁnancial manager Maria
Lava (above); the Honorary Consul of Russia,
managing director Árni Dam, far left, with Ivan
Eginsson, second from left, and a group of Russian
clients, during Faroe Agency’s opening reception.

“It wasn’t always easy,” he re-
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The Faroes is facing economic
challenges that may necessitate
structural change in order
to diversify industry and
increase productive domestic
and foreign investments.

OVERCOMING THE
‘LONE FIR’
FACTOR
76 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005
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By Michael Paul Reveal

HERE IS A SAYING from the ancient
wisdom of the Viking Hávamál that would
seem to capture the current economic reality of the Faroe Islands: ‘A lone ﬁr in
an open ﬁeld withers away.’ As if proving

the point, nary a lone pine grows upon the wind-swept
mountainous slopes of the Faroe Islands. What trees do
abound, lie in sheltered valleys and behind stonewalls
close to the nurturing eye of the watchful gardener.
The majestic lone ﬁr tree of the Faroe Islands is its

ﬁshing industry. Yielding some 65 percent of the total
income from abroad, ﬁsh and ﬁsh-related products account for more than 95 percent of the registered export of
goods. Like the solitary ﬁr of the Hávamál, the industry
remains vulnerable to the vagaries of international commerce, or perhaps more accurately, to the shifting winds
of European tastes.
In 2004, for example, 80 percent of the Faroese export was to EU countries. At the same time, the favorable dollar-euro exchange has fostered increased sales
of Alaska Pollock in Germany and France with a corresponding 17 percent decrease in groundﬁsh prices.
Like the ever-watchful gardener, the Faroese Government strives to protect and nurture the industry with
a variety of initiatives. Given the international market
reality, it is a formidable task. Its efforts have, nonetheless,
captured the interest and imagination of many nearby
ﬁshing nations, especially with regard to its ﬁshing-days
regulatory scheme.
Although the Faroe Islands is an extremely modern
community and enjoys a well-developed transport and
telecommunications infrastructure, the overall business
environment remains compromised by dependency on
a single, lone industry. Keenly aware of the economic
potential of diversiﬁcation, the Faroese Government has
endeavoured for a number of years to construct the regulatory framework necessary to foster the growth of new
industries and has welcomed foreign direct investment
(FDI). The government drafted a comprehensive industrial policy that was adopted by the Faroese Parliament
and endorsed by both labour and industry. Subsequently,
AnnualBusinessReport 2005 •
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regulatory guidelines for the IT and

tourism industries, among others, ments as well as the tax regulations
were crafted. Currently, the Faroese

Faroese Telecom’s Elisabeth Carlsson
of the Operations Center; voting
at Føroya Sparikassi’s Annual
General Meeting (bottom right).

the corporate accounting require- requirements generally associated
with listing a company are not as

regarding investments. Moreover, burdensome as with the major in-

Government is updating its indus- after diligent strategic planning, the

ternational exchanges and hence the

trial policy to enhance the ﬂexibility

Faroese Securities Market, the VMF

options available to local Faroese

Faroe Islands annual oil conference,

of labour and capital as well as the

(Virðisbrævamarknaður Føroya) was

companies to gain access to needed

noted that the surest foundation for

investment capital are greatly en-

economic development in the Faroe

innovative capacity of the economy. established in collaboration with

ICEX (Icelandic Stock Exchange). hanced. Another important aspect

Islands was the opening up of the in-

trees will be planted, thereby creat- The Faroese government bonds ex- regarding the formation of a securi-

vestment market to unrestricted FDI

ing a thriving forest of new indus- piring in 2004, 2006 and 2008 were

ties market in the Faroe Islands is the

in privatized government enterprises.

trial initiatives spread throughout the

listed on the exchange in 2003. At

added beneﬁt of keeping investment

“The Faroese economy is facing cer-

country.

the close of 2004, the predominantly

in the Faroes. Historically, excess

tain structural issues in the capital

Faroese-owned oil company, Atlantic

funds were maintained in passive sav-

markets that need to be addressed

To fos- Petroleum (Atlants Kolvetni), elected

ings accounts or placed into a variety

forthrightly,” said Mr í Grótinum.

URGENT PRIVATIZATION:

ter an economic environment that

to be listed on the Faroese Securities

would promote innovative FDI and

Market in March 2005. Other com- ten Danish government bonds. The

the creation of new and innovative

panies are sure to follow.

businesses, the Faroese Parliament,

MARIA OLSEN

Thus, hopefully a few more economic

of ﬁnancial instruments abroad, of-

“The occurrence of both a booming
economy and large surpluses in the

existence of a local securities market

as innovative companies that wish to

government through its investment

balance of payments in the 1990s

The VMF is a facilitation mar- with local companies registered will

develop ideas with elevated risk, but

fund, as well as the national air car- could be a symptom of unhealthy

several years ago, adopted a 20 per- ket, as stocks are actually listed on

ensure a ready source of funds for

with greater potential for exceptional

rier, Atlantic Airways, and the ma- conditions in the capital markets as

cent corporate income tax and revised

capital intensive industries, as well

return.

jor bank, Føroya Banki, all directly

these factors imply that capital was

The establishment of the securi- owned by the Faroese Government.

ﬂowing overseas without attracting

the ICEX. The legal and ﬁnancial

ties market, moreover, is a precursor to the privatisation of the several

The urgency of privatisation is

capital from abroad.”

well understood, however, and no

“Productive investment in Faroese

government-owned companies. Lib- doubt further strides toward this

industry and innovation will ensure

eralisation has been effected by the

goal will soon be realized. Johnny í

our future welfare,” Mr í Grótinum

government, yet privatisation, while

Grótinum, a senior economist with

continued. “Investment stimulates

much debated, remains elusive. A Føroya Sparikassi, a leading privately- a productive society, which in turn
clear strategic path that would un- held bank in the Faroes, in an address

attracts more expansive investment

leash the potential of the many gov- before gathered dignitaries at the

thereby increasing the potential for

ernment-owned enterprises has yet
to be ﬁnalized. The management of
the incumbent telco, Faroese Telecom, has long stated that it operates
at a disadvantage in a liberalized telecommunications market because the
government has taken no steps to effect its privatisation, which would enable it to gain access to capital and to
implement innovative international
initiatives. The same holds true for
United Seafood, a major ﬁsheries
concern, effectively owned by the
78 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005
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even greater economic gain and social

is ﬁxed at a DKK 630 million un-

welfare. Historically, this potential

til 2006, and direct payment by the

only occurs, however, when pas-

Danish Government of some DKK

sive public ownership is abandoned

280 million to cover joint administra-

and companies are enabled to dem-

tion of such areas as the police and

onstrate and realize their inherent

the judiciary.

potential through capital provided

United Seafood’s processing plant at Toftir.

by foreign investors.” The perverse

As the Faroese Government
takes over more and more of the

economic winds that besieged the

enjoys an essentially balanced current

governmental areas now adminis-

ﬁsheries industry, most especially

account. In 2001, the government

tered by the Danish Government,

the aquaculture industry, over the last

enjoyed a budget surplus of DKK the block grant will steadily diminish

several years severely impacted the

697 (EUR 93.7 / USD 122) million, and, as a consequence, will require

economy and triggered the Faroese

which spiralled down to DKK 191 more business initiatives that yield

Government to open up the industry

million in 2002 and DKK 22 million

increasing revenue for the country.

to greater foreign investment.

in 2003. The 2004 budget registered

This downward spiral of the budget

a negative DKK 204 million and a

will hopefully reverse itself once ﬁsh-

RENEWAL BY NECESSITY: Just like

similar amount is anticipated for the

eries prices again stabilize and newly

most other countries in a world of

2005 budget. The overall Faroese

established enterprises begin to spin

economic interdependency, the Faro- budget is augmented by the Dan- off proﬁt, but this trend highlights
ese economy is not self-sufﬁcient, yet

ish block grant, which by agreement

���������������������������������������������������

the absolute necessity of expanding

Smyril Line’s car and passenger superferry ‘Norröna’,
a focal point of relatively large foreign investment.

sive report on the Faroese economy
bearing the deceptively and elegantly

“Yet, overly expansive policies
that are not well regulated and care-

simple title ‘Information Memoran- fully implemented can be damagand diversifying the industrial and

dum’, considers business in the Faroes

investment base.

generally to be “healthy” and “well- of wisdom and patience at this stage

The economic policy of the
�

�

�

��

ing, so there is need for a measure

consolidated” (Information Memo- in the economic development of the

Faroese Government is considered

randum 2004). “The economic soil

Faroes.”

“neutral”, a politic phrase adopted by

of the Faroes seems robust enough to

the leadership of the Governmental

meet the current challenges of the re- midable economic challenges in the

The Faroe Islands has faced for-

Bank of the Faroe Islands (Lands- cent slowdown in economic growth,” past and undoubtedly many more will

��

��

���

banki Føroya) to describe the current

notes Jesper Engedal, an economist

ﬁscal initiatives of the government.

with the bank, “yet further liberali- in the valleys in the decades ahead.

Yet, “neutral” may very well

�

sweep across the mountains and swirl

sation of foreign direct investment, Tumultuous gales have been known

be the best approach at the present. privatisation and other progressive

to blow down many a pine in the

According to the economists of the

initiatives would be beneﬁcial to the

Faroes, but many a seedling is plant-

Governmental Bank, the Faroese

economy. As long as these initiatives

ed anew, for the Faroese are keenly

Government has elected to support

foster competition and investment

aware that to survive and prosper in

expansion via tax cuts and domestic

and are well regulated, they will sup- the heart of the North Atlantic a for-

investment. The Governmental Bank, port further growth and diversiﬁca- est of new initiatives must be planted
which issues an annual comprehen- tion.
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The Faroese Maritime
Authority is preparing for
an upgraded international
ship registry that will place
the Faroe Islands in a strong
competitive position with
high standards and an
attractive ﬁscal regime.

A

joined hands with the Finance Min- tonnage tax regime. The idea is to

FAROESE MARITIME AUTHORITY (FMA)

ister and the Minister of Social Af- utilize our effective, no-nonsense

Skipaeftirlitið
PO Box 26, FO-370 Miðvágur

fairs and Health, Hans Pauli Strøm, approach in conjunction with recto set up a commission to review the

ognized international standards for

FAS system in order to enhance the

safety at sea, minimum safe manning

registry’s competitiveness. Chaired by

on ships, certiﬁcation on ships upon

Mr Olsen, the commission’s agenda

survey, and so forth.”

includes the ﬁnancial competitiveness

Of a total population of about

of the FAS, ﬁscal matters, registra- 48,000 the Faroe Islands have, acCOUNTRY WITH a large

tion fees, manning costs in terms of

cording to ofﬁcial estimates some

proportion of its population

social security, taxes etc, and overall

3,400 qualiﬁed navigators and trained

cost levels.

marine engineers; that’s about one-

skilled in the maritime trades and

professions; situated in the middle of

eighth of the country’s entire work-

the ocean, physically as well as men-

COMPETITIVE CLUSTER:

tally; and with tangible ambitions to

small and easily accessible admin- educated at the Faroe Islands’ two

establish itself as a serious player in

isration in the Faroes, a revamped

Maritime Academies while others

the highly competitive industry of

FAS is set to become both robust

are trained abroad. While Faroese

international ship registries. That’s

and competitive in the international

ship ofﬁcers enjoy a high reputation

a picture of the Faroe Islands, set to

marketplace, according to Mr Olsen. with major shipping companies, the

become a favored ﬂag jurisdiction of

He cited the islands’ unique base of

international merchant vessels.

technical skills in maritime mat- cluster with shipyards and numerous

“We are developing our open
ship registry to become an attractive
alternative to serious international
shipping ﬁrms while building on our
present image of high quality administration and services,” said Óli Hans
of the Faroese Maritime Authority

MARIA OLSEN

Hammer Olsen, managing director

SHAPING UP
THE OPEN
SHIP REGISTRY

(FMA).
In addition to being profession- international ship registry, the FAS.
ally trained and internationally ex- Also on its way is a tonnage tax re-

Óli Hans Hammer Olsen, managing
director; Samskip’s ‘Helgafell’ joined the FAS
registry in early 2005 (bottom right).

With a

ters which will combine with their

force. Many of the ship ofﬁcers are

islands have an enviable maritime
mechanical workshops specializing

advanced organisational infrastruc- in marine machinery plus a host of
tures.
“Our natural advantages in this

services for the maritime industries.
Covering hundreds of commer-

area are many,” Mr Olsen noted. “For

cial ﬁshing vessels, the closed Faroese

one thing there is the competence

ship registry is rigorously controlled

and skills of our many ofﬁcers at sea, by standards that generally go further
mariners, and land-based technicians

than international minimum stipula-

and administrators with a working

tions in a number of areas, including

connection to ﬁsheries and nautical

safety at sea. The open registry, on

industries. Our people are intimately

the other hand, is aligned directly to

perienced as a master mariner, Mr

gime, planned to serve as an option

connected to the sea, both as profes- International Maritime Organisation

Olsen holds a master’s degree in

to the present 20 percent company “This is a matter we take very seri-

sionals and in their daily lives. Given

(IMO) standards and related inter-

Shipping and Logistics. Since he was

proﬁts tax principle used under the

ously and we are working closely

our experiences with both closed and

national conventions.

installed as managing director of the

FAS system.

with the Ministry of Fisheries and

open ship registries, some interesting

“All regulations issued by the

FMA a few years ago he has worked

According to the Ministry of

Maritime Affairs to have a really

recent research into the international

FMA correspond to and fulf ill

enthusiastically to reﬁne the general

Finance, a tonnage tax plan will be

competitive registry ready as soon as

shipping market and its conditions

the requirements laid down by the

quality and competitiveness of Faro- presented to Parliament in the ﬁrst

possible,” said the Finance Minister,

and demands has also provided a few

the IMO,” Mr Olsen maintained.

ese maritime administration. His ex- half-year of 2005, while a series of

Bárður Nielsen, in January. A few

clues. In the face of globalization, we “Whereas our closed registry will re-

pectations are high in anticipation of

legislative updates for the FAS are

weeks later, the Minister of Fisheries

have reason to update the legal frame- main extra rigorous, the FAS will be

new adjustments to the existing open

likely to be in place later in the year. and Maritime Affairs, Bjørn Kalsøe,
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work of the FAS and to introduce a

http://www.fma.fo
E-Mail: fma@fma.fo
Tel.: +298 355600
Fax: +298 355601
Managing Director:
Óli Hans Hammer Olsen
Primary assignment: preserving
and improving safety at sea.
Main tasks include preparing laws
regarding safety at sea, approval
of minimum safe manning on ships,
certiﬁcation on ships upon surveys,
and the issuance of certiﬁcates of
competencies to seafarers.
All regulations issued by the
FMA correspond to and fulﬁl
the requirements laid down by
the the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO). The FMA
reports to the Ministry of
Fishery and Maritime Affairs.
The FMA cooperates with
international organisations
who are dealing with safety at
sea including the International
Maritime Organisation (IMO) and
the classiﬁcation societies.

dards. Still, the technical expertise
derived from our experiences with
the closed registry proves extremely
valuable for the effective administration of the FAS.
“So while the consensus is that
the FAS Act of 1992 is in need of an
upgrade in line with with the introduction of a tonnage tax system, once
we’re there, I believe we will be very
competitive.”

fully on par with international stanAnnualBusinessReport 2005 •
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OPENING BELL ABOUT TO
RING FOR NEW FAROESE
SECURITIES MARKET
In cooperation with the Icelandic Stock Exchange, the
VMF is ﬁnally about to be launched, with hopes of
attracting foreign investors—and stimulating a new
culture of investment among Faroe Islanders.

F

OLLOWING YEARS OF

Sigurd Poulsen,
VMF president and CEO.

exchanges, consisting of the ICEX,
the Copenhagen Stock Exchange,
the Oslo Stock Exchange and the
OMX Stock Exchanges in Stock-

clearing and settlement of transac-

holm, Helsinki, Riga, Talinn and

tions performed in Denmark by the

Vilnius.

VP Securities Services.

“Association with the NOR-

Said VMF’s president and CEO,

EX Alliance was another strong

Sigurd Poulsen: “After the ﬁrst ﬁve

argument for the consensus that

idea is that a few investment objects, years, our predictions are that the

Faroese securities will eventually be-

careful consideration and prac- most notably one or two publicly VMF will have ﬂoated nine indus-

tical preparation, VMF, the Faroese

come attractive to the international

owned companies, perhaps Faroese

trial corporations, two investment

investor,” Mr Poulsen said. “VMF

Securities Market, is entering com- Telecom or Atlantic Airways, could

companies and ﬁve listings of gov-

securities are listed in DKK, as this

mercial reality in anticipation of sev- be ﬂoated on the market within the

ernment bonds.”

is the currency of the Faroes and the

eral new listings in the near future. next few years. Also, a few private

depository for the securities will be

Since the formation of a corporate

corporations and investment compa- FIRM BELIEF: Since the formation

on the depository VP Securities Ser-

entity entrusted with the mission

nies are expected to undertake IPO

of the VMF, there has been much

vices; the reason for using the VP is

of establishing a securities market

during the ﬁrst ﬁve years of the new

discussion about how to organize

simply that it is the best solution for

the Faroese securities market, Mr

the Faroese market.”

suited to the miniature scale of eco- securities market.
momic life in the Faroe Islands, the

As of early 2005, one indus- Poulsen said. In the beginning, there

According to Mr Poulsen, the

VMF accepted government bonds in

trial corporation, the predominantly

were plans to organize it as an inde-

most critical phase for the VMF’s

late 2003 as the ﬁrst listings on the

Faroese-owned oil company Atlantic

pendent ‘alternative’ market. Later

success is the launching period and

securities market.

Petroleum, joins Faroese government

though, it was determined that this

the initial years, until the total value

According to ofﬁcials, the mar- bonds to pioneer the VMF. Accord- was not the optimal solution, as it

of listed securities reaches a critical

ing to VMF estimates, the combined

would be too likely to keep away in-

until it reaches the ﬁrst level of ma- market value of listed objects after

stitutional investors from respond-

“We will have to attract listings

turity after about ten years.

ing to opportunities to invest locally

to an extent that arouses the natural

billion (EUR 800 million / USD 1 in Faroese securities. Moreover, it

interest of investors, issuers and the

billon).

seemed clear that foreign investors

general public,” he said. “It is there-

would not become interested in the

fore essential that the Government

a cost effective manner, the VMF

Faroese market unless it was orga-

systematically follows through on

elected to cooperate closely with the

nized as an ‘ofﬁcial’ market.

ten years is likely to total DKK 6

Not expecting hectic trading to
take place anytime soon, the general
MARIA OLSEN

In order to establish itself in

its political plans to privatize pub-

ICEX, the Icelandic Stock Exchange,

“The solution was to cooperate

in effect implying that trading on the

with another securities market, so

VMF occurs via the ICEX, with

that the VMF’s investment could

tional and the institutional investor.

Through its collaboration with

tions become listed. We are dealing

be held to a minimum,” Mr Poulsen

We concluded after some investiga- the ICEX, the Faroese securities

with a number of conditions that will

explained. “In this way, the Faroese

tion that to meet our goals, cooperat- market has become a part of the

have to be met in order to make this

market would eventually become

ing with the ICEX was the cheapest

NOREX Alliance, a strategic co- a success, but we believe quite ﬁrmly

more attractive to both the interna-

and best solution.”

operation of Nordic and Baltic stock

Atlantic Airways airplane at Copenhagen
Airport; the national carrier is generally
considered as a candidates to become
listed on the Faroese Securities Market.
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mass.

MARIA OLSEN

ket is expected to grow at a slow pace

licly owned companies and, likewise,
that some attractive private corpora-

that it will take off.”
AnnualBusinessReport 2005 •
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FAROE ISLANDS TRADE COUNCIL

From left to right: Áki Johansen, department
manager international trade, Annleyg
Lamhauge, international business developer,
Kjartan Kristiansen, managing director, left;
Faroese participation at ‘Offshore
Europe’, Aberdeen (top right).

While acting as a coordinator
of collaborative efforts to
promote Faroese exports,
the Trade Council also
serves as an information
source for foreign companies
seeking business contacts
in the Faroe Islands.

FAROE ISLANDS TRADE COUNCIL
PO Box 259, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.trade.fo
E-Mail: trade@trade.fo
Tel.: +298 353100

er a series of ‘National Pavilions’ in

Fax: +298 353101

order to showcase Faroese products

Managing Director:

and services at several international

F YOU WERE looking for a fo-

Kjartan Kristiansen

events, Mr Johansen said.

cal point to which you could turn

Dept. Manager Int’l Trade:

“We’re going to have National

for information on the business en-

Pavilions on the European Seafood

ative ventures and potential business

Áki Johansen

vironment of the Faroe Islands, or

Exposition 2005 in Brussels on

opportunities; a fact-ﬁnding trip to

Int’l Business Developer:

anything else of relevance to your

April 26-28, the Icelandic Fisher- Murmansk in Russia to gain new in-

quest for business opportunities in

ies Exhibition 2005 in Kópavogur

sights on demands for maritime ser-

the Faroes, where would you start?

on September 4-7, and the Offshore

vices; and a ﬂight to China to learn

The Faroe Islands Trade Council,

Europe 2005 in Aberdeen. Also, we

about possible venues of commerce

naturally.

will participate in the North Atlantic

in the ﬁshing industry.

Chieﬂy consisting of a team of

Fish Fair 2005 in Tórshavn on May

The Trade Council, however,

business developers and consultants,

3-5. As for trade delegations, we are

also maintains an information ser-

the Trade Council is a governmental

going through the options in order to

vice for foreign businesses seeking to

agency under the Ministry of Trade

decide which trips to schedule.”

link up with purchasers or suppliers

and Industry. Historically, the Trade
in creating business links between
Faroese and foreign companies. Organizing joint marketing and promotional initiatives, which include trade
delegations as well as participation at
international trade shows, the Trade
Council pursues its ofﬁcially manMARIA OLSEN

spirit of both enthusiasm and profes-

PERPETUAL
QUEST FOR
POTENTIAL
GROWTH

didates are ﬁnding strategic partners

“We are constantly on the look-

in Estonia for marketing and sale of

out for fresh opportunities for Faro-

consulting agency under the
Ministry of Trade and Industry.
Information services for foreign
business contacts including
comprehensive, web-based Export
Directory and information on Faroe
Islands Business Environment.
Information on the ﬁshing
industry, marine environment, and

seafood and technology products; vis- ese companies seeking to enter new

more: http://www.ﬁshin.fo

iting Reykjavík to see how informa- markets,” Mr Johansen said. “At the
tion and communication technology

same time, we assist foreign compa- ing the Trade Council, its job is to

is being used in public administration

nies looking for potential business ‘build bridges between the political

there; a trip to Boston to study coop- contacts in the Faroe Islands with

will and industry on issues of busi-

eration between MIT University and

ness development,’ while its activities

basic information, for instance, on

business corporations; a matchmak- the overall business environment, on

should ‘aim to develop the export-

ing trip to London to explore cre- how to conduct business with Faroese

ing capacity of Faroese businesses,

sionalism.

companies and so forth.”
we coordinate what we call trade del-

exports,” said the Trade Council’s

Faroese exporters with all kinds of

egations, which in effect is a form of

Áki Johansen, department manager

relevant information, including issues

group business trips to establish new

international trade.

of export duties, tariffs, traceability, business contacts in different parts of

“The Trade Council runs a num- production standards, etc. It also in- the world.”
ber of programs,” Mr Johansen con- volves organizing joint Faroese partinued, “some of which involve the

ticipation at international trade fairs, ‘CONSTANT LOOKOUT’: This year,

international trade department. In

exhibitions and the like. In addition, the Trade Council is putting togeth-

Business meeting at
‘Fish 2004’ in Moscow (bottom left);
Discussions at ‘Icelandic Fisheries
Exhibitions’, Kópavogur (bottom right).

develop selected and new industry

Formed some twenty-ﬁve years

sectors, focus on selected areas of

ago, the Faroe Islands Trade Coun- development and develop the comcil is commissioned to ‘develop in- mercial infrastructure.’
dustries, crafts and services and in
this context provide advice and information on technology, ﬁnance,
management and export.’ Likewise,
according to the regulations govern-

FAROE ISLANDS TRADE COUNCIL

practical terms, this means providing

FAROE ISLANDS TRADE COUNCIL

“We work to stimulate Faroese

86 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005

Faroese business development

Among the trade delegation can- in the Faroes.

Council has played a signiﬁcant part

dated development objectives with a

Annleyg Lamhauge
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A CASE AND A PLACE FOR HIGH-TECH
MARIA OLSEN

Bitland Enterprise
offers a viable option
for the deployment and
showcasing of cuttingedge technology projects,
using the distinctive
Faroese geography and
demographics as the
physical framework for
ultimate ‘reality-testing’.

can emerge as the unquestioned international leader in mobile, WiMaxcertiﬁed handheld communications
devices and the leading source of a
cost-effective, high-speed, robust,
scalable and secure end-to-end solution with high quality of service and
customer care subscriber management features.”
The description continued: “The

W

goal of the (…) Project [is] to de-

HAT BEGAN AS a business

velop a WiMax-certiﬁed, thin-client

consultant’s sporadic contacts

handheld device using WiMax-en-

BITLAND ENTERPRISE
PO Box 195, FO-110 Tórshavn.
http://www.thebitland.com
E-Mail: info@thebitland.com
Tel.: +298 311085
Fax: +298 356601
Executive Manager
Ólavur Gregersen
Business and technology
development project management
and co-ordination.
Focus Areas: Fish Traceability,
Digital Medical Records, Digital
Signatures and Public Key
Infrastructures, Fisheries Technology,
Infotainment, eGovernment,
eLearning, Energy Technology,
Environmental Protection and
related technology, Biotechnology.
Common thread: the link
between innovation, information
technology and globalization.

with a senior manager of a global

abled silicon and ultimately capable

semiconductor giant, two years later

of supporting multiple 4G technolo-

turned into an incorporated joint

gies; to showcase a proof of concept

venture of Faroese information and

business model for a mobile, scalable, other international issues. We have

communication technology compa-

end-to-end thin-client solution for

a 20 percent corporate tax which is

nies reaching out to attract interna-

worldwide markets with customer

very low by OECD standards. Crime

tional development project partners.

care managed by (…) proprietary

is negligible; the arts are ﬂourish-

“We are encouraging ICT com-

ISMS software, and to augment and

ing. We have a highly advanced

panies, researchers and investors to

showcase the current secure and dy- and liberalized telecommunications

take a closer look at the enticing op-

Ólavur Gregersen, executive manager.

namic hosting capacity (…).”

portunities that lay latent in research

knowledge that can be gained from

terprise envisions such organizations

and development projects carried

research and development under such

collaborating in order to maximize

out in the right environment,” said

special conditions as those present in

the potential of leading edge informa-

Sea’ project, the purpose of which is

ment projects, Mr Gregersen said

limited broadband connection to

Bitland’s executive manager, Ólavur

the Faroes. “Not only are we offering

tion and communications technology

to develop a conceptual scheme for

that contributing factors constituting

the rest of the world. Digital media

Gregersen.

an extremely distinct geographical

through the deployment of successful

personal safety at sea that exploits

a competitive Faroese advantage are

broadcasting is highly developed;

value-added utilization strategies and

new telecommunication opportuni- identiﬁed by a number of geographi- wireless connectivity is common and

“Bitland Enterprise is a non-prof- area,” he added.
it organization dedicated to develop-

“The Faroes have a complete de- world-class technology showcasing in

ing new ways of deployment for ad- mographic, natural and technological

the Faroe Islands.

In terms of general feasibility

infrastructure, a super-fast undersea
ﬁber optic cable linking to Iceland

for technology-intensive develop- and Scotland, providing nearly un-

ties.
Another example is a deployment

cal, cultural, economic, technological

about 75 percent of all households

and political features.

have a least one computer; well above

vanced technology,” he added. “Our

environment, all in miniature, which

experiment involving telecommuni-

“The country is geographically

half of the total population are on-

main focus is on projects with clear

makes them practically and ﬁnan- ‘A DISCREET SETTING’: Founded in

cation and wireless technology. “By

and culturally distinct, and an au- line, and so forth.

relevance to potential commercializa- cially ideal for many types of research

February 2004, the Bitland Enter-

forging an early strategic alliance and

tonomous, self-governing territory of

“It all adds up to the fact that the

tion and consumer value.”

prise has launched nine projects in

utilizing the distinctive showcase and

the Kingdom of Denmark, but not a

Faroes offer a great environment in

member of the EU,” he said.

which to test new concepts in a real-

and development projects.”

What makes Bitland appealing

Seeking to attract leading ICT

its ﬁrst year, some of which are com-

market-testing potential of the Faroe

to project partners, according to Mr

companies, research institutes and

pleted while others are still running.

Islands,” a project description reads,

Gregersen, is the potentially valuable

venture capitalists, the Bitland En- One of these projects is the ‘Safety at
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“The Faroes have exclusive trea- life, yet in a discreet and contained

“(…) and Interactive Device, together, ties governing trade, ﬁsheries and

setting.”
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Even though some oil industry
insiders are in favor of
regulatory changes in the
Faroes to lower ﬁnancial
risks in order to increase the
potential for drilling action,
the oil business is still very
much of a patience game.

W

By Jeremy Cresswell

HEN THE HUNT for
oil & gas was initiated
off the Faroe Islands in
2000 with the First Licensing Round, hopes
were high that the

prize would be found with ease and that commercial
production would be achieved within a decade.
It turned out not to be the case. Of the three

wells drilled in the ﬁrst licensing round, only one
encountered convincing volumes of oil in place. The
Marjun-1 success came in 2001, since when operator
Amerada Hess has not been back to assess the ﬁnd
by carrying out appraisal drilling.
Gloom rapidly descended. The bonanza that
many Faroese had quietly hoped for evaporated. But
at least there was some consolation.
The Faroese Parliament (Løgting) had wisely
ensured that prospecting oil companies routed their
logistics needs via the islands, so providing business
opportunities for at least some Faroese companies
during early drilling.
But no one should have been surprised as anyone who has tracked the slow-pace race that has
characterized the hunt for new resources on the UK
side of the Faroe-Shetland Channel would demonstrate.
That said, the fact that, last year, Total signalled the likely commerciality of the Laggan gas
90 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005

THE
NEED
FOR
SPEED
AND PATIENCE
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The Second Faroese Round covered roughly 19,000 sq.km, divided

us. We’ve already done a lot of work

participation and today led by CEO

on Wyville Thomson and the thing

Graham Stewart, FK has a bold

about this area is that it doesn’t need

strategy, as evidenced by its Round

the latest generation deepwater drill-

Two awards.

ing unit.”

That the company’s Round One

Switching to Sildrekin licence,

the work programmes initially cover

hopes were dashed when the ﬁrst and

Stewart said there was a “frenzy” to

seismic and other surveys as well as

only block 002 well drilled in part-

get control of that acreage. FK was

processing and interpretation with

nership with Italian energy giant Eni

lucky to get its 10 percent.

the purpose of maturing the licences

proved a failure appears not to have

for future exploration drilling.

dented FK ambitions.

Part of the reason for this is
because Statoil has a neighbouring

Witness the acreage awarded,

prospect called Brugdan, which is

privatized Norwegian state company

that is, Sildrekin and, remarkably, was happy enough with our applica- scheduled for drilling next year and,

secured three operatorships and an

the Wyville-Thomson Ridge. This

tion, work programme and commit- if that works, Sildrekin may yield

interest in a fourth license. One of

licence is held 100 percent by FK and

ment to getting things done, so we

an even bigger prize. If Brugdan is

these operated licences was secured

contains a giant lead along the axis of

secured it 100 percent.

successful, then Sildrekin could be

in partnership with Shell, DONG of

this huge undersea structure.

“By working at and by derisking

drilled in 2007.

Denmark and tiny Faroe Petroleum.

So what is Stewart’s strategy

it, as we will do by interpreting the

But there is little prospect of

This 2,084 sq.km licence, now named

behind such a choice? He told the

seismic data that exists already [to

anyone drilling any wells in Faroese

Sildrekin, apparently holds a number

writer recently: “We’ve tried to work

build an underground picture] and

waters this year. It is understood that

of exciting prospects including a very

out where the most prospective parts

then adding to that ‘2D long-offset’, none are planned and, in any case,

large lead in some 250 metres of wa-

of the Faroese sector are and already

which we will shoot either this year

there is now a shortage of suitable

ter, which is relatively shallow for the

have attractive, prospective areas.

or next, we think we can probably

rigs.

offshore industry.

“Wyville-Thomson … nobody

build a case for a well … maybe in

The closest prospect for drilling

has ever drilled there. It stands out

2006. If it turned out that way, we

would appear to be the First Round

ated by ChevronTexaco and shared

like a sore thumb, being by far the

would invite others to come in with

licence Ann Ma- [Cont. on page 96]

with Statoil 30 percent, DONG

largest anticline anyone’s

20 percent and OMV of Germany

aware of in NW Europe.

As for licence four, this is oper-

MARIA OLSEN

up as a means of ensuring Faroese

into 83 full and 39 part blocks and

In Statoil’s case, the partially

10 percent. What makes this one

BP, Shell and other big

exciting is that it is adjacent to the

companies … they’d all

Rosebank /Lochnagar structure

love to drill it. But, be-

where ChevronTexaco made its big

cause it’s so far away from

oil ﬁnd referred to earlier and which

anything else, they’re un-

discovery, that ChevronTexaco made

ter. While the Second Faroese Oil

may have reserves of more than 500

able to secure manage-

what is almost certainly a large oil

& Gas Licensing Round was always

million barrels. But this is subject to

ment consent to attempt

ﬁnd on the Rosebank/Lochnagar li- going to be of limited appeal to oil

SMEDVIG

Bjarni Djurholm, Minister of Trade and
Industry; the drilling vessel ‘West Navigator’
(top right); map of Faroese license areas.

appraisal work this year and next at
least.
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Indeed the Atlantic Frontier

bidders. Moreover, companies like

troleum (Føroya Kolvetni), which is
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we did. And the Faroese
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Petroleum Administration

game may be changing for the bet- Faroese acreage holdings.
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OIL INDUSTRY GAINING KNOWLEDGE BY
POOLING INFORMATION RESOURCES
According to the Faroes Oil
Industry Group, FOÍB, it is
of great value for the industry
to share best practices and
other resources in order
to learn the most possible
about the Faroese Shelf
and the Atlantic Margin
as an area of activity.

ties, there is much indeed to FOÍB in

tive manner. This is already proving

the way of planning, sponsoring and

very valuable not only by the data and

co-sponsoring surveys and scientiﬁc

resources made available, but also

research of common interest for the oil

by the point that once full scale oil

companies—often, as well, of interest

production activities commence on

FOÍB — THE FAROES OIL INDUSTRY GROUP
Administration Centre
c/o Atlanticon,
PO Box 263, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.foib.fo
E-Mail: atlanticon@atlanticon.fo
Tel.: +298 319685
Fax: +298 319185
Chairman: Ben Arabo,
General Manager of
Amerada Hess (Faroes) Ltd.

FOÍB acts as the joint association
to parts of the general public. In fact, the Faroese shelf, which may hap- of the oil companies holding
licences to explore for hydrocarbons
FOÍB pursues a full range of issues pen sooner or later, it will be very
in the Faroese area either as
of relevance to the Faroes through difﬁcult to recreate the groundwork license holders or partners.

the activities of its sub-committees, that FOIB has done—it will have

HE IDEA BEHIND the Faroes

Current members: Amerada Hess,
Anadarko, Atlantic Petroleum, BG, BP,
covering Environmental (including provided a baseline for the future.”
DONG, Eni, Faroe Petroleum, PetroMetocean), Engineering & OperaAs the written ‘Scope and Ob- Canada, Phillips, Shell and Statoil.

Oil Industry Group, FOÍB, may

tions, Exploration and Geotechni- jectives of FOÍB’ declare: “We will

T

correspond much with the classic

cal, Operational Health, Safety and

maintain and expand the knowledge

and management strategies in line

wisdom of desiring to avoid wasted

Environment (HSE), Commercial

base for the Faroese area, obtaining

with Faroese national regulations

effort on something that has already

& Legal. The activities of the ﬁve

new data for the beneﬁt of the devel- and international standards for this

been completed by, or can be done

sub-committees are coordinated by

opment of an offshore oil & gas in- kind of work.” Likewise, a consid-

more effectively by joining forces

a Management Committee, which

dustry in the Faroe Islands. We will

erable amount of metocean data has

with, someone else. When mutual

drives initiatives, approves research

continue and build on constructive

been gathered through the Metocean

interest is at stake, especially the mu-

plans of the sub-committees and acts

dialogue with interested parties in

Sub-Committee by continued fund-

tual interest of the global oil industry

as a fund holder.

the Faroes as a forum for industry

ing of wave and current data series

communication with the Faroese

acquisition. As to matters of health,

players which form the membership
of FOÍB, the key goal is collaboration

‘CONSTRUCTIVE DIALOGUE’:

and this has an immediate impact on

various initiatives in the FOÍB work

the industries and communities in

programme reﬂect the stage of ac-

the Faroes.

tivities in the Faroese area, but the

“The upstream oil industry in the
Faroes is still conﬁned to exploration

The

Authorities and other interested par- safety and the environment, the
ties.”
With an extensive list of publicly

has worked with Faroese authorities

available reports, the records indicate

on addressing emergency response

structure caters for future develop- that environmental issues have been

in connection with future offshore

ment, the chairman explained.

imperative in many of the joint proj- activities in Faroese waters, an activ-

“For one thing, FOÍB provides

FOÍB, once noted in an article. He

a common point of contact between

added: “The Faroese area has all the

the companies operating in the Faro- tal Sub-Committee has focused on

the industry is gaining valuable new

MARIA OLSEN

activity,” Ben Arabo, chairman of

characteristics of a frontier area and
knowledge about the area as each day

sharing best practice to gain knowl-

passes. FOÍB plays an important role

edge on the Faroese Shelf and the

in this work. In an area as complex as

North Atlantic Margin as a whole.”

the Faroes we have to use a collaborative approach, pooling resources and
94 • AnnualBusinessReport 2005

Later, in an interview, Mr Arabo

FOÍB chairman, Ben Arabo.

Operational HSE Sub-Committee

ects in FOÍB.

ity that has materialized in several

Accordingly, the Environmen- major offshore emergency response
exercises.

ese area and the Faroese authorities

the ecosystem to provide a baseline

Since the 13 oil companies that

and institutions on matters of broad

for future reference and the main

were awarded licences in the ﬁrst

policy and on general operational is- delivery is the Regional Environ- licensing round established FOÍB,
sues,” he said. “However, the organi- mental Impact Assessment (EIA), another licensing round has been

ous practical advantages of provid-

sation also ensures that jointly funded

the overall objective of which is

awarded, adding new oil companies

ing a single point of contact with the

projects are managed and the results

to “provide the best available basis

to the list of license holders—and

pointed out that apart from the obvi- Faroese Government and its authori-

distributed in an efﬁcient and effec- for environmental decision-making

new potential FOÍB members.
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[Cont. from page 93] rie, but not until

that will be carried out over the next

to drilling wells and hopefully ﬁnd-

2006. It is apparently on the same

years will mature the Faroese area, so

ing commercial quantities of hydro-

geological trend as the UK sector

that the license holders can proceed

carbons.” The dream lives on.

Cambo ﬁnd by Amerada Hess, also
Rosebank/Lochnagar.
This has to be disappointing for
the Faroese people, but part of the
solution lies in their hands, argues
Stewart.
“To have success in Faroe, you
need to have a lot more wells drilled.
To get a lot more wells drilled you
need to reduce the cost. To reduce

ATLANTIC PETROLEUM
AWARDED TWO NEW LICENSES
Set for an IPO in 2005, the Faroese oil company, Atlantic
Petroleum, together with Geysir Petroleum, was awarded
two new licenses in the Faroes’ second licensing round.

I

N THE SECOND oil licens- vestors . Its corporate shareholders
ing round in the Faroes, Atlantic

Petroleum was awarded two new

represent most of the major Faroese
business sectors. The company par-

that cost you need to increase the

licenses for oil and gas exploration. ticipates in exploration in the Faro-

pool of potential rigs and that means

In cooperation with Icelandic Gey- ese and the UK sector of the North

changing regulations.”

sir Petroleum, the Faroese oil com- Sea, with minority shares in eight

At the moment, the Faroes ap-

pany applied for four license areas

licenses.

ply Norwegian rules to rigs, not the

offshore from the Faroes, and the

more lenient but still rigorous UK

two licenses awarded cover approxi- leum on ICEX and the VMF was

approach that enables older rigs to

mately the same areas.

operate safely and effectively on the
Atlantic Frontier.
Clearly aware of the tough ride

The license areas are situated

The listing of Atlantic Petroannounced to be in January-February 2005, but was delayed slightly.

close to the UK border in blocks “Most things are in place, but the
6104/9, 10, 14 for license 014, and

company waits with the listing until

to date, Trade & Industry Minister

blocks 6103/11, 12, 13, 17, 7 (part), after the Annual General Meeting,

Bjarni Djurholm said at the 2005

8 (part) for license 013. “Seismic re- which will be held late March or

Offshore Faroes conference: “We

search of the areas indicate several

have all acknowledged that our initial

interesting structures,” Atlantic Pe- leum’s managing director Wilhelm

expectations were too optimistic and

troleum said in a press release, refer- Petersen. In December 2004, the

have realized that petroleum explora-

ring to ChevronTexaco’s recent ﬁnd

company in its third share offering

tion takes time. However I believe

in the immediate proximity, on the

raised around DKK 28 [EUR 3.75 /

that petroleum exploration will be

UK side of the border.

USD 5] million in nominal value.

one of the new industries that are

Atlantic Petroleum’s share in

early April,” said Atlantic Petro-

Mr Petersen noted: “We are

necessary in order to move the Faroes

licenses 013 and 014 is 40 percent, very proud with the outcome of the

towards a more diversiﬁed business

with Geysir Petroleum as operator in

share offering. It provides us with a

community.”

both licenses. The companies have

ﬁnancial base on which to continue

obliged themselves to, ﬁrstly, gather

the development of our present ﬁelds

And there’s the dilemma. To
generate tangible opportunities for

more data from the areas, and deci- in the UK part of the North Sea and

the Faroese business community re-

sion on possible drilling action is to

the expansion of our activities to

quires real action offshore. At least

be taken by the conclusion of the

other parts of North Sea. Today we

Djurholm is optimistic.

four-year license period.

have ongoing operations in Faroes

He said: “I am convinced that
the seismic surveys and other work
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Atlantic Petroleum was formed

and the UK and we are considering

in 1998 by 18 private Faroese in- options in Norway and Denmark.”
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www.faroelink.com

NAIS

Time to go international?
Schedule an appointment
with us ﬁrst.

LOCATED in Tórshavn, the capital of the
Faroe Islands, Reveal International – FaroeLink
is a diversiﬁed company providing a variety of
professional services to the Faroese and international
business communities.
We can help you navigate the complexities of
international commerce to achieve the success you
desire in your international strategy. Our services
include:
• commercial negotiations
• letters of intent, memorandums of
understanding and/or contracts
• international commercial law issues, especially
UNIDROIT
• international copyright
• country speciﬁc import/export regulations and
directives
• specialized market research

We also oﬀer these important language and intercultural services:
• quality translation or proof-reading of English,
Faroese or Danish commercial, ﬁnancial,
academic or governmental documents
• advertising and marketing your products in
English
• customized English-language instruction –
helping you to build business conversation skills
or develop technical language proﬁciency
• TOEIC benchmarking: We are the authorized
representative of TOEIC, the worldwide
benchmarking examination designed to evaluate
corporate English-language competence,
developed and distributed by the respected
Educational Testing Service.
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